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LindFast Solutions Group (LSG), a leading
master distributor of specialty fasteners in North
America, announced today the promotion of three
of its Vice Presidents to its Senior Leadership
team. Bernie Longen, who previously served as
Vice President of Sales, will take on the role of
President of the Lindstrom division. John (OJ)
Simpson who previously served as Vice President
of Sales, will take on the role of President of
the Stelfast division. And, Jon Newman, who
previously served as Vice President of Purchasing
and Quality, will take on the role of Senior Vice
President of Purchasing, Quality and General
Manager of the Mega Metric division. LSG also
announced today the promotion of Bill Akerfeldt to
Vice President and General Manager of LindFast
Canada and Marvin Brown to Senior Director
of Operations and Administration of LindFast
Canada.
“We are extremely pleased to be announcing

the promotion of these five key leaders in our
company” said CEO, Bill Niketas. “Collectively,
they have a decades long track record in this
industry of taking care of customers, driving
growth, and optimizing their organizations. But
more importantly, they are all leaders who embrace
our core values of: integrity, respect, ownership,
collaboration, excellence, and humility. We are
very proud to work with each of them, and we look
forward to great times ahead for LindFast.”
		Headquartered in Blaine, MN, LindFast
Solutions Group is the leading high-touch master
distributor of specialty fasteners in the North
American market and is a vital supply chain
partner and superior sourcing solution to a broad
based of distribution customers.
For more information, contact Lindfast Solutions
Group by Tel: 1-800-328-2430, Fax: 763-7800554, Email: sales@lindfastgrp.com or visit them
online at www.lindfastgrp.com.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Goebel Fasteners, Inc. is pleased to
announce Jackie Ventura, owner of Ventura
Industrial Products, LLC as Manufacturer’s
Representative.
Jackie Ventura has been serving the fastener
industry for over 35 years, and will begin
representing Goebel Fasteners, Inc. within the
following areas: Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Kentucky,
Western Pennsylvania, and Upstate New York.
“I’m looking forward to working with Goebel
Fasteners to expand sales in my territory. Their
dedication to quality and dependability makes
Goebel an excellent complimentary line, and a
perfect match to my style of doing business, so
this partnership is a quite a big deal for me,”
stated Jackie Ventura.
“With over 35 years of experience within the
fastener industry, Jackie will be a great addition to
the Goebel Fasteners sales team and a valuable
asset in extending the reach of the company,”

said Christian Reich, VP of Operations. “Jackie
is committed to the highest level of service that
Goebel is proud to offer each and every customer,
and we are looking forward to the partnership with
Ventura Industrial Products, LLC.”
For more information on Ventura Industrial
Products, LLC, please visit www.jackieventura.com
The Goebel Group is a family-run and
internationally active business group of joining
and assembly technology. Considered specialists
in the development of innovative and high-quality
joining elements and corresponding processing
systems, their friendly and experienced staff,
representatives, and distribution partners take
care that customers are satisfied and actively
support the entire supply chain as well as value
chain.
Contact Goebel Fasteners, Inc. by Tel: 713-3937007, Fax: 713-393-7084, email: sales@goebelfasteners.com or at www.goebel-fasteners.com.
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Laurence Claus
Laurence Claus is the President of NNi Training and Consulting, Inc. He has 25 years of
experience with a medium sized automotive fastener manufacturer, holding positions
including Vice President of Engineering, General Manager, Director of Quality, Director
of New Business Development and Applications Engineer. In 2012 he formed NNi
offering technical and business training courses as well as technical consulting, expert
witness and consultation work. He can be reached at 847-867-7363 or by email:
Lclaus@NNiTraining.com. You can learn more about NNi at www.NNiTraining.com.

A PRIMER ON FASTENER MARKING
A number of years ago I owned an old John Deere
tractor that was clearly showing its age. As I tooled around
my yard cutting the grass I noticed that the engine was
laboring more and more and it was consistently blowing
oily blue smoke from the exhaust. I knew it was time to
either retire the tractor or rebuild the engine. Although I
had never done it before, I decided I would try my hand at
rebuilding the engine.
For anyone that has ever committed to such a
project, you know that this is not a simple task. Just
about everything has to come off the engine to be able
to get inside to the cylinder bore to hone it and replace
the cylinder rings. Needless to say, by the time I reached
this point I had a collection of components, many of them
fasteners spread out across the garage floor.
As it would turn out, this happened to be one of those
projects that I quickly realized I was outside my comfort
zone. As a result I had to put it aside for a while to regroup
and figure out exactly how to best proceed. By the time I
got back to it several months had passed since I started.
When I finally reached the point that I could put it all back
together, I discovered there were several fasteners that
had gone AWOL.
What does one do in such a situation? There are
several courses of action, the best, perhaps, is to review
the parts manual to get an exact description of the
needed part and replace it with a genuine replacement
part ordered from the original equipment manufacturer.
The more expedient method, and the one I dare say most
home warriors like myself are apt to employ, is to review
any other identical system parts (if they exist) and use the
sample to find a suitable replacement. This is where the

TECHNICAL ARTICLE

fastener industry’s observance of standards and following
head marking requirements is so beneficial. How does
one know, however, that they have found a suitable
replacement? One of the best ways is to review the head
markings of a similar or existing part and replace it with
an identical part.
This is not an entirely bad strategy because the
head markings convey some critical information. They
immediately inform us about critical part information. In
the case of standard automotive and industrial fasteners,
we can quickly discern the difference between a low and
high strength bolt. In the case of aerospace fasteners
we usually are provided a part number that we can easily
reference to find out a great deal of information about
the part. Regardless of the use or industry, therefore,
head markings provide a vital role in the functionality of
fasteners.
Generally speaking there are two varieties of markings,
those that communicate something about the strength,
material, or performance capabilities of the fasteners
and those that identify the manufacturer or private
label distributor who last significantly altered the part.
Manufacturer’s insignia are unique for each company
and often, although not always, a registered trademark
promoting brand identity. The performance or strength
markings relate to Consensus Standards (standards
published by organizations like SAE, ASTM, and ISO). It
is so critical that these markings represent the actual
strength or performance of the part that in 1990 President
George Bush signed the Fastener Quality Act into law
making it illegal to falsely represent a part with counterfeit
head marking.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 98
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Guy Avellon
Guy Avellon has been in MRO and Fastener Distribution for over 30 years, in such positions Sales
Engineer, Chief Engineer, Manager of Product Marketing, Product Engineering & Quality and
Director of Quality & Engineering. He founded GT Technical Consultants where he performs failure
analysis, lectures on fastener safety, works for law firms and designs/audits Quality systems. He is a
member of SAE, is Vice Chairman of the ASTM F16 Fastener Committee, Chairman of the F16.01 Test
Methods Committee and received the ASTM Award of Merit in 2005. Guy can be contacted at 847477-5057, Email: ExpertBoltGuy@gmail.com or visit www.BoltFailure.com.

WHAT FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS NEED TO
KNOW ABOUT STAINLESS STEELS - PART 1
This series will explain some of the many differences
and advantages of several common types of stainless

harder and more brittle it becomes. Therefore, stainless
steels generally contain very low amounts of carbon.

steels sold, their identification markings for inch and metric

Crystals form when molten steel cools through

and installation information. Many times, customers have

multiple temperature ranges. Austenite is created by

an idea of what they want but are unaware that there may

heating ferrite to 912ºC (1674ºF), at which point the BCC

be a better product for their application. This is where your

(Body Centered Cubic) structure transforms into a FCC

Value-Added Service becomes valuable.

(Face Centered Cubic) structure which can absorb up to

There are hundreds of different types, or alloys,
that make up stainless steels. Each is developed to

2% carbon. Austenite retains its structure (stabilizes) from
the addition of nickel and manganese.

produce its own unique properties for countless different

Elements, such as nickel, manganese, copper,

applications. Originally called ‘rust-less’ steel, it is an

molybdenum, columbium, etc. may be added to further

alloy of a very low carbon steel that contains a minimum

increase corrosion and oxidation resistance, increase

of 12% chromium. This alloy has the ability to form a

its tensile strength or enhance its heat resistance.

thin, but tenacious film of passive chromium oxide at the

These alloying elements have led to the formation of five

surface in the presence of oxygen.

main classes of stainless steels; austenitic, martensitic,

This invisible film is what provides the basis for its

ferritic, precipitation hardening and duplex steels.

resistance to atmospheric corrosion and to most oxidizing

AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS are the chromium-

agents. The film is strong but if it is slightly damaged and

nickel, chromium-nickel-manganese based stainless

is still in the presence of oxygen, the passive coating can

steels. These products are essentially nonmagnetic in the

repair itself.

annealed condition. They can be hot worked but will cold

Stainless steels can still rust in certain environments.

work rapidly. Cold working may produce a slight magnetic

If the stainless steel is exposed to aerated water or

condition, which can be easily differentiated from a strong

flowing water where the oxygen is in abundance, then the

magnetic attraction by applying a magnet to the part.

corrosion potential is passive. If conditions exist where

The austenitic steels exhibit the best high-temperature

the stainless steel is in stagnant water, exposed to a high

strength, corrosion resistance and resistance to heat

chloride content in a crevice and depleted of oxygen, then

scaling than the martensitic and ferritic steels. Austenitic

the stainless steel surface becomes active and anodic.

stainless steels are also susceptible to intergranular

Since iron exists in steel in different crystalline

corrosion at temperatures between 425 and 870ºC (800

structures, the defining difference is the amount of carbon

- 1600ºF) because of carbide precipitation in the grain

they can absorb. The higher the amount of carbon, the

boundaries.
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LINDFAST SOLUTIONS GROUP
2950 100th Court NE, Blaine, MN 55449
TEL 1-800-328-2430
EMAIL sales@lindfastgrp.com WEB www.lindfastgroup.com

CONTINUALLY EVOLVING IS THE KEY TO SUCCESS;
LINDSTROM CONNECTION IMMINENT
Origin Story

Continued Growth

In 1983, Virgil Lindstrom founded Lindstrom Metric,
Inc. At the time, Virgil had a degree in business and
economics and had finished serving six years in the Army.
Virgil had experience with the procurement of components
and an interest in the metric system. He set out to
learn about specialty metric fasteners. His strong work
ethic and a focus on quality helped make the company
successful and grow.

To better serve their customers Lindstrom created a
fabricating division. Their Mega Fabricating division offers
fabricated fasteners, per-print items and odd sizes to fill
all of their customers’ special part requirements.
A couple of notable mergers and acquisitions include
Titan Fasteners and Stelfast.
Titan Fasteners was acquired in 2014. Titan is well
known in the marketplace as a premier master distributor.
Their focus on low volume and non-commodity SKU’s was
an excellent complement to Lindstrom’s existing product
line. Both companies pride themselves on their customer
service and value-added services.
In 2018 Lindstrom merged with Stelfast to form
LindFast Solutions Group. Both companies exclusively
sell to distributors. The two companies share core values.
Stelfast’s existing commitment to customer service was a
perfect fit for Lindstrom’s culture.
The merger increased the number of products the
new company offers as well as its number of physical
locations. Both increases put Lindstrom in a position to
meet more of its customers’ needs and improve their
already excellent service. LindFast Solutions Group now
offers over 80,000 SKU’s and has the following locations
serving North America:

Refining Their Focus
By the early 1990s, Lindstrom had become known
as an expert in the fasteners industry. Lindstrom decided
to grow the company’s size and geographic reach
through acquisitions. During this time, they changed
their business model to sell exclusively to distributors.
The change in focus allowed the company to form many
significant and long-lasting relationships with distributors
within the US and abroad.
Lindstrom’s focus is on distributors of fasteners
and industrial supplies. With many strategically located
locations across the US and Canada, they are in a perfect
position to deliver on their stated missions, “provide
excellent customer service and total product availability.
The entire organization revolves around these missions.
Our sourcing team ensures that all products are in
stock when and where you need them. Our warehouse
operations guarantee that orders large and small ship
on-time. Our knowledgeable sales staff can answer any
question you may have. Every inch and millimeter of the
company is focused on the customer’s experience.”
Lindstrom offers products stocked for immediate
delivery, multiple packaging options, specialty plating,
specialty manufacturing, and other value-added services.

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

United States
¤ California
¤ Georgia
¤ Illinois
¤ Minnesota
¤ New Jersey
¤ New York
¤ Ohio
¤ South Carolina

¤
¤

Texas
Washington

Canada
¤ Montreal
¤ Toronto

CONTINUED ON PAGE 102
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Rob LaPointe AIM TESTING LABORATORY
Rob LaPointe is a noted authority in materials and fastener technology. With extensive experience
in the management and science of materials testing laboratories combined with master’s degrees in
physics and education, he excels at bringing solutions to the client. Working specifically in the fastener
testing industry, he has developed expertise in mechanical, nondestructive, metallurgical and chemical
testing. With a background of 20 years in physics education, Rob is effective at communicating complex
ideas in a simple and understandable manner, communicating well with clients enabling them to make
informed decisions about their products and business. AIM is located at 1920 Cordell Court #101, El
Cajon, CA, 92020. Tel: 909-254-1278, email: sales@aimtestlab.com or online at www.aimtestlab.com

FASTENER SCIENCE:
CHARPY IMPACT TESTING
Charpy impact testing is the most fundamental test
to determine the fracture toughness of metal. It is both
simultaneously a brutish and eloquent test, striking a
metal bar with a big hammer so that it breaks into two
pieces. On the eloquent side, the test makes use of a
simple mechanism that uses the force of gravity on a
falling pendulum and fundamental physics to determine
the amount of energy consumed by the fracturing
specimen.
Charpy impact testing, also known as Charpy V-notch
(CVN) was first developed by S.B. Russell in 1896,
although Russell’s initial tests were done on bars
of metal without a notch. In 1901, Georges Charpy
introduced the notched specimen (Figure 1) and test
standardization with both the specimen and the impact

FIGURE 2 CHARPY IMPACT TESTING MACHINE

tester (Figure 2). Charpy’s contributions to standardize

The testing specifications that govern test specimens

both the specimen and testing apparatus enabled the

and testing machines are specified in both ASTM E23

test results to characterize materials and tempering

and ISO 148-1. Both specifications provide specimen

techniques and to compare the fracture toughness

geometry, testing machine tolerances and calibration

among them. Charpy’s contributions to the science of

parameters. The standard CVN bar is 10 x 10 mm

the test were so significant, the test was named after

square and 55 mm long (Figure 1). The V-notch is 45

him.

° and has a root radius of 0.25 mm. The geometry
of the specimen has a tight tolerance so that the
resulting energy measurement is comparable between
the specimens in a test group as well as from one test to
another on the same material and temper. A test group
consists of three samples tested together. The purpose
of the V-notch is to both direct the fracture to occur in
the middle of the specimen in addition to providing a
FIGURE 1 CHARPY V-NOTCH (CVN) SPECIMEN

TECHNICAL ARTICLE

standardized stress-riser and fracture area.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 104
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Bruno Marbacher
Bruno Marbacher earned his mechanical engineering degree in Switzerland, he also holds a
business degree. He started out as a tool and die maker (poly-mechanic) and over the years he
has held various management positions in quality and engineering. During his time in America
he has developed and given numerous seminars on topics related to the proper use of mechanical
fasteners and machine elements, and assists engineers in solving fastening/assembly issues. His
has groomed and directed many young engineers in fastening/assembly technology. He now
offers his 40 years of experience through writing and lecturing.

CRITICAL ASPECTS OF ZINC PLATINGS
AND ZINC COATINGS
In this article we continue with the important
aspects of zinc platings and zinc protection
coatings. There are some issues related to
electro-zinc, the most critical one is hydrogen
embrittlement.

Hydrogen Embrittlement
Hydrogen embrittlement is an unfortunate side
effect of the electro-plating
process. It is induced
into the steel during acid
pickling and/or during the
electro-plating process.
The hydrogen atoms
have the tendency to
migrate to areas with internal stress concentrations.
There the hydrogen can weaken the cohesion of the
grain structure. Parts can become brittle because of
hydrogen at a tensile strength of about 1100 MPa
(160000 psi). That means steel parts with hardness of
32 HRC to about 40 HRC are susceptible to hydrogen
embrittlement. In terms of a fastener that means:
fasteners with strength class 10.9 (grade 8), nut
Class 10 (grade 8) and case hardened fasteners are
susceptible to hydrogen embrittlement.
Hardened washers and retaining rings or highly
work-hardened parts are susceptible as well. Normally,
hydrogen infested parts do not immediately break. This
occurs after the parts have been subjected to a tensile
load for a certain time. That is the reason, one often
speaks of a delayed brittle fracture. As to exactly at
what hardness range hydrogen embrittlement starts

TECHNICAL ARTICLE

to occur, experts are not quite clear. What is known
is, that parts with hardness of more than 37 HRC are
highly susceptible to hydrogen embrittlement. In terms
of fasteners that mean: screws with property class 12.9
(socket screws ASTM 574 etc) and nuts Class 12 are
at high risk. Here hydrogen causes cracking. Ultimately
causing parts to fracture even under low loads.

Baking
Proper baking greatly alleviates the risk of hydrogen
embrittlement. Baking is done by heating the parts up
to a temperature of 190 - 230°C (374 - 446°F). The
parts then are kept at this temperature for a number of
hours depending on the strength of the material. During
this “baking” process the hydrogen is removed from
the material. As of this writing, there is no safe test
to check whether all hydrogen has been removed from
the steel, so a certain risk of hydrogen embrittlement
remains. Baking is not reliable on parts with hardness
HRC 37 and higher.

Hot Dip Galvanizing
Hot dip galvanizing is the oldest form to deposit
Zinc onto steel. It is simply
done by immersing steel
parts into molten Zinc.
Even though it is the oldest
method it is still one of the
most effective ones.
The common coating
thickness, depending on size, is 40 µm (1.57 mil) – 70
µm (2.75 mil).
CONTINUED ON PAGE 106
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Joe Dysart
Joe Dysart is an Internet speaker and business consultant based in Thousand Oaks,
California. A journalist for 20 years, his articles have appeared in more than 40
publications, including The New York Times and The Financial Times of London.
During the past decade, his work has focused exclusively on ecommerce.
Telephone: 631-256-6602; web: www.joedysart.com; email: joe@dysartnewsfeatures.com

PODCASTING: FOR FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS,
KILLER MARKETING ON A SHOESTRING
Amidst the wide array of highly sophisticated digital
according to Statista (www.statista.com/topics/3170/
tools marketers are using to increase profits, a surprise –
podcasting).
and decidedly low-tech – alternative is scoring big gains for
And most of those podcast listeners are the kind of
fastener distributors: the simple podcast.
audience advertisers pursue aggressively. According to
Essentially a recorded spin-off of
the 2018 Podcast Trends Report
an old-timey radio show that features
(www.discoverpods.com/podcasta host and maybe a guest or two
trends-report-2018), 41% of podcast
talking on a microphone, podcasts
listeners who tune in at least onceare current the Next Big Thing on the
a-month make more than $75,000
Web, drawing millions of listeners.
annually.
Says Jamie Spencer, owner,
Moreover, podcasts apparently
MakeAWebsiteHub.com, a Web
have a way of making the advertising
marketing specialist: “It’s a great
that’s aired on shows easy to
way to grow your business, connect
remember. Nearly half of podcast
GEAR FOR A BASIC PODCAST CAN COST AS
with other leaders in your space,
listeners surveyed say they remember
LITTLE AS $100
deepen your relationship with your
the ads they hear during the course
audience and much more.”
of a show, according to Nielsen
Marketers have all sorts of
(www.nielsen.com/us/en).
theories about podcasting’s rabid
But perhaps most telling is that
popularity. The shows are eminently
Big Money has moved into podcasting
portable: You can take them with
Specifically: Last year, online music
you to the market, to the gym, on a
service Spotify announced it had
walk or in an elevator.
allocated $500 million for podcasting,
And podcasts are eminently
which it planned to use for scoopingpersonal: While you’re listening to a
up ownership of podcasts it believes
IS A GREAT WAY TO CONNECT WITH
podcast, you can completely tune-out PODCASTING
promise the greatest returns.
YOUR CUSTOMER, ONE-TO-ONE
the rest of the world. It’s just you
The good news for fastener
and your favorite podcast host inside your headphones.
distributors – both big and small – is that virtually anyone
No matter what underlying factors are propelling
has the ability to ride the podcasting wave.
podcasting, the fact remains, it’s a medium on fire.
Granted, your fastener distributorship’s podcast may
Currently, there are 86 million podcast listeners in the U.S.
not become one of the Top 100 podcasts in the U.S.
alone – a number expected to grow to 132 million by 2022,
overnight (www.podcastinsights.com/top-us-podcasts).
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Jo Morris Marketing Director, Fastener Training Institute

®

FASTENER TRAINING INSTITUTE

®

5318 East 2nd Street #325, Long Beach, CA 90803
TEL 562-473-5373 FAX 661-449-3232
EMAIL info@fastenertraining.org WEB www.fastenertraining.org

FASTENER TRAINING WEEK GETS A REFRESH
Fastener Training Week has been available to the
fastener industry for nearly twenty years, during which
time more than 1000 students have participated. This
track record alone is clear evidence of a successful
combination of relevant material, good instruction, and a
needed service. Like many successful programs that have
evolved over time, the FTW curriculum needed a focused
and organized revision.
Under the leadership of Laurence Claus (NNi Training
and Consulting) and assisted by Salim Brahimi (IFI
Director of Engineering & Technology) this week-long
intensive training program has been refreshed to include
more interactive content, revised class presentations and
an expanded course outline.
Each section has been reviewed and modified with
a new consistent format that includes case studies,
activities, videos, and hands-on demonstrations. The
final exam has been updated and new class workbooks
created with exercises and activities.
Upon completion of this training and passing a final
exam, attendees will be eligible to receive the Certified
Fastener Specialist™ (CFS) designation.
This high impact program will have a long-term effect on
the Fastener Industry as students will be better equipped
for employment, sustainability, and advancement for their
organization. Industries to benefit range from fastener
manufacturers, distributors, OEMs, construction services,
government, aerospace, and others.
To assist with instruction FTI welcomes
industry expert John Hubbard to the
team. John has spent 50 years in
the fastener industry starting at Camcar
in 1968. He held many engineering,
quality and sales positions with several
fastener manufacturing companies including Corporate

TECHNICAL ARTICLE

Director of Engineering at Elgin Fastener Group. John
was Vice President of Greenslade and Company for 14
years, served on the ASME B18 subcommittee and was
chairman of the IFI Small Screws Engineering committee.
Although we are excited to get back to live classes and
“social gathering” we remind you that on-line learning is
stronger than ever. During the COVID19 travel restrictions
FTI comprehensively invested in our on-demand curriculum
which now includes over 40 fastener-related topics
developed for fastener professionals at all levels of
experience.
Subscription packages are available to fit any budget
requirement.

New Webinar Topics Include:

¤ Fastener Finishes & K Factor Determination when Tight is Right
¤ Why Does That Part Cost So Much exploring fastener cost drivers
¤ Fastener Materials - Non-Steel (Stainless,
Aluminum, Titanium, Copper Alloys, Nickel Alloys)
¤ Oil and Gas Industry Fastener Standards Usage
and Issues
New classes and course development are essential
for FTI, and industry support is critical to achieve this. For
the second year we are pleased to announce that Würth
Industry North America has partnered with FTI as our
2020 Sustaining Sponsor. The generous support of Würth
will continue to help FTI fund both existing programs and
develop the new content needed
to grow.
For a detailed description regarding all our classes,
please visit our website www.FastenerTraining.org. If you
would like to receive our newsletter please email Jo Morris
at JoM@FastenerTraining.com.
JO MORRIS | FASTENER TRAINING INSTITUTE
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STAFDA CANCELS IT’S
ANAHEIM CONVENTION
Due to the State of California’s shutdown
on Monday, July 13, 2020, reverting back to
Phase 1 with no reopening date on the horizon,
this unfortunate and unforeseeable circumstance
is forcing STAFDA to cancel its November 8-10
Convention & Trade Show in Anaheim at the
Anaheim Convention Center. The COVID-related
conditions in California are beyond STAFDA’s control
making it impossible for us to move forward with our
meeting.
STAFDA was taking every safety protocol to
safeguard attendees’ health and well-being and
we commend Visit Anaheim and the Anaheim
Convention Center on being leaders in wellness
and biorisk safety. Both STAFDA and Anaheim
officials took all the necessary steps to ensure our
November Convention would be a success.
Registrations for Anaheim got off to an
impressive start despite today’s uncertain
environment. STAFDA is grateful for the support
from members who want to return to our people-

centric, hands-on way of doing business.
However, a virtual option is being developed and
once the details are finalized, STAFDA members will
be notified. This would include workshop speakers,
the keynoter from our General Session along with
the two State of the Industry speeches, and a virtual
component to our trade show.
Members who booked rooms at the Anaheim
Marriott and Hilton Anaheim are encouraged to
cancel their hotel reservations.
The STAFDA office will begin issuing refunds
to members who’ve registered for the Anaheim
meeting.
This is the first time STAFDA has ever had to
cancel its Convention & Trade Show, but just like
other industry shows and co-ops have experienced
this year, the COVID-19 pandemic continues to
wreak havoc on the meetings industry.
Let’s get through 2020 and plan on seeing
each other again ‘in person’ at STAFDA/Charlotte,
November 7-9, 2021!

SPECIALTY TOOLS & FASTENERS DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION

PO Box 44, 500 Elm Grove Rd., Ste. 2I0, Elm Grove, Wl 53122
TEL 1-800-352-2981 FAX 262-784-5059 EMAIL info@stafda.org WEB www.stafda.org
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Del Williams
Del Williams is a technical writer based in Torrance, California.
He writes about health, business, technology, and educational issues,
and has an M.A. in English from C.S.U. Dominguez Hills.

NEW APPROACH TO FASTENER DESIGN
PREVENTS LOOSENING IN VEHICLES
In any type of vehicle – whether car, motorcycle,
airplane, military tank, farming machine or construction

using a smaller, lighter and more compact fastener,
without the use of adhesives.

equipment, there can be severe consequences if critical
fasteners loosen or fail during operation. If this occurs,

Solutions for Preventing Loosening

it not only affects the function of the equipment and

OEMs have long used a variety of fastener designs

causes substantial downtime and costs for repair, but for

that attempt to stop bolted joint loosening through the

the operator and any passengers it can be potentially life

use of adhesives or added components that physically

threatening.

restrain the bolt or nut from loosening. However, these

Yet this is exactly what happens to vehicles when

methods have significant drawbacks.

subjected to vibration, shock, dynamic loading or thermal

Locking adhesives attempt to hold fasteners in place

stress. The most frequent cause of self-loosening is

once tightened, yet the adhesives progressively lose

the side sliding of the nut or bolt head relative to the

effectiveness as temperature rises. Bolts secured with a

joint, resulting in related motion occurring in the threads.

single use, dry patch adhesive that is activated when the

The gradual rotation causes a bolted joint to lose its

bolts are tightened also add to assembly costs. With both

preload (the initial fastener tension when tightened) and

options, if the item is to be removed and re-used the threads

subsequently lead to fatigue failure.

must be cleaned first at great cost in time and labor.

Although many OEMs view fasteners as commodity

With mechanical locking approaches, the goal is to

items, in vehicles the conditions demand superior

physically prevent loosening. However, this often means

solutions to prevent fasteners from loosening. In vehicle

adding components that increase the size of the fastener

assembly alone, approximately two-thirds of the parts

and add weight and complexity to component design.

and half the labor are related to fastening in one way or

For land or air vehicles, “smaller and lighter” affects fuel

another. So, applying the wrong type of fastener can have

efficiency, so heavier fasteners are a drawback.

a negative impact on assembly costs, warranties, sales,
liability and even the overall brand image.
Fortunately, a new approach to fastener design is
promising to resolve issues of loosening due to vibration

TECHNICAL ARTICLE

Now, however, an original, innovative approach
physically prevents vehicular bolt loosening without the
traditional limitations of excess weight, complexity and
length.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 112
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Larry Borowski President
GREENSLADE & COMPANY INC.
2234 Wenneca Avenue, Fort Worth, TX 76102
TEL 817-870-8888 FAX 817-870-9199
EMAIL sales1@greensladeandcompany.com

WEB www.greensladeandcompany.com

THE PROPER GAGING OF INCH NUT THREADS
dimensional tables, in accordance with American Society
of Mechanical Engineers, ASME B1.1.
3.10.2 - Thread Gaging. Unless otherwise specified by
the purchaser, gaging for screw thread acceptability shall
be in accordance with Gaging System 21 as specified in
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, ASME B1.3.
It is important for suppliers of inch nuts to understand
the standards and gaging practices required by those

ASME B1.1 - Section 1.7: Acceptability

standards to avoid customer complaints and rejections.

Acceptability of product threads shall be in accordance

This article will provide the list of standards that cover the

with ASME B1.3. Gages and gaging shall be in accordance

requirements for inch nuts and the critical thread gaging

with ASME B1.2.

practices that apply.
Most inch nuts are manufactured according to
dimensional standards published by the American Society

ASME B1.2 - Section 4: Types of Gages For
Product Internal Thread

of Mechanical Engineers (ASME). ASME B18.2.2 covers
the exterior dimensions such as the nut’s thickness,
width across flats, and width across corners. This
standard covers all types of nuts including square,
slotted, hex flange, jam, heavy, etc. Though the external
appearance of the nuts may differ due to application, one
thing remains consistent, the threads. ASME B1.1 covers
inch nut thread dimensions. ASME B1.2 covers the thread
gages and thread gaging practices. Below are excerpts
from reference standards that apply to inch nut thread
dimensions and gaging practices.

4.1: GO Working Thread Plug Gages (Table 2 Gage 1.1)
4.1.1 - Purpose and Use. The GO thread plug gage
inspects the maximum-material GO functional limit,
A1, of product internal thread. The GO thread gage
represents the maximum-material GO functional limit
of the product internal thread, and its purpose is to

ASME B18.2.2 - Section 3.10: Threads
3.10.1 - Threads shall be Unified Standard, Class
2B, of the series specified in the notes on the respective

TECHNICAL ARTICLE

assure interchangeable assembly of maximum material
mating parts. GO thread plug gages must enter and pass
through the full-threaded length of the product freely.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 114
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Anthony Di Maio
Anthony E. Di Maio attended Wentworth Institute and Northeastern University. In 1962 he
started working with Blind Fasteners as Vice-President of Engineering & Manufacturing for two
blind rivet manufacturers. He has been Chairman of the Technical Committee of the Industrial
Fasteners Institute (IFI) and is still involved in the writing of IFI specifications. In 1991, he
started ADM Engineering and is working with Fastener Manufacturers developing new fasteners
and special machinery. He can be reached at ADM Engineering, 6 Hermon Ave., Haverhill, MA
01832; phone and fax 978-521-0277; e-mail: tdimaio@verizon.net.

DESIGN OF BLIND RIVETS
Why do some blind rivets have “annular rings” on the
mandrels? This question has been asked many times, I
will try to answer it for you.
The pictures below show a few of the blind rivets that
have annular rings on the mandrel.

PROPERLY SET RIVET

STRUCTURAL SELF-PLUGGING PULL MANDREL

The mandrel annular rings were introduced to blind
rivets to prevent the pulling jaws of the blind rivet setting
tool, from slipping when the setting tool is setting the
blind rivet.

CONTRIBUTOR ARTICLE

The pulling jaw slipping occurs when the setting tool
is setting high tensile strength mandrels. High tensile
mandrels are used in stainless steel rivets, large diameter
blind rivets 3/16 & 1/4 diameters and structural blind
rivets. The stainless steel rivets, large diameter blind
rivets and structural blind rivets require a high force to set
and expand the blind rivet body. That is why high tensile
strength mandrels are used to set these blind rivets.
The stainless steel rivets, large diameter blind rivets
and structural blind rivets require a high force to set
and expand the blind rivet body. That is why high tensile
strength mandrels are used to set these blind rivets. The
higher the tensile strength of the mandrel, the harder it
is for the pulling jaws grooves to grip and penetrate the
mandrel when setting the blind rivet. If the grooves of
the pulling jaws do not grip and penetrate the surface
of the mandrel, the pulling jaws will slip on the surface
of the mandrel when the blind rivet is set. If the pulling
jaws have been used for a long period of time, the pulling
jaw grooves will become worn and the pulling jaws will
need to be replaced. When the pulling jaws slip on the
mandrel when setting a blind rivet,
the setting tool will have a lose of
pulling stroke and will not set the
blind rivet in one stroke. It will take
two or three strokes to set a single
blind rivet.
PULLING JAW
CONTINUED ON PAGE 116
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Jim Truesdell
James Truesdell is President of Brauer Supply Company, a distributor of specialty
fasteners, insulation, air filtration, and air conditioning with headquarters in St. Louis.
Mr. Truesdell is adjunct professor at Saint Louis University and Webster University.
An attorney and frequently published writer, he is the author of “Total Quality
Management: Reports From the Front Lines”.

SMALL BUSINESS AFTER THE PANDEMIC
Small business owners have been right there on the
front lines of managing the pandemic shutdown. Either
closing their doors and doing their best to keep their
workforces paid and ready to return, or continuing to
operate their “essential” business with social distancing
protocols ranging from locked doors and curbside delivery
to the establishment of remote work procedures put
together that will keep their businesses afloat and alive.
It is a situation unlike any previously experienced. It is
different from the financial collapse in 2008 but with
probably similar ramifications for the potential healthy
survival of these enterprises.
One day this will be over, but we all suspect that things will
not quite be the same. People are starting to pontificate
over how business, and the world, will change in the
months and years to come. Some of the predictions are
totally at variance with each other. Some see a continued
resurgence of nationalism and countries turning inward
to limit travel and personal interaction with foreign trade.
This would be an intensification of the trends that were
already emerging with protective tariffs and pullbacks
from international treaties and organizations. There are
others, however, who see a return to globalization as
people will see the need for the world as a whole to come
forward to fight problems like a virus which does not
respect borders or nationalities. They envision a call for
more powerful and effective international organizations to
monitor and control these types of situations.

What Are The Lessons Learned By Small
Business Owners And Managers?
[1] Working off premises is certainly possible for

CONTRIBUTOR ARTICLE

some jobs that do not involve physical handling of product
or delivery in the supply chain. Since companies were
forced to adapt to this in recent months it will probably
be difficult to turn a deaf ear to the millennial worker who
demonstrated he or she could do their job effectively and
who wishes to continue what has been proven to work. Of
course this has not been proven for many jobs and many
workers. But...some can.
[2] There may be more tolerance of government
intervention in the economy and in regulation of business.
Clearly we have seen some problems that can only seem
to be addressed by government. Witness the enactment
of the CARES Act and other emergency measures to keep
the economy and businesses going.
[3] Pressure for paid sick leave and paid family leave
will increase as people perceive how weeks or months
without a paycheck can cripple their family finances.
[4] We may see attempts to soften the political
polarization which has characterized our government and
society. The continued rabid partisanship in the midst of a
national emergency has made many Americans conclude
this has all gone far enough and it is time to demand that
the parties find a way to work together.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 116
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Robert Footlik
Robert B. Footlik, PE is a retired Professional Industrial Engineer. With over 50 years’
experience as a Warehouse and Logistics Consultant to a wide variety of clients including
Fastener Distributors, Bob has a wealth of valuable information for our industry and he is
willing to share it. While Footlik & Associates is now closed, his expertise is still available
to his friends and our readers. For friendly advice, a second opinion or just to start a
conversation, he can be reached at robert@footlik.net.

PROTECTING YOUR MOST IMPORTANT ASSETS:
PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE FOR PEOPLE - PART 2
In the Spring article I wrote that, “No matter how large

other during non-working hours should now be part of your

or small your company every Fastener Distributor in the

policy statements. When people are involved with family

world uses highly sophisticated, autonomous and intelligent

time please leave them alone! Business emergencies still

“equipment” called people.” The discussion centered on

happen, but no one is truly indispensable 24/7. Expect

the importance of helping

respect of company time

every member of your

and have respect of

corporate team become

personal and family time.

more aware of their

Have Fun At Work

physical health, both on

Business schools

the job and at home.

used to emphasize that

But there is an
important

“Business is Business”

component, their mental

with no room for goofing

equally

health that is most frequently exhibited in attitude,

off, fooling around or wasting time in enjoyment. New

demeanor and morale. If the previous suggestions were

startups frequently capitalize on creating an environment

radical the following may be downright heretical.

where team building fun is a corporate obligation.

Disconnect From The Individual Electronics
Believe it or not previous generations of employees

Sometimes this makes sense, but all too often the fun
goes too far. Corporate events must be inclusive, kind,
considerate and most of all enjoyable.

were restricted to personal phone calls only on break time,

A distributor once walked in with a fish bowl full of

and often by pay phone. Personal texting, Instagrams,

silver dollars and told his telephone sales staff that for

Twitter, Skype and other electronic communications are

every order they wrote-regardless of size-they could take

disruptive during the business day and setting limits is

one silver dollar out of the bowl which he placed at the far

more than just good business. True emergencies can

end of the room. Almost instantly people were running to

still be handled by intelligent, context savvy policies, but

the reward and stacking coins like poker chips. Within an

personal business while working costs the company time

hour over $100 was gone and the bowl was empty. Is a

and money.

$100 bonus worth 100 orders? Probably, but why put the

And if this is true on the job setting limits on work

bowl at the far end instead of central to the staff to save

communications after working hours, on vacation and

time and steps? Because with immediacy, high visibility

other time off is a valid trade off. Limits on just how

and energy the contest became more fun and everyone in

accessible your team members are to customers or each

the company became involved.
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EFC International a leading
supplier of engineered fasteners,
continues to expand. They are
moving their Chicago branch
office and warehouse to a new
64,000 square foot facility at
4150 Chandler Drive, Hanover
Park, Illinois.

Thomas Mansholt, Vice
President of Operations states,
“Our move enables EFC to
enhance our service level by
providing additional stocking
programs with increased inventory
space to meet both customer
and supplier needs. With 4,200
pallet locations, 26-foot clear
height ceilings, and a circular
flow from receiving to inventory
to shipping, we can ship product
more efficiently and the facility
allows for growth. The increased
number of dock doors provides
efficient flow for containers to
be loaded for export, supporting
customers for all EFC Global
locations. This is another sign of
our commitment to Redefine The
World Of Distribution.”
EFC International is a leading
global supplier of specialty
engineered metal, plastic, coldformed, spring steel stampings
and wire forms, electrical and
assembled component parts to
the OEM and Distribution market
places serviced from multiple
locations in North America,
Europe and Asia.
For more information contact
EFC International by Tel: 314434-2888 or visit the website at
www.efc-intl.com.
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BRIKKSEN
2152 Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd., Suite 1060, Sanford, FL 32771
TEL 1-800-962-1614
FAX 321-233-8665
EMAIL sales@brikksen.com

WEB www.brikksen.com

BRIKKSEN STAINLESS STEEL FASTENERS
MOVES TO NEW FACILITY
Brikksen Stainless Steel Fasteners announces it

The team recently launched a mini VLOG series on

has moved its headquarters to a larger warehouse in

their YouTube channel called the Stainless Spotlight. This

Sanford, Florida in order to accommodate continued

series will discuss all things fasteners as it delves into

business growth and meet the needs of their customers.

the intricacies of the fasteners industry. From common

Brikksen is a master distributor of the highest quality

questions to more technical talk, The Stainless Spotlight

stainless steel fasteners in

is here for everyone. Division

the industry. The Brikksen

Manager Dee Ward stated,

team has been providing

“We are truly blessed by

value-added

service

continued

top

products

quality

and

sales

growth

to

and are excited about this

customers for over 15 years.

expansion opportunity that

Working with manufacturers

enables us to better serve

worldwide and state of the

Brikksen’s customers.”

art inventory management
system,

they

lead

Brikksen is a master

the

distributor of the highest

industry in customer service,

quality

exceptional quality control,

fasteners in the industry. We

and

product

have been providing value-

delivery. This new warehouse

added service and top quality

will

expanded

products to customers for

increase

over 15 years. Working with

inventory in order to meet

manufacturers worldwide, a

customer requirements and

state of the art inventory

unequaled
provide

opportunity

to

stainless

steel

streamline internal operational efficiencies. The open

management system allows us the opportunity to provide

space office design facilitates an increased collaboration

distributors with industry leading customer service,

and communication, while providing the Brikksen team

exceptional quality control, and unequaled product

with further room for growth. In addition, with the added

delivery. At Brikksen, we are committed to providing

space, the team is able to expand creatively into using

ultra-fast purchase order turnaround, the highest quality

the space as an area to create video content for the

stainless product line, and the most competitive pricing

fastener community.

in the industry.
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PENN ENGINEERING
5190 Old Easton Road, Danboro, PA 18916
TEL 1-800-237-4736
FAX 215-766-0143

EMAIL

info@pemnet.com

WEB

www.pemnet.com

WHEN TO USE SCREWS OR
PEM TACK SOLUTIONS by Brian Bentrim
®

Overview

Clamp Load

There are many cases where two or more items

A threaded joint will typically provide clamp load: A

need to be held together, and many product designers

lasting force joining the mated components and resisting

have historically defaulted to using a screw; however, a

working loads and vibrations. This is accomplished

screw is frequently not the optimal solution. This paper

by engaging a screw into a nut or threaded hole and

explores and contrasts two joining techniques: screws

applying torque to stretch the screw and compress

(defined as a machine thread with a head and driver

the joined members. The materials are deformed to a

that is mated to a nut or threaded hole) and PEM®

point below the yield strength within the elastic zone

Tack solutions (TackPin®or TackSert® fasteners). Many

of the materials, which causes the clamp force. This is

factors should be considered when choosing a fastener

called generating a preload. Clamp load is typically only

to hold two or more items together, including:

required if the joint is expected to see cyclical loading

¤

Mechanical performance characteristics

or loads that will attempt to separate the components

		–

Clamp requirements

in a case where any separation could result in failure. In

		

Joint strength and failure modes

most light-duty applications, clamp is not necessary.

¤

–

Manufacturing and assembly

		–

Required preparation

		–

Assembly requirements

		–

Assembly failures

		

Rework after failure

¤

–

Use features

		

–

Need for removability/reuse

		

–

Aesthetics and form factor

In some cases, screws are the right solution. In
fact, they may be the only solution. But in many cases,
bypassing the screw in favor of a Tack solution from
PennEngineering® can deliver dramatic improvements.
However, to generate clamp, there must be enough

Mechanical Performance Characteristics

length between the head of the screw and the start

The performance of a joint can be measured in

of the mating threads. Without enough length, the

several ways. This paper will consider the joint as a

stretched and compressed elements are unlikely to

construct intended to hold two or more components and

develop a clamp, and if they do develop a clamp it is

will examine the fastening elements themselves.

unlikely that it can be maintained.
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ALL INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS
8625 Industrial Drive, Franksville, WI 53126
TEL 262-770-3305
FAX 262-639-4285

EMAIL info@allintegrated.com

WEB

www.allintegrated.com

ALL INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS ANNOUNCES ITS
SUPPLIER OF THE YEAR AWARDS
All Integrated Solutions, an MSC company, proudly
announces our 2019 Supplier of the Year awards.
Each of the three winners went above and beyond
to demonstrate considerable value, partnership, and
support throughout the year.
AIS Supply Chain teams are responsible for the
nominations. AIS awards the organization(s) that meet
all of the requirements, including outstanding support,
communication, continuous value-add and adaptability
to the ever-changing market and demands.

documented trail is electronically filed and kept on hand.
For more information about Rockford Fastener, visit
them online at www.rockfordfastener.com.

AIS Supplier of the Year Award Winner:
CSM Fastener Products
CSM Fastener Products is an important, long-term

AIS Supplier of the Year Award Winner:
Rockford Fasteners

FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: JASON CROW, AIS PURCHASING MANAGERDEREK OBROCHTA, CSM ACCOUNT MANAGER- JEFF GAGLIANO, CSM
SALES MANAGER-JENNIFER RUETZ, AIS MARKETING DIRECTORDAN MILLER, CSM PRODUCTION MANAGER

FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: MICHELLE YU, AIS INTERNATIONAL SUPPLY
CHAIN ANALYST – BILL PITTMAN, AIS PURCHASING MANAGER - NIC
ORMAN, ROCKFORD FASTENERS PRESIDENT - JENNIFER RUETZ,
AIS MARKETING DIRECTOR

Rockford Fasteners, an Elgin Fastener Group
company, has been a proud partner of AIS for more
than 50 years. Rockford’s team continues to offer
great customer care, quality product, and stocking
programs to ensure proper inventory levels. The quality
team at Rockford has a multi-point inspection process
starting from the time raw materials arrive to all the way
through the process and final product inspection. This

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

partner with the AIS. The company manufactures a variety
of externally threaded fasteners for use by customers in
both automotive and industrial applications.
CSM’s speed and attention to detail in engineering,
quality, and sales contributes to a high level of quality
along with competitive pricing and lead times. In the rare
case that an issue arises, CSM has always stepped up
to quickly provide a solution.
For example, in late 2019, CSM helped earn new
business for AIS by cutting lead times by four weeks to
meet a customer’s production deadline.
For more information about CSM Fastener Products,
visit them online at www.csmfastenerproducts.com.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 122
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Nelson Valderrama
Nelson Valderrama is the CEO of Intuilize, a software Service platform that specializes
in helping mid-sized distributors transform data into profits. With more than 22 years’
experience as P&L manager executive for major PE firms and industrial distributors.
Nelson has dedicated his career to help business uncover hidden competitive advantages
and unleash the power of data in the new Digital Economy. For more information
contact by email nelson@intuilize.com or visit www.intuilize.com

WHAT WILL YOUR BUSINESS
LOOK LIKE AFTER COVID-19?
One benefit of working in the distribution industry

growth on the other side of the crisis.

for decades - aside from blowing my kids’ minds
when I reminisce about fax machines and pre-Internet

[1] Prioritize Revenue Opportunities

operations - is that I’ve seen the ebbs and flows in our

A prospect of my company (Intuilize) asked me a

economy close up and learned how people respond

very interesting question last week: “What are we doing

time and time again. The question I have been asking

different at Intuilize to capture new leads?” As a SaaS

myself this time around A yes/no as to whether there is

company that works directly with distributors, a lot of our

a specific scholarship we ALREADY have permission to

leads come from our interactions are expos, industrial

publicize + any requirements for is “who do we want

gatherings, events, etc. - all of which have been dormant

to be after COVID-19, for our families, community

since February.

and customers?”
I believe the path to recovery for
each team and company will be different
given our different cultures, strategies,
financial health and more, but what we
share now is a journey through a few
core phases: fear, learning, and growth.
First we panic, gossip and fume; then we
observe, accept and evaluate; and finally
we start to proactively adapt to the new
normal to start setting up frameworks for
the future.
For those of you ready to dive headlong
into real learning and hopefully growth,
I’ve put together the following framework
for approaching the new normal and how
your company can prepare for it, mitigate
its current risks and create a platform for

CONTRIBUTOR ARTICLE
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Roman Basi
Roman Basi is the President of The Center for Financial, Legal & Tax Planning, Inc.
Roman graduated from Milliken University obtaining a Bachelor’s of Science Degree
with a minor in Psychology. He earned an MBA from Southern Illinois University with
an emphasis in Accounting and recevied his JD degree from Southern Illinois University.
Roman is a licensed attorney in Illinois, Missouri and Florida and is in high demand for
his expertise in financial, legal and tax matters. His areas of expertise include mergers
and acquisitions, contracts, real estate law, tax and estate planning.

CORONAVIRUS STIMULI: HOW WILL THEY AFFECT
INDIVIDUALS AND BUSINESSES?
There is a lot of information out there with regards to

maintain federal nutrition assistance, such as subsidized

coronavirus-related legislation that have either passed or

lunches for low-income children, food banks, and meals

are currently proposed. However, some of that information

for eligible seniors in addition to $1 billion to help states

is either inaccurate, a mixture of the truth, or just plain

process and cover unemployment insurance claims.

false. This article will seek to discuss some of the

This leads us to the third coronavirus stimulus

stimulus packages that have already passed, some that

package, which, as of March 25, 2020 is expected

are proposed, and some that will directly benefit business

to pass on this date. The legislation calls for direct

owners.

payments of $1,200 per individual if they made $75,000

On March 4, 2020, Congress passed the first

or less in 2018, or $2,400 per married couple filing

coronavirus package in the amount of $8.3 billion.

jointly with an additional $500 to be paid per dependent

Roughly $500 million was allocated to allow Medicare

if they made less than $150,000 collectively in 2018. The

providers to administer telehealth services to assist

package is also expected to provide $367 billion to small

elderly patients unable to leave their homes. $2.2 billion

businesses, $500 billion to larger businesses in the form

was allotted for federal, state, and local public health

of a government loan, and $100 billion to hospitals and

agencies to prevent, prepare for and respond to the

the US healthcare system. The package also includes $50

coronavirus. $1 billion in loan subsidies was set aside

billion for protective equipment for healthcare workers,

to be made available to help small businesses, small

testing supplies, workforce training, new construction to

agricultural cooperatives, small aquaculture producers,

house patients, and coronavirus medical research.

and nonprofit organizations. Finally, more than $3 billion

The third stimulus package also allocates $150

was distributed for research and development of vaccines,

billion for a state, local, and tribal fund, the creation of

therapeutics and diagnostics to prevent or treat the

a Treasury Department office to oversee distribution of

effects of coronavirus.

loans, and a provision that the President, members of

On March 18, 2020, the “Family First Coronavirus

his administration, members of Congress, and families

Response Act” was passed by Congress. This stimulus

to all of the aforementioned parties are not allowed to

package covered the full cost of Covid-19 testing for all

receive business loans. The stimulus package also calls

Americans, including those uninsured. The package also

for another tax credit for employers who keep workers on

accounts for two weeks of paid sick leave for workers at

their payroll in addition to the ones referenced below. This

companies with 500 or fewer employees (this portion was

tax credit is likely being made to employers as a “thank

estimated to help approximately 87 million Americans).

you” for not laying off employees during the COVID-19

The package also included more than $1 billion to

epidemic.

CONTRIBUTOR ARTICLE
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INTERCONTINENTAL SALES CORPORATION (ISC)
910 SW 12th Avenue, Pompano Beach, FL 33069
TEL 1-800-741-4278 EMAIL info@isc-sales.com

WEB

www.isc-sales.com

IN “THE NEW NORMAL,” SOME THINGS WILL NEVER CHANGE
We all find ourselves living in a world that looks very
familiar. The reality around us, however, is forcing us to
act quite differently. Social distancing. More frequent
hand washing and sanitizing. Wearing masks and face
shields. This is the new normal.
At Intercontinental Sale Corporation (I.S.C.), we take
this responsibility seriously. Our #1 priority is to ensure
the health and safety of our employees and our valued
customers. We have adjusted operations to protect those
who count on us to supply their respective businesses.
For customers who arrive at our South Florida Distribution
Center to get their materials, we now provide curbside
pick-up and non-contact transfer of goods. Our warehouse
personnel regularly sanitize their workstations and wear
appropriate protective equipment to avoid the risk of virus
transmission.
With all the transformations in our world, however…
some things never change!We are working with our

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

suppliers (domestic and overseas) to maintain our
inventory levels. It is our goal to have the product you
need, when you need it. As always, we have NoMinimum
Order requirements and we P
 rivateLabelat no additional
cost to you. We provide SameDay Shippingon most orders
and we can B
 lindD
 rop-Shipdirect to your customers to
ensure speed of transit. With sixteen different product
areas encompassing cable ties, fasteners, anchors, strut
channel, strut accessories, threaded rod, and threaded
rod accessories, we are your ONE STOP SHOP for all
your needs. Think of us as “your other warehouse” to
supply your customers quickly and efficiently, without the
additional operational expense.
The team at I.S.C. wants to wish you all the very best
during these uncertain times. We are here for you. We
thank you for your continued support. To those of you new
to our family, we look forward to forging new relationships
in the coming weeks, months, and years.
INTERCONTINENTAL SALES CORPORATION (ISC)
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SOMETIMES HERD MENTALITY IS GOOD
In recent weeks, the Federal Government has

for the PPP program, I knew I could gain value from

pushed forward an array of plans and programs to fight

supporting a weekly meeting in ways beyond just the

the economic effects from social isolation associated

PPP.” Ruetz hosted a Microsoft SharePoint platform that

with the COVID-19 outbreak. Given the complexity and

allowed FAB members to share forecasts, sales, and

urgency surrounding the Payment Protection Program

bookings, even though Ruetz could not share due to SEC

(PPP), there was a lot of confusion and frustration

restrictions. “Those forecasts have helped us to plan,

in interpretation. Worse, as details emerged for the

especially in contrasting the local economic conditions

potential of loans to be converted to grants, the demand

across our different geographies. Each location is unique

was most likely going to outpace the funding.

not only in geography, but in industries serviced. Being

Acting on instinct, the Fastener Advisory Board (aka
FAB Group), a peer group consisting of Nick Ruetz of

able to see FAB forecasts in their own sub-markets has
given me enhanced insights.”

AIS, a division of MSC; Adam Pratt of Sherex Fastening

Pratt was quick to share the best practice of opening

Solutions; Giovanni Cespedes of Falcon Fastening

a unique and segregated PPP bank account in order to

Solutions; Doug Ruggles of Martin Fastening Solutions

simplify documentation to qualify for the grants after

– and current NFDA President; Tim O’Keeffe of G.L.

June 30. Ruggles – who serves on the board of a bank

Huyett; and Matt Goldberg of AMPG; quickly met to

in Huntsville, AL, – was able to share SBA documents

discuss and learn from one another on how to navigate

quickly due to his connections. Once the CARES Act was

the complexity.

passed on March 27, loan applications were accepted

Ruetz responded immediately, “We called for a
weekly meeting via ZOOM. While we are not eligible

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

beginning Friday, April 3. Nearly all of the qualifying FAB
members submitted on April 3.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 126
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GLOBALFASTENERNEWS.COM
by JOHN WOLZ EDITOR
editor@globalfastenernews.com

ECONOMIST TELLS NFDA:
EXPECT A VOLATILE RECOVERY
“Expect a volatile recovery,” Alex Chausovsky of
ITR Economics told the National Fastener Distributors
Association. “Recovery will come,” he assured the NFDA
in a virtual speaker summit replacing the association’s
COVID-19 cancelled June meeting.
Chausovsky said 2020 is a “black swan-driven
recession,” but expect 2021 to be recovery and business
cycle rise, followed by the “backside of the business cycle”
in 2022.
For now he advised being “sure your cash flow
modeling is reliable” and that you “take advantage of
various lending programs and your lines of credit.”
Know how your suppliers and customers are doing
and focus on the markets and customers based on their
recovery rates, Chausovsky advised. Develop your own
rates-of-change, he said. “Timing is everything.”
Federal Reserve chairman Jerome Powell is urging
consumers to spend more. And Chausovsky observed that
people are finding ways to spend even while homebound,
such as “grilling, renovating and gardening.” Chausovsky
noted that Powell reassured the nation that there is “no limit
to what the Fed can do” and will use “new ammunition.”
But that is not likely to include negative interest rates. Want
to sell your fastener business? Valuations were “out of
control” in 2018, Chausovsky recalled. In contrast, the low
point in the cycle will probably be in early 2021 and the next
peak is probably 2025 or 2026, Chausovsky predicted.
Tighten your belts right now and “be ready to pivot,”
Chausovsky advised. Know which suppliers and customers
are doing well. Focus on the markets and customers doing
well in recovery rates. Chausovsky said his “core message
is that you’ve got to find a balance.” That includes
cashflow, inventory and other medium and long term
factors. Ask questions such as “how many customers will
no longer take delivery?” Eventually there will be a rising
trend, he reiterated.
There are ways to take advantage of the current “low
point” such as acquisitions and HR. “The caliber of people
in the labor pool” is high, Chausovsky pointed out.
There are “impartial, nonpolitical” measures of the
COVID-19 situation – such as the death rate, Chausovsky
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pointed out. June 21 – the day before his presentation –
had the lowest death total since mid-March. “That becomes
a positive sign. Are we past the worst?” Chausovsky asked.
The Fed “is prepared to do whatever it takes” to
protect the economy. New ammunition, not likely negative
rates. “Now is the time to borrow,” Chausovsky declared.
COVID-19 has turned around the U.S. economy where
all the leading economic indicators were rising for the
second half of 2020. All 12 turned down, though some are
returning to positive. Chausovsky said what is needed “is
two or three months of consistent rising” in the indicators.
¤ A factor in the future of the U.S. economy is a
shift from “lowest cost” to reliable “sourcing and short lead
times,” Chausovsky told the NFDA.
¤ U.S. retail is down 43.9% vs. a 7.1% increase for
discount stores.
¤ Housing market will be strong with a “shortage of
inventory,” Chausovsky cited.
¤ Manufacturing is down 14%
¤ The oil and gas industry is troubled by suppressed
prices.
¤ Automotive manufacturing is “reeling” right now,
Chausovsky noted. April was down 99% from April 2019,
but May improved to only 83.2% down from May 2019.
Heavy duty trucks were down 71.8%, heavy equipment
down 42%, ship building down 12% and household
appliances.
The U.S. appliances market is an example of changing
due to “re-shoring.”
¤ The housing market down 19.3%, but it is “bent
but not broken,” Chausovsky finds. However, nonresidential
construction lags the economy by 12 months and will be
down for two years.
¤ Partially spurred by the work-from-home boom due
to COVID-19, computers and electronics are off less than
1%, Chausovsky said.
¤ MRO remains strong because “it is still required.”
Before COVID-19, ITR Economics was forecasting the
first half would be a mild slowing, picking up in the second
half. ITR was then expecting a late 2022 recession with a
soft landing in 2023.
GLOBALFASTENERNEWS.COM
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NATIONAL FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION
TEL

562-799-5509

FAX

3020 Old Ranch Parkway #300, Seal Beach CA 90740
562-684-0695 EMAIL nfda@nfda-fasteners.org WEB www.nfda-fasteners.org

DON NOWAK IS NFDA’S 2020 FASTENER
PROFESSIONAL OF THE YEAR by Vickie Lester
The National Fastener Distributors Association’s is
pleased to announce the 2020 recipient of its Fastener
Professional of the Year award is Don Nowak of Falcon
Fastening Solutions (Charlotte, North Carolina).
The Fastener Professional of the Year award was
created by NFDA to honor individuals and companies
that make a substantial positive impact on people’s
lives. The inaugural award in 2017
was presented to Robbie Gilchrist of
Capital Marketing (High Point, North
Carolina). In 2018 Jim Ruetz of AIS
(Franksville, Wisconsin) was honored
and in 2019 Kevin Queenin of
Specialty Bolt & Screw, Inc. (Agawam,
Massachusetts) received the award.
In his nomination of Don to receive
this award, Mark Shannon of Tower
Fasteners (Holtsville, New York) said,
“Don has been a contributor to the
fastener industry and its associations
for many years. His career has been
filled with a high standard of ethics
and integrity, and he has led a company that has grown
in revenue and stature over the years. Don has been a
mentor to many (including myself) and is willing and able
to share his sound reasoning and good business sense
when asked.”
Don began his fastener industry career at Kar
Products (Des Plaines, Illinois) from 1970 to 1987,
followed by a ten-year stint with Hoyt Fastener (Niles,
Illinois) as president and chief operating officer.
In 1997 Don joined Falcon Metal Corporation
(Charlotte, North Carolina). He was brought on board as a
minority partner by Bruce Roberts, Falcon’s founder. His
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charge was to develop a marketing/sales strategy to grow
the business, and he has grown the company’s revenues
by 500%.
Don purchased Falcon when Bruce retired in 2008.
The next year Falcon purchased the assets of C & M
Industrial Solutions (Louisville, Kentucky) to expand
the company’s geographic focus. Falcon now has five
facilities (three are customer
specific), including the headquarters
in Charlotte, North Carolina.
In 2014 the company’s
name changed to Falcon Fastening
Solutions. In 2018 a generational
transfer of ownership to Don’s
daughter Carrie Cespedes and her
husband Giovanni took place. Don
remains as a part-time consultant.
Don served as a Board member
and past president of the Chicago
Bolt, Nut and Screw Association (now
the Mid-West Fastener Association).
He also served on the NFDA Board
of Directors and the Southeastern Fastener Association
Board. Don retired last year from the Fastener Advisory
Board, a peer group he started with other fastener
industry leaders in 1988.
Don has been married 48 years to his wife, Joan.
He enjoys boating, racquetball, keeping in shape, and
being a vocal spectator for his granddaughters’ volleyball
programs.
Don will be presented his award at the next NFDA
event.
Nominations for the next Fastener Professional of the
Year award will be open in January 2021.
NATIONAL FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION
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FASTENER FAIR USA
c/o Reed Exhibitions | 201 Merritt 7, Suite 5, Norwalk, CT 06851
TEL 475-266-6185 WEB www.fastenerfairusa.com

FASTENER FAIR USA POSTPONED
TO MARCH 2021
After careful consideration and due to the escalation

important Fastener Fair USA is to the industry, based

of COVID-19 in the United States, Reed Exhibitions has

on the current pandemic situation and the safety of all

announced today that the next edition of Fastener Fair

our customers, we believe we made the right decision to

USA will now take place March 23-25, 2021 at the

postpone Fastener Fair USA to 2021 at a time when the

Huntington Convention Center in Cleveland, Ohio.

industry is ready and able to get back to business.”

Initially optimistic that the event could be held in late
July, as the pandemic has continued to escalate and the
challenges it has brought to the industry, it is clear that
July is no longer a viable option.
“This

decision

was

made

About Fastener Fair USA
Fastener Fair USA, North America’s fastest-growing
exposition for the fastener industry, is designed to

in

response

to

build business for entire fastener industry supply chain.

unprecedented challenges we are facing as an industry.

Fastener Fair USA’s expanding mission to serve all industry

We know this decision impacts our exhibitors, attendees

segments that touch fastener and fixing, including:

and stakeholders and was not made lightly” said Bob

¤  Fastener manufacturing

Chiricosta, event director, Fastener Fair USA. “Our entire

¤  Fastener processing

team is passionate about continuing the long tradition of

¤  Distribution

networking, new sourcing and education. We are working

¤  OEM applications

on ways to bring our industry together virtually throughout

¤  Fastening tools

the summer and face to face in Cleveland in March

¤  Measurement systems

2021.”

¤  Integrative supply chain software

While there will not be a physical event in 2020, the

Under new management by Reed Exhibitions, this

Fastener Fair USA team are finding new and different

dynamic and productive, this two-day event serves as an

ways to facilitate business connections through virtual

important marketplace drawing fastener professionals

platforms. Stay tuned for more information on how to

from every segment and all around the world.

participate in these online options.

Close to 2,200 fastener professionals participated in

Randy Field, group vice president, Reed Exhibitions,

Fastener Fair USA 2019 in Detroit, surpassing the 2018

said, “We are grateful to and proud of our customers

inaugural show in Cleveland. More than 270 exhibitors

and the industry who hung in there with the desire to

from 15 countries connected with customers in the

deliver an event in 2020. Each of them plays a critical

aerospace, automotive, civil engineering, construction,

role in making Fastener Fair USA an important gathering

energy, and machinery and other industries.

for fastener manufacturing, distribution and end user
professionals. While we recognize and appreciate how

SHOW EVENT ARTICLE

Visit www.FastenerFairUSA.com for the latest news on
Fastener Fair USA.
FASTENER FAIR USA
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WORLDWIDEFASTENERSOURCES.COM, LLC
TEL 602-793-2383
EMAIL mmcguire@worldwidefastenersources.com
WEB www.worldwidefastenersources.com

FASTENER INNOVATION AWARDS
Mike McGuire, President of Worldwide Fastener
Sources.com is pleased to announce the 2020 Class
of Fastener Innovation Award winners. The awards are
presented annually to recognize those individuals and
companies where their specific fasteners are innovative
in assemblies today and that they will be tomorrow’s
standard.
Fastener innovation is so strong and ongoing, it is
called a “Technology Trend” in the fastener industry. In
fastening application engineering today, the engineers
and designers now dictate that fasteners are an important
part of product design and assembly and are now
thought of “first” in specifying fastening applications, not
an afterthought of how to assemble the product. Our
philosophy is continuous improvement with innovative
solutions for customers’ fastening applications.
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By Mike McGuire

Introducing Honorees for 2020

¤ Gesipa®
¤ PolyBulb®
¤ Hilti USA
“Smart Bolt”
¤ KATO Fastening Systems
¤ LockOne®
¤ Thermal Expansion Fasteners ¤ Nord-Lock®
¤ Leland Industries
¤ Nylok®
¤ NyShield™
¤ Smalley
“Edgewinding” Process
¤ Twister™ Fastener
¤ Coil Washer Design
¤ Valley Forge & Bolt
¤ Load Indicating Fasteners
“Original Wedge-Locking Technology”
The Certificate of Recognition and the unique
innovative model design Reploge Crystal Marquise globe
will be delivered to each award winner.
The Fastener Innovation Award is an ongoing, year
around project and will accept nominations at any time.
WORLDWIDE FASTENER SOURCES.COM
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METROPOLITAN FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION
PO Box 72, Lake Zurich, IL 60047
TEL 201-254-7784 FAX 847-516-6728 EMAIL admin@mfda.us

WEB www.mfda.us

MFDA ANNOUNCES NEXT HALL OF FAME CLASS!
The Metropolitan Fastener Distributors Association
(MFDA) announced the next two members in its Hall of
Fame today.
MFDA Vice-President Rob Rundle, who serves as
Chair of the Hall of Fame Committee, said “we are thrilled
to be adding individuals who in one case was crucial to
the growth of the Association and its scholarship drive
and another who has shown throughout his career what
hard work and determination can do in this industry.”

Irwin Tanzman
After being discharged
following his service in the
Korean War, Irwin went to
work for H&M Hardware
Company, a distributor of
industrial products. He
worked at H&M for nine
and a half years before
starting out on his own in
1963, when he started Merrick Screw & Supply. He later
purchased Michigan Trading, who was an early importer of
fasteners. After years of growth, the combined companies
were purchased by Bossard Industries in 1998. Irwin
remained at Bossard until his retirement in May 2010.
Irwin’s association with the MFDA dates back to its
earliest days, when he remembers coming to meetings
and seeing the titans of the NYC fastener business
together in one room. Irwin’s dedication to the group
included being the organizer of the first MFDA Scholarship
drive in 1979. Irwin remembers with great pride his
work on the scholarship program, which has since
been duplicated by many of the distributor associations
throughout the country.
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Christopher George
Chris, first worked
at LJ Fasteners part-time
while attending college. At
23 he decided to start out
on his own in his parent’s
basement. Within a few
years, the company had
grown to 4 people and
they moved to a small
warehouse along aside a two-family home in Garfield. A
few years later they outgrew the space and moved their
offices into an apartment next door. In 2007 Fastener
Solutions, Inc. opened their second branch in Baton
Rouge, LA. From there, branches in Ohio, TX, PA, and
Franklin, LA were added. Chris attributes the company’s
success to the efforts of his mother, Marilu, and several
key longtime employees. Chris said “Having my mother
handle accounting early on allowed me to focus on sales,
operations, and growth. In addition, we’ve been blessed
with great people who have been with us for a long time.
Those seasoned fastener specialists allowed us to serve
customers while training new hires. This award belongs to
them.”
The MFDA Hall of Fame honors those in the
Metropolitan New York City area who have made
outstanding contributions to the Association and/or the
fastener business as a whole. Irwin and Chris join prior
inductees Bill and Pat (2018), Bill Fivehouse, Chuck
Halpin and Doug Thonus, (2017) and 2016 inaugural
members Sidney Cohen, Roger Stillman, Ron Jones, and
Leslie Sieper. They will be added to the MFDA’s Hall of
Fame page at www.mfda.us. The MFDA 2020 Hall of
Fame Scholarship will be awarded in their honor.
METROPOLITAN FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION
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SPIROL INTERNATIONAL CORP.
30 Rock Avenue, Danielson, CT 06239
TEL 1-860-774-8571 FAX 1-860-774-2048 EMAIL info@spirol.com WEB www.spirol.com

HOW TO REMOVE A COILED SPRING PIN
by Jeff Greenwood, Product Sales Engineer
Unlike Solid Pins that
immediately damage the
hole upon installation,
Coiled Spring Pins are
serviceable
fasteners
and can be removed with
no damage to the host
components - if done
properly. However, the
level of difficulty for pin
removal varies significantly
by hole type. Coiled Pins in
through-holes are simple
and quick to remove.
Conversely, there are
limited options available
for removing Coiled Pins
from blind holes.

Through-Hole Removal

In assemblies with through-holes, Coiled Spring Pins
can be removed easily and quickly. First, determine the
hole diameter. Next, locate a pin punch with the same
nominal diameter. The punch must have a flat, square
end and a consistent diameter throughout. Under no
circumstances should the diameter at the end of the
punch that contacts the pin be any smaller than the
diameter of the outermost coil of the Coiled Pin. Insert the
punch into the hole and then carefully advance the punch
with a hammer or press until the Coiled Pin exits the other
side. If done properly, the assembly will not be damaged
and the pin can be installed back into the assembly
after the components are serviced. Although effective
for Slotted Pins, do not use round ball end punches to
remove Coiled Pins. See Figure 1.

Blind Hole Removal

Assemblies with blind holes present significant
challenges. While there are many approaches to pin
removal with varying levels of success, the most effective
removal method is to utilize an electrical discharge
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FIGURE 1

machine (plunge EDM).
In some applications, drilling
into the axis of the pin,
if done carefully and with
coolant, may remove enough
of the pin to allow it to
be manually “picked” out of
the hole with pliers. In
some cases, manufacturers
with blind holes that require
serviceability will use a pin
that stands proud of the
hole so that they can grab a
hold of it and pull the outer
diameter with pliers out of
the hole.

Conclusion

Designers should consider the serviceability
requirements of their assembly and optimize the design
of the host components accordingly. Consideration must
not only be put on the ease of pin installation but also on
the ease and ability to remove the pin.
SPIROL INTERNATIONAL CORP.
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NEW ENGLAND FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION
PO Box 151, Lake Zurich, IL 60047
TEL 847-370-9022 FAX 847-516-6728 EMAIL nancy@nefda.com

WEB www.nefda.com

NEFDA MOVES SCHOLARSHIP GOLF
OUTING TO SEPTEMBER 17th by Nancy Rich
Companies are encouraged to participate in this
event as it will be NEFDA’s largest event of the year and
while offering a fun industry event it will assist in providing
funds for future scholarships.

2020-2021 NEFDA Board Announced
President
Katie Donahue - Arnold Supply
NEFDA has rescheduled their annual Scholarship Golf
Outing for September 17th.
Due to COVID restrictions, they were not able to hold
the outing originally planned for June 4th.
The Fall is usually the NEFDA’s Fall Fling event;

Vice President
Morgan Rudolph - Rick Rudolph Associates
Chairman
Mike Lentini - Spirol International
Treasurer

however, this year it will be the Scholarship/Fall Fling Golf

Lisa Breton - D.B. Roberts

Outing. The location will be Juniper Hill in Northboro, MA.

Secretary

Juniper Hill is conveniently located in Central

Nancy Rich

Massachusetts (12 miles from Worcester and 35 miles
from Boston); Juniper Hill Golf Course has 36 holes of golf
and a recently remodeled clubhouse. The course is best

Directors
Jason Bourque - Bolt Depot
Matt Callahan - Callahan Inc.

described as sporty, interesting and picturesque as the

Dave Couture - D.B. Roberts

Assabet River winds its way through the course, providing

Dave Dragon- Atlantic Fasteners

a beautiful setting.

Frank Hand - Fall River Mfg.

With limited face-to-face events this year, the NEFDA
encourages fastener companies to take advantage of
this opportunity. With industry networking being a major

Andrew Potter - Vertex Distribution
Matt Roberts - W.J. Roberts
Rob White - SB&W

component in events, this will give an opportunity to

Executive Director

reunite with many fastener friends.

Nancy Rich
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NEW ENGLAND FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION
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Earnest Machine Products has completed
its acquisition of National Threaded Fasteners
(NTF), a U.S.-based master distributor of hex flange
screws and hex flange nuts. The acquisition was
originally announced to customers in February,
and all NTF inventory and operations have now
been moved from NTF facilities in Perry, OH, to
Earnest facilities in Indianapolis and Atlanta.
Terms of the acquisition were not disclosed.
“We have always grown our business
organically,” said Kirk Zehnder, president
of Earnest Machine. “This is our first-ever
acquisition, and it is a great fit for us. NTF
specializes in hex flange products, so this
enables us to strengthen our existing product
lines and also expand into new products and
markets in both the U.S. and the U.K.”
Zehnder said that Earnest Machine previously
focused on high-strength, large-diameter
fasteners for the heavy truck, agricultural, heavy
construction, manufacturing and mining markets.
The addition of NTF’s product lines strengthens
Earnest’s position in its existing markets and
will also enable the company to expand into new
markets with the following new products:
• Grade 2 lag bolts
• Grade 5, Case-Hardened, and Grade 8 flange
and serrated flange screws and nuts
• ISO 8.8, 10.9, and 12.9 flange and serrated
flange screws and nuts
• 316 and 18-8 stainless steel flange screws
• JIS flange screws and nuts
“Adding these products enables us to
take advantage of the trends toward smaller
excavation, agricultural and construction
equipment, such as mini excavators and skid
steers and medium duty trucks,” noted Zehnder.
“And the addition of 316 and 18-8 stainless
steel flange screws allows us to serve new
markets such as the marine and food processing
industries.
“While this enhanced product offering makes
Earnest Machine stronger, it also provides our
distributor partners with more choices and the
opportunity to reduce the number of vendors
they need to serve their customers,” added
Zehnder.
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“We understand that consolidating spend to a single
vendor may leave some customers feeling like they
are on a supply chain island, but we believe that our
record of providing the right part in the right quantity
at the right time 99.3 percent of the time will provide
peace-of-mind to our customers.”
As part of the acquisition, former NTF president
and 35-year industry veteran Kathy Marazzi has
joined Earnest Machine to help with the transition of
accounts and assist with product procurement.
Earnest Machine was founded in 1948 and is a
global importer, distributor, and manufacturer of large
diameter and hard-to-find fasteners for the agriculture,
construction equipment, heavy transportation, mining,
structural construction, wind, and marine industries.
Earnest maintains warehouses, sales offices,
and manufacturing centers in Cleveland, OH, and
Wolverhampton, England, as well as warehouses in
Atlanta, GA, and Indianapolis, IN.
For more information contact Earnest Machine
Products by Tel: 1-800-327-6378 or visit them online at
www.earnestmachine.com.
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INTERNATIONAL FASTENER EXPO
TEL 323-817-2226 FAX 310-481-1909 EMAIL morgan.wilson@fastenershows.com

WEB www.fastenershows.com

BRINGING THE FASTENER INDUSTRY
TOGETHER AT IFE 2020
The International Fastener Expo is the largest

Each year, IFE honors professionals who have made

tradeshow for every type of fastener, machinery and

substantial contributions to the industry throughout their

tooling, and other industrial-related products in North

illustrious careers. In 2019, Edward McIlhon of Assembled

America. Held annually in Las Vegas, Nevada, the expo

Products and Marty Nolan of R.L. English were inducted

is attended by thousands of participants from across

into the Fastener Hall of Fame. IFE also recognizes

the entire supply chain domestically and internationally,

dedicated and talented individuals under 40 years of age

including master distributors, importers, independent

who are on their way to becoming future industry leaders.

sales representatives, manufacturers and more from 30+

In 2019, Baron Wayne Yarborough of Spring Bolt & Nut

countries.

Manufacturing won the 2019 Young Fastener Professional

In 2019, over 650 vendors exhibited at the show to

of the Year Award.

do business and network with key decision makers and

Attendees at IFE can expect to stay informed on

buyers. Christian Reich, Vice President of Operations at

everything happening in import and export law, trade

Goebel Fastener Inc. said, “Our company exhibits at the

regulations, and so on through conference sessions at

IFE show to increase brand awareness and engage with

the show – all in an environment that places the health

industry contacts. It is a great show to generate leads,

& safety of IFE’s customers and staff as its top priority.

meet with customers, and demo new products.”

IFE, which is owned by Emerald, will be implementing the

Established in 1981, IFE, formerly the National

Company’s Preparedness, Prevention and Response Plan,

Industrial Fastener and Mill Supply Expo, has been

which outlines the specific protocols being implemented

touted as the industry’s “must-attend” event. Attending

both during the event-planning phase and onsite at IFE.

companies include manufacturers, distributors &

“This year, more than ever, an event such as IFE

master distributors, and OEMs. VIP attendees at IFE

is crucial in connecting professionals in the industry,

are consistently included in Industrial Distribution’s Big

allowing buyers to connect with existing suppliers and

50 List and exhibitors are among the top international

develop new relationships too,” said Morgan Wilson,

and domestic manufacturers, material suppliers, tooling

Show Manager, International Fastener Expo, adding, “Our

and machinery providers and ancillary services. “Wurth

team is working hard to ensure an environment that is

Industry North America finds great value in attending IFE.

safe for all those in attendance and has put together a

To us, the show is a platform that brings together different

plan detailing on-site protocols.”

suppliers from across the globe into one place enabling

IFE 2020 will continue to take place as

us to meet face to face with our partners for a few

scheduled on September 28-30 at the Mandalay

days of strategy meetings and networking,” said Sarah

Bay Convention Center, Halls C & D, in Las Vegas,

McDaniel, Supplier Account Manager at Wurth Industry

Nevada. For more information or to register, visit

North America.

www.fastenershows.com.
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DISTRIBUTION ONE
4004 Church Road, Mount Laurel, NJ 08054
TEL 856-380-0629 FAX 856-222-0061 EMAIL info@distone.com

WEB www.distone.com

SOLUTIONS TO KEEP YOUR
REMOTE WORKFORCE WORKING
Distributors and wholesalers are resilient. In recent
years, they have been tested time and again by fluctuating
market forces, tariffs, and health crises. The current
Covid-19 outbreak, in particular, continues to disrupt the
flow of distribution channels worldwide. And while we are
all hoping for a quick return to relative normalcy, some
regions are still experiencing rising cases meaning that
disruption will continue into the near future.
With this in mind, ask yourself:
¤

¤

How would you rate your workforce’s ability to 		
weather the impacts of social distancing and remote

on-demand business data via Mobile Apps provides

working so far?

managers and salespersons with better order planning

Have you experienced significant downturns in sales

and decision-making based upon accurate real-time data.

and productivity?
¤

ERP-connected mobile technology supplies the

Is your company equipped to deal with disruptions

necessary functionality for handling Vendor Managed

moving forward?

Inventory (VMI) and execute quick remote Order Entry.

If you are experiencing any impacts from the

Mobile CRM delivers on-the-spot customer and sales

pandemic, solutions exist to keep your workforce active

data needed to assess needs and close sales at the

and engaged.

customer’s site or from the convenience of home.

Successful distributors have relied on software to
limit disruption even as their employees work remotely.

E-Commerce

Applications enabling company data access with integrated

Through E-Commerce, distributors streamline their

mobile functionality and E-Commerce provide the exact

online sales to eliminate costly manual processing and

tools needed to keep sales teams operating and orders

deliver easy access to product information, availability,

flowing.

and ordering. With an ERP-integrated E-Commerce
platform, distributors can accept orders online 24/7 with

Mobile Applications
Mobile Apps allow users to fulfill their responsibilities
regardless of location or distancing protocols. Accessing

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

payments automatically collected and the processed
orders waiting in the warehouse ready for picking as soon
as your essential onsite team starts work.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 126
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SOUTHEASTERN FASTENER ASSOCIATION
TEL

847-370-9022

FAX

PO Box 448, Elba, AL 36323
847-516-6728 EMAIL sefa@thesefa.com

WEB

www.thesefa.com

CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR 2020
SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS by Nancy Rich
This year, SEFA Awards $16,000 in Scholarships.
We thank all of those donating to our scholarship fund for
making it possible to continue to award SEFA scholarships.
We are pleased to present this years winners:

Slater Jones Memorial Scholarship
$4,000
Jack Baker - Stafford Nut & Bolt
We thank the Slater Jones Family for
funding this scholarship for the 5th year, in memory
of their son, which will continue again next year. Their
generosity during a tragic time is amazing.

Em Webb Memorial Scholarship
$2,500
Lindsay Parker - Vulcan Threaded
Products

Gilchrist Foundation Scholarship
$1,000
Gina Graveen - Elgin Fastener Group
Thank you to Robbie and Gina Gilchrist
for awarding this scholarship for the 20th
year. Their generosity is greatly appreciated.

SEFA Scholarship $2,500
Joseph Tyler Phifer IV Birmingham Fastener

SEFA Scholarship
$2,000
Cogan Davis - BTM Manufacturing

SEFA Scholarship $1,500
Peighton Allen - Vulcan Steel Products

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE

Lauren Boyce - Dixie Industrial Finishing

SEFA Scholarship $500
Mason Gray - AmeriBolt
Inc.
Dylan Meyer - Southern Fasteners
Thank you to the Scholarship Committee
for all their time in reviewing and scoring
the applications! The committee members
include: Lee Parker/Vulcan Threaded
Fasteners, Tom Sulek/Star Stainless Screw and Carrie
Whitworth/Edsco Fasteners.

2020/2021 Board of Directors Announced
President
Tom Sulek - Star Stainless Screw
Vice President
Lee Parker - Vulcan Steel Products
Chairman
Matt Dyess - Nucor Fastener
Directors
Anthony Crawl - Birmingham Fastener
Hayden Gaston - International Fasteners, Inc.
Carrie Whitworth - Edsco Fasteners
Terry Windham - Dixie Industrial Finishing Co.
Secretary/Treasurer
Nancy Rich
Executive Director
Nancy Rich

SEFA Welcomes New Members
Perfection Chain Products - Cullman, AL
RIE Coatings - Eden Valley, MN
Store Room Fasteners, Inc. - Montgomery, AL
SOUTHEASTERN FASTENER ASSOCIATION
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BRIGHTON-BEST INTERNATIONAL
USA Headquarters, 5855 Obispo Avenue, Long Beach, CA 90805
TEL 562-808-8000
FAX 562-808-8137 EMAIL sales@brightonbest.com

WEB

www.brightonbest.com

TESTED, TRIED AND TRUE BBI CELEBRATES 95 YEARS by Steve Andrasik
While 95 years is a long time, in many ways, it
feels like we are just hitting our stride. We owe much
of our success to our loyal distributor base, whom have
supported us with the constant push of diversification.
Your satisfaction keeps us motivated to continuously
grow our family of brands: Tested, Tried and True
PROferred, US Anchor, and Ironclad work wear. To the
many talented, dedicated and creative employees over
the years; you have been the spark that has fueled
this revolution. Thank you for your tireless efforts.
To our committed ownership group, whom
understands the value of diversification and
a strong distribution channel; your leadership
has guided us on a path to success for years
to come. We are forever grateful for your
continued support.
Brighton-Best may have started as a small
manufacturer of socket products in Cincinnati,
Ohio in 1925, but our future is supporting
distributors with diverse product lines at unprecedented
service levels while assuring the highest quality of
product this industry has known. The future at BrightonBest International INC. is simply B-RIGHT. To the next 95
years and beyond, may the new set of challenges be met
with the same intensity and enthusiasm as before. May
we approach different as good.
TESTED, TRIED and TRUE your only source for
all things fasteners.

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

BRIGHTON-BEST INTERNATIONAL
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3Q, Inc. a fastener distributor
and an ITW Shakeproof specialized
distributor is pleased to announce
some updates to their staff.
In March, Kiley Kreple, a Michigan
native, began her position as a
Customer Service Representative.
Kiley is a 2019 graduate of
Central Michigan University with
a bachelor’s degree in EducationIntegrated Science. She joined 3Q
after holding several similar positions

while pursuing her
degree. Excited to
join the company
and pursue a
career, Kiley is
looking forward to
assisting customers
with information requests, quotations
and purchase orders.
For more info contact 3Q Inc by Tel:
630-405-8492, Email sales@ 3Q-Inc.
com or online at www.3Q-Inc.com.

R&R
Engineering
continues its expansion
- within days of Trump’s
election, six new High
Speed Bent Bolt Machines
were ordered to satisfy
the anticipated growth
in demand for special
threaded fasteners from
R&R Engineering Co. Inc, of
Summitville, Indiana.
The company presently
has 89 Special Roll Threading
machines in service, and has
three additional machines
(of similar design ) under
construction, to satisfy the
demand from new customers
thats are seeking competitive
domestic sources for
threaded fasteners.
R&R Engineering is also
considering the addition of
30,000 sq. ft. to the current
235,000 sq. ft. facility of PreEngineered Steel Buildings.
The company stocks
2,375,000
galvanized
U-bolts for rush shipments.
Production includes U-Bolts
of all shapes and designs,
threaded
studs,
plus
many Special applications
threaded fasteners.
R&R supplies Solar,
recreational
vehicles,
Agricultural Manufacturers,
and National Distribution
accounts.
For more information
contact R&R Engineering by
Tel: 1-800-979-1921, Fax:
1-800-345-9583, Email them
at: sales@randrengineering.
com or visit them online at
www.randrengineering.com.
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YOUNG FASTENER PROFESSIONALS
CONTACT JAKE GASLER - BOARD PRESIDENT TEL 716-510-5632 EMAIL jglaser@sherex.com
WEB www.youngfastenerprofessionals.com SOCIAL www.linkedin.com/company/youngfastenerprofessionals

YOUNG FASTENER PROFESSIONALS
VIRTUAL EVENTS SCHEDULE
Young Fastener Professionals (YFP) is committed

with the resources they need to improve on and/or

to providing educational and networking opportunities

develop new professional skills, retool for our evolving

for ambitious young professionals desiring professional

industry, or simply organize and learn industry-related

growth within the fastener industry. Due to the COVID-

knowledge.

19 situation, many young professionals have missed
out on events this year that would otherwise allow them
to network with other industry professionals and learn
industry-related knowledge, creating a need for such
valuable interactions.
In response to this need, YFP will be hosting three
virtual events this year as follows:

December 3, 2020
Event To Be Determined
The date is set, but the topic is yet to be determined.
With things changing on a daily basis, YFP intends to use
participant feedback to determine the topic for our final
event of the year to ensure that the event provides the
upmost value for participants.

August 20, 2020
Speed Networking Event

YFP events are open to people of all ages. YFP is also
committed to developing synergy between organizations,

YFP has hosted speed networking events, in person,

with board members commonly serving on the YFP board

in the past, with significant success. Participants reported

in addition to other industry boards, or “graduating”

that they were able to connect effectively with a relatively

from the YFP board and serving other major industry

large number of potential partners or customers within a

organizations, such as PAC-West, NFDA, SWFA and more.

relatively short amount of time. YFP will be partnering with

We encourage all businesses and organizations to partner

the National Fastener Distributor’s Association (NFDA) to

with us to fulfill our vision of developing pathways for

provide this event on the Zoom platform.

talent development and retention for the industry as a
whole.

October 15, 2020
Online Resources for Professional Development

eurolinkfss.com, with any comments, questions or

YFP Social chair and board member, London Penland,

concerns related to these events or if you are interested

will host a webinar with post seminar round table breakout

in partnering with or getting involved in Young Fastener

sessions. This webinar will provide industry professionals

Professionals.

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE

Please feel free to contact London Penland, london@

YOUNG FASTENER PROFESSIONALS
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SETKO FASTENERS

300 N Klick Street, Unit A, Hampshire, IL 60140 TEL 630-800-6377
EMAIL Sales@SetkoFasteners.com WEB www.SetkoFasteners.com

READY . . . SETKO!
The name “Setko” will sound familiar
if you have been in the fastener industry for
some time. Setko, a family owned business,
continues to stand firm in its belief of strong
customer service and long-lasting relationships.
At Setko, we offer our customers more than
great pricing. Setko builds relationships that
customers can count on, quality they can trust,
and a personal commitment to each company
no matter how small or large.
Today, Setko Fasteners continues its legacy by
opening their doors to all companies looking to expand
and develop strong customer / supplier relationships.
Whether it’s domestically manufactured or imported socket
product, hard to find semi-standards, or items that require
secondary operations such as plating, patching or drilling Setko Fasteners will provide the finished product and save
you valuable time and money!
Setko already stocks Hex Socket Set Screws with

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

every point style in Alloy and Stainless, Metric
and Standard sizes. In addition, Setko has a
full line of Socket Head, Button and Flat Head
Cap Screws, Plain and Zinc Plated.
Setko Fasteners is adding new product every
day! We are expanding our lines to include
more Socket Shoulder Bolts, Square Head
Set Screws, Short and Long Arm Hex Keys,
Torx Keys and Dowel Pins! Setko continues
to offer Mill Shipments and Blanket Orders
with releases over a full year to support each customer’s
monthly requirements.
Setko works directly with each customer to fulfill their
requirements by analyzing yearly usage and processing
parts accordingly. This reduces costs and ensures product
is available when needed. Setko is happy to visit your office
to discuss options on how to increase inventory turns,
reduce overall costs and improve on-time delivery! Please
contact Setko Fasteners - your full service supplier.
SETKO FASTENERS
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7737 Ellington Place, Mentor, OH 44060

NORTH COAST FASTENER ASSOCIATION
TEL

440-975-9503

TEL

440-350-1676

EMAIL

lgraham@ncfaonline.com

WEB

www.ncfaonline.com

ANNUAL DISTRIBUTOR SOCIAL OFFICIALLY CANCELED
Distributor Social Canceled Due to COVID

Screw Open Golf Outing Still On!

We regret to announce that we have officially

The NCFA Screw Open is still a go, so grab your

canceled the NCFA Distributor Social that was initially

clubs and join us on September 10th. Because this

postponed until September. With some feedback from

event is an outside venue with limited groups together

the industry and the concern of another upswing of

per hole, in addition to Valleaire Golf Club reassuring

Covid-19 this fall, we felt this was the right decision for

us they are taking all the necessary precautions to help

the safety of our members and industry friends. We hope

keep their guests safe, we decided to move forward with

to see you in May 2021 for our next Distributor Social.

this event. There will need to be some changes made to

If you have already paid for this event, please

this event regarding check-in, dinner etc. We appreciate

contact the NCFA Office at Lgraham@ncfaonline.com and

your pa-tience your patience while we work through the

advise what you would like done with your payment:

details and proto-cols to make this event happen.

[1] Apply payment towards 2021 Membership Dues

We realize this has been a trying time for so many.

[2] Apply payment towards 2021 May Distributor Social

We thank you for your continued support of the North

[3] Request a refund of your payment amount

Coast Fastener Association. Stay well friends!

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE

ND Industries is pleased to announce that Paul
Sundstrom has been promoted to General Manager
of its Northbrook and Rockford, Illinois facilities. He
is taking over the position from John Thramann, who
recently announced his retirement.
John has worked at ND Industries since
1970 and played an integral role in making
ND one of the current leaders in the
fastener locking and sealing industry. ND
Industries wishes John all the best while
he enjoys a well-deserved retirement.
For the past two years Paul has been
ND’s lead Sales Manager in Illinois.
Prior to joining ND, Paul spent seven
years in technical sales, operations, and
manufacturing, and earned his Bachelor of Science
Degree from Northern Illinois University. In addition
to his education and experience, Paul will be
bringing his hands-on approach to learning, as well
as listening skills. “I believe it is important to listen
twice as much as I talk and allow my employees’
expertise to be voiced, allowing me to make the

NORTH COAST FASTENER ASSOCIATION

best decisions possible.”
Paul says that his main focus for the facility
will be customer service. “Our goal is to prove to
customers, existing and new, that ND Industries is
here to provide top-tier service through fast deliveries,
excellent support, and competitive
pricing. Our service commitment is to
accommodate the customer based
on what their business, company, or
market requires.” To facilitate fastener
processing, ND Industries is investing
in new equipment at its Northbrook and
Rockford locations, which will better
service the regions with improved delivery
times and pricing. Paul believes that
“Ultimately every customer should feel as if their
order received special attention. That’s what will
make them eager to work with ND Industries on new
opportunities.”
For more information contact ND Industries by Tel:
248-288-0000, Email: info@ndindustries.com or visit
them online at www.ndindustries.com.
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PO Box 5, Lake Zurich, IL 60047

MID-WEST FASTENER ASSOCIATION

TOLL-FREE 1-800-753-8338

TEL 847-438-8338

EMAIL mwfa@ameritech.com

WEB www.mwfa.net

MWFA EVENTS RESCHEDULED DUE TO COVID-19 by Nancy Rich
As the MWFA continues to monitor COVID-19 situation
with Stay at Home Orders, company travel bans, and
most of all everyone’s safety, the MWFA Board has had
extensive discussions regarding this year’s events. In
the best interest of everyone they have made the decision
to postpone the 74th Anniversary dinner (and combine
with next year’s 75th Anniversary event), the MWFA Table
Top Show and Golf Outing. To be sure to provide quality
events they have put these events on hold until 2021
when the industry is able to meet safely. The MWFA
respects the importance of safety as well as the time
constraints on businesses trying to return to normal
business once Stay at Home Orders are lifted and COVID19 cases have greatly decreased.
Please note in 2021 MWFA will hold a Table
Top Show. With companies working to resume normal
business, after the pandemic, this will offer an economic
opportunity for exhibitors. This decision was made to

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE

be conscience of the rough economic times 2020 has
brought all businesses.
The MWFA will continue to provide updates on
industry news and keep the industry informed as new
plans develop. This may not be a normal situation but the
strength of our country will bring business back and we will
be together again at events.
If you have any questions or concerns regarding
MWFA events, please feel free to reach out at mwfa@
ameritech.net

MWFA Upcoming Events
October 15
			
November 5
			
December 17
			

Education Program
MWFA Halloween Dinner Event
Scholarship/Elections Dinner Meeting
Belvedere Banquets - Elk Grove, IL
Holiday Party
Medinah Banquets - Addison, IL
MID-WEST FASTENER ASSOCIATION
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OBITUARY

David Ellner
After two years of wedded bliss and a little
bundle of joy, in May of 1991, David’s father-in-law
Joseph Elowsky asked him to join the Ajax family.
David left the postal service to learn the business
of making springs so that when Joseph was ready
to retire, David would step in and run the Spring
Manufacturing Company.
David also learned how to manufacture the
springs so that he could eventually train someone
to run that side of the business which would
free him up to make Ajax Wire Specialty Co. the
successful business it is today.
David passed on April 6, 2020 at Southside
Hospital in Bay Shore, NY. David leaves behind
his wife Pat; two daughters, Jaclyn and Alyson;
his brother Martin; his sister-in-law Theresa; his
nephew Matthew, and his niece Nicole.
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VOLT INDUSTRIAL PLASTICS
700 Hwy 202 West, Yellville AK 72687
TEL 800-844-8024 EMAIL service@voltplastics.com

WEB www.voltplastics.com

CHOOSE AMERICAN MADE. CHOOSE VOLT.
During these unique times it makes more and more
sense to buy American.

So - Why Buy From Volt?
Volt produces everything in-house, so we have
complete control over the quality and lead-times for our
customers. We are continuously innovating our internal
processes to make sure our customers are supplied with
all of their fastener needs on time. Our customer service
understands that our customers are the number one
focus and we are always striving to keep our customer
happy.

You Dream It, We Make It
At Volt Industrial Plastics we have state-of-the-art
technology to build tooling in-house, so if a customer
needs a part not currently in our catalog we can build the
part to their specs. Once the samples are approved we
can start the production process and get the parts out
the door. The manufacturing possibilities are endless
with over 100 different materials, color matching,
and even scented if needed. When a customer needs
something specific we do our very best to give them
exactly what they need.

Customer Service
There are many other companies out there that
provide some of the same products that we do.
However, our customer service is second to none. In
fact, our customer service is what sets us apart from
our competition. Every single phone call is answered by
a customer service professional.

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

Whether you need to work with our
produce in-house tooling specific to your
you have a question about a part we keep
our entire team is dedicated to providing
customer service.

team to
brand or
in stock,
the best

Fast Lead Times
Today’s technology has made a lot of things easier.
You can look up information, share pictures and videos
with family, and purchase almost anything online and
have it shipped straight to your door. Because of this,
people are accustomed to having their items shipped
and received in a short amount of time.
Whether you need an item that is in stock or a
product that has to be manufactured, you don’t have to
worry about lengthy turn-around times with Volt Industrial
Plastics. We have over 100 million parts in stock that
can be shipped to you the same day. And if you need a
part that is not in stock, you are looking at about a 3-5
day lead time. Many of our top competitors may be able
to produce some of the same products we sell. However,
you may be waiting 6-12 weeks to receive your order. Our
lead times are second to none.

Choose American Made. Choose Volt.
From our rapid response production capability to
our ability to manufacture in-house tooled fasteners,
Volt Industrial Plastics is ready to show you how we
are different. Whether it’s a screw, rivet, dowel, clip, or
clamp, Volt can get you the fasteners you need. Give us
a call. We are American and we are the best plastics
manufacturer in the USA, shipping WORLDWIDE!

VOLT INDUSTRIAL PLASTICS
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EARNEST MACHINE
1250 Linda St, Suite 301, Rocky River, OH 44116
TEL 1-800-327-6378 FAX 440-356-2409 EMAIL sales@earnestmachine.com

WEB

www.earnestmachine.com

EARNEST MACHINE’S UK OFFICE CELEBRATES
20 YEARS OF BUSINESS
In 2000, then-CEO John Zehnder wanted to better

with no significant findings.

support VMI business that had begun growing in the late

While the UK office may be thousands of miles

90s. He also wanted to end his tenure as President and

away, it maintains a strong relationship with the US with

CEO with something memorable – expanding Earnest

regular communication. The success of the UK office with

Machine. This year, Earnest is pleased to share its UK

specials has launched a campaign in the US to bring the

branch is celebrating its 20th year of business.

same kind of business, which is why employees sourcing

“Earnest Machine needed a way to support its
growing VMI business, but my father also wanted to

specials in Earnest’s US office report to UK Manager,
Stuart Southall.

introduce inch to a metric market and likewise metric to

Twenty years of business does not come easy to any

an inch market. That’s where opening a branch in the UK

company. It takes a continuous commitment to embrace

began,” said current Earnest CEO, Kirk Zehnder. “It also

change in an effort to keep up with the needs of the

didn’t hurt that he picked England because they spoke

customer. Both Earnest Machine US and UK dedicate

English.”

themselves to putting the customer first in all decision

In the years since Earnest’s UK branch opened,

making and as the UK branch celebrates its 20th year

it’s grown considerably. While new team members have

of business, they look forward to what the next decade

been added, there are several who have been on staff

brings in terms of change and growth as they continue

for a decade as well as since its inception, which is

to work toward getting the customer the right part, in the

a testament to the culture of the company. In 2014

right quantity, on-time, everytime.

and 2016, Earnest UK acquired two small engineering

Earnest Machine was founded in 1948 and is a

companies and merged them into one site. These

global importer, distributor, and manufacturer of large

acquisitions provided the ability not only to help with core

diameter and hard-to-find fasteners for the agriculture,

products in the Earnest catalog, but with hard-to-source

construction equipment, heavy transportation, and

parts as well as specials.

mining industries. Earnest maintains warehouses, sales

Practices and procedures in Earnest’s UK branch are

offices, and manufacturing centers in Cleveland, OH,

not treated differently simply because the office is on a

and Wolverhampton, England, as well as warehouses

different continent. This summer the UK office will be part

in Atlanta, GA, and Indianapolis, IN. With a distribution

of Earnest’s ISO audit, which is a voluntary certification

performance rate of 99.13%, Earnest Machine works to

with which companies can choose to comply. This audit

get customers the right part, in the right quantity, on-time,

has previously been conducted at Earnest’s US branches

every time.
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EARNEST MACHINE
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J.W. Winco, Inc., A Ganter Company, a
leading supplier of standard industrial machine
components, has recently opened a new branch
and distribution center in Canada.

J.W. Winco Canada, Inc. new branch and
distribution center is located in Canada at 300
Trowers Rd, Unit 11, Woodbridge, ON L4L 5Z9.
JW Winco Canada’s direct line is +1 905-2641001. The branch has been fully operational
since March 2020 and has already fulfilled a
few hundred orders from our customers across
Canada.
The new facility, which has more than 6,000
square feet of warehouse space and over
2,300 square feet of office space, is part of a
building complex in a vibrant business area in
Woodbridge, ON close to Hwy 7 and Hwy 400.
“We have over 2,500 individual items in
stock to improve our service to our customers
in Canada,” says Peter Aulich, the branch’s
General Manager. “The building features great
logistics that will enable us to provide quick
delivery to our customers throughout the
country. The branch will provide our clients
with local support and technical training and, of
course we will continuously add new products
to fulfill our client’s needs when it comes to a
wide selection of metal and plastic standard
machine components.”
JW Winco has made various improvements
to its English and French website that includes
3D CAD models available for download and our
E-store for online buying and can be viewed at
www.jwwinco.com.

		JW Winco is a manufacturer and distributor of
inch and metric standard parts.
JW Winco offers an extensive selection of plastic,
steel and stainless steel adjustable levers, cabinet
U-handles, hinges and locking mechanisms,
revolving and retractable handles, hand wheels,
hand cranks, tube connection and conveyor
components, construction tubing, shock absorption
mounts, leveling mounts, hand knobs, spring, ball
and indexing plungers, jig, fixture and fastening
components, retaining magnets, toggle clamps,
casters and wheels, universal joints, oil sight
glasses, and metric tools for the industrial and
commercial equipment industries.
JW Winco is headquartered in New Berlin,
Wisconsin, with branch and distribution offices in
Canada and Mexico.
For more information, contact JW Winco Canada
sales at 1-800--397-6993, EMail: sales@jwwinco.ca
or visit them online at www.jwwinco.com.
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PARKER FASTENERS

26815 W. Baseline Road, Buckeye, AZ 83526
TEL 623-925-5998
EMAIL sales@parkerfasteners.com WEB www.parkerfasteners.com

PARKER FASTENERS RENEWS ACCREDITATION FOR AS9100D
PRI Registrar recognizes Parker Fasteners for
its sustained commitment to continual improvement
in their quality management system.
Parker Fasteners announces that it has received
accreditation for AS9100D. Scope of Registration
includes: Domestic Cold Heading Manufacturer of Socket
Screws, Specialty Per Print Fasteners, and Straight-Die
Thread Rolling Service; and now Design and Development
of Fasteners for The Aerospace and Other Markets
Parker Fasteners (PF) is a premier cold heading
manufacturer located in Buckeye, Arizona sourcing all
materials used in their products from suppliers located
within the USA. Apart from those products not required,
PF utilizes 100% DFARS compliant raw material for every
product manufactured within the plant. PF takes great
pride in being a domestic manufacturer and is known
for making high quality internal recess (commonly called

socket) drive fasteners for the Aerospace, Military, and
Commercial/Industrial markets.
Parker Fasteners received accreditation for
demonstrating their ongoing commitment to quality
by satisfying customer requirements and industry
specifications.
Parker Fasteners has demonstrated its commitment to
world class quality management system by implementing
and becoming certified to the ISO 9001:2015 and
AS9100D standard. They have joined an elite number of
organizations worldwide who have achieved certification
to this globally recognized quality management standard,
”said Randy Daugharthy, Director of the Registrar Program
at the Performance Review Institute Registrar. “PRI
Registrar is proud to partner with Parker Fastners in this
accomplishment and look forward to continued support of
their objective of quality excellence.”
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PAC-WEST ENGAGES MEMBERS DURING PANDEMIC by Vickie Lester
It is no surprise that live, in-person meetings are not
happening for the near future. Pac-West has cancelled
many of its popular After Hours events due to the
pandemic.But, that’s not stopping our members from being
engaged. Check out our Facebook page (www.facebook.
com/PacWestFastener) for a series of photographs from
members as they remember summers past.
We’re also engaging with each other through our
online community forum, sharing information on how
members are coping with the virus in the workplace, as
well as their favorite business books, podcasts, and TED
talks.
As we go to press with this article, we still are
making plans for what will be a great meeting, October
21-24, 2020 at the Hilton Palacio Del Rio Hotel on the
Riverwalk in San Antonio, Texas. However, because of the
uncertainty caused by the pandemic, it’s likely this event

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE

will be rescheduled.
Education for the meeting will feature
¤  Economist Chris Thornberg (who many of you have
heard at previous Pac-West meetings)
¤  State of the Industry panel featuring Tim Roberto
Jr. (Star Stainless Screw), Simmi Sakhuja (LindFast
Solutions Group), and Mike Bailey (Nucor Fasteners)
¤   Crisis Management: Lessons Learned in the
Fastener Industry
Social activities for the meeting will include
¤  Golf at The Quarry
¤  Cookie decorating class for spouses/guests at the
meeting, taught by Suzy Cravens of Advance Components
Be sure to check www.pac-west.org for the status of
the meeting or for registration details.
PACIFIC-WEST FASTENER ASSOCIATION
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Advance Components
is pleased to announce the
promotion of Brad Burel from
Director of National Sales to
Vice President of Sales. Brad
has been with Advance for
16 years, where he started
in Account Management,
transitioned to the role of
Regional Sales Manager,
and several years ago was
promoted to Director National
of Sales.
“Advance
is
excited
that Brad will be leading a
new initiative to merge the
company’s sales and account
management teams into a new
single unified sales team,”
says Gary Cravens, Advance’s
President. “Our goal remains
to be a customer-focused
company, and Brad is key to
continuing and expanding our
mission.”
Advance
Components
is a master distributor of
ARaymond/Tinnerman, AVK
Industrial, Heyco Products,
Parker Fasteners, Vogelsang,
Davies Molding, Essentra/
Micro Plastics and more. Based
in Carrollton (Dallas), TX, we
are a trusted supply chain
partner for manufacturers and
distributors in the industrial
market, and carry a large
variety of in-stock products
that are available online 24-7.
For more information contact
Advance Components at 2920
Commodore Drive, Suite 100,
Carrollton, TX 75007. Tel:
1-800-275-7772, email: sales@
advancecomponents.com
or visit them online at www.
advancecomponents.com.
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Endries International is pleased to
announce that we have acquired All-West
Components & Fasteners Inc.
All-West was founded in 1978 in Seattle,
Washington with the help of Rick Peterson, the
current CEO of the company and past President
of both the Pacific-West Fastener Association and
STAFDA. Mark Peterson, Rick’s brother, joined the
organization in 1982 and has been the company’s
President since 2015. Over the past thirty years
All-West has been focused on serving the original
equipment manufacturing market and providing
technical fastener solutions to their customer
base. Operating under ISO 9001 accreditation,
the company’s twenty four associates operate
from a headquarters in the Seattle suburb of
Auburn, Washington and branches in Spokane,
Washington and Boise, Idaho.
Endries is a leading distributor of fasteners
and Class-C parts serving industrial Original
Equipment Manufacturers (OEM’s) worldwide.
From its headquarters in Brillion, WI and eight
U.S. and international distribution centers,
Endries provides over 500,000 SKUs to its
customer base. Endries operates primarily
through a Vendor Managed Inventory model,
managing C-part categories for its customers
across diverse industrial end markets. Endries
partners with OEM customers through robust
replenishment systems that provide products
and support services which are critical to
maintaining the manufacturing process.
“We are excited with the top level team of
associates that will be joining the Endries family.
The cultural and customer service philosophies
that Rick & Mark have built aligns perfectly with
the foundation at Endries. This acquisition will
enhance Endries ability to grow our business
with the combined expansion of our product
offerings and geographic footprint that All-West
brings in the Pacific Northwest.” said Steve
Endries, President of Endries.
For more information contact Endries
International at 714 West Ryan Street, PO Box
69, Brillion, Wisconsin USA 54110. Tel: 920-7565381, Fax: 920-756-3772 or visit them online at
www.endries.com
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LAURENCE CLAUS A PRIMER ON FASTENER MARKING from page 8

There are so many different Consensus Standards

There are also provisions in this standard for marking of

out there that the average individual can quickly become

special parts at the option of the manufacturer or if the

overwhelmed with what all these different symbols and

part is decorative for the marking to be waived entirely by

head markings mean. To try to cover all the standards

the purchaser.

out there would be an insurmountable task, but it is

Figure 1 shows the marking schemes for Grade 5 and

certainly feasible to understand what some of the

Grade 8 variants. Grade 2 may receive a manufacturer’s

most commonly used standards require regarding head

identification but will not receive a grade mark. Grade 5

markings, especially those that you interact with on a

variations utilize 3 lines and Grade 8 variations utilize 6

regular basis. The rest of this article will take a look at a

lines.

number of the primary Consensus Standards commonly
utilized here in North America and consider what they
teach us about properly marking fasteners made to
conform to them.

SAE J995
SAE J995 is the companion to SAE J429 and covers
the internally threaded product. The nut marking is a
little more complicated because there are three different

SAE J429

styles depending on either size or how the parts are

SAE J429 is likely the most commonly utilized

made. Normally the marking is on the top, although there

material standard for inch bolts, screws, and studs. It

are exceptions where the mark may be on the side or the

is from this standard that the terms “Grade 2, Grade

flange. Grade 2 does not require either a grade mark

5, and Grade 8” are derived. Grade 2 are low strength

or the manufacturer’s identification mark. Grades 5 and

fasteners, Grade 5 are medium strength (120,000

8 require both grade and manufacturer’s identification

psi) and Grade 8 are high strength (150,000 psi).

marking on hex and hex flange products from 1/4 inch

The standard teaches that no internal drive screws or

to 1-1/2 inch. Hex jam, heavy hex jam, hex slotted,

those under ¼ inches in diameter are required to be

heavy hex slotted, hex thick slotted, hex thick, and heavy

marked. All fasteners produced to this standard that

hex do not require either a grade or manufacturer’s

are 1/4 inch and above require both the grade mark

identification mark.

and a manufacturer’s identification mark. Typically parts

Figure 2 illustrates the marking for SAE J995 Style

will receive the mark on the top of the head, although

A. Style A is applicable to all types and styles of nuts.

provisions exist for certain parts to alternately be marked

Style B is applicable only to hex nuts 5/8 inch and larger

on the side of the head. Studs are marked on the ends.

and places dots (or circumferential lines) in the corners
120° apart for Grade 5 and 60° apart for Grade 8. Style
C applies only to nuts fabricated from hex bar and places
distinguishing notches in the side face corners of Grade
5 and Grade 8 nuts.

FIGURE 1: SAE J429 HEAD MARKINGS

FIGURE 2: SAE J995 STYLE A MARKING
(BLACK DOT REPRESENTS MFR. ID)

CONTINUED ON PAGE 128
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GUY AVELLON WHAT FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS NEED TO KNOW ABOUT STAINLESS STEELS - PART 1 from page 10

Typical austenitic stainless steels are represented by
AISI (American Iron and Steel Institute) Types 301, 302,
309, 314, 316, 317, 321, 330, 347 and 384.
Due to the shortage of nickel during World War II,
using manganese as a substitute for nickel led to the
development of AISI Types 201 and 202. The 200 series
are a chromium-nickel-manganese stainless steel. The
type 201 has a nominal composition of 17% chromium,
4.5% nickel and 6.6% manganese. This was found to be
a suitable replacement for type 301 (17% Cr and 7% Ni).
Where formability or machining was needed, type 202 was
developed with a nominal composition of 18% Cr, 5% Ni
and 8% Mn. The addition of manganese reduced the rate
of work hardening, so it is used for washing machine tubs
and structural applications. The atmospheric corrosion
resistance is comparable with 301 and 302, though the
chemical resistance is somewhat lower.
MARTENSITIC STAINLESS STEELS are primarily
straight chromium steels containing between 11.5 and
18% chromium. Martensitic steel is a BCT (body-centered
tetragonal) crystalline structure which is created when
heated austenite is rapidly cooled by quenching. This
rapid cooling prevents brittleness.
The martensitic group of stainless steels are
ferromagnetic and can be hardened by heat treatment.
They can be cold worked without any difficulty due to the
low carbon content, can be machined and they can be
hot worked. This series shows good toughness and good
corrosion resistance to atmospheric weather and some
chemicals. Their best chemical resistance is obtained
when hardened from room temperature.
Typical martensitic stainless-steel types are; 403,
410, 414, 416, 420, 431 and 440. Types most
commonly used are: 403 for turbine blades; 410 for
general purpose; 414 for springs, knife blades and
tempered rules; 416 for automatic screw machine
parts; 420 for surgical instruments and ball bearings;
431 for high strength parts, pumps and valves; 440 for
instruments, valves and flat ware.
FERRITIC STAINLESS STEELS are also a BCC
structure which is magnetic and can be hardenable by
cold working or hot working. They develop maximum
softness, ductility and corrosion resistance in the
annealed condition. These are straight chromium

stainless steels which are not hardenable by heat
treatment. The ferritic stainless steels have a lower
strength at elevated temperatures than the martensitic
type, but their resistance to scaling and corrosion is
generally better.
Typical ferritic stainless-steel types include: 405
for quenching racks and annealing boxes; 409 for
automotive exhausts and heat exchangers; 429 for
chemical processing equipment, especially for handling
nitric acid; 430 for automotive trim, kitchen equipment;
434 for automotive trim and fasteners; 446 for high
temperature service for glass molds, furnace parts and
chemical processing equipment. Type 446 is one of the
most oxidation resistant steels commercially available.
PRECIPITATION
HARDENING
STAINLESS
STEEL is a form of hardening by having impurities or
additions of copper, aluminum, titanium, niobium and
/ or molybdenum. The metal is heated to very high
temperatures to dissolve all elements and alloys into a
single-phase solution and remains in this condition during
rapid cooling. Rapid cooling prevents diffusion. When
reheated to 650 - 760ºC (1200 1400ºF) the precipitation
occurs. The precipitate particles of alloy material and
undissolved carbides disperse into the grain structure of
the steel to fill voids and help the crystalline structure
become stronger by resisting any movement against the
lattice structure.
The precipitation hardening, or age hardening alloys,
have much higher tensile strengths and hardnesses,
excellent fatigue properties and heat resistance to 900ºF
(482ºC). They lack the chemical resistance of the 300 series
but are still superior to other hardenable chromium alloys.
Typical precipitation hardened alloys are designated
by the suffix of ‘PH’, such as 15-5 PH, 17-4 PH, 17-7 PH.
The 17-4 PH has a composition of 17% chromium, 4%
nickel, 4% copper and 0.3% niobium.
In the next series, we will discuss the particular
properties, available physical treatments, specification
numbering systems and uses and limitations.
Remember, most of these stainless steels are only a
little better than a Grade 2 fastener in strength, but have
very sophisticated metallurgical alloying for corrosion and
heat resistance. Some are very costly, but choosing the
correct alloy will be a cost savings in the long run.
GUY AVELLON
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LINDFAST SOLUTIONS GROUP CONTINUALLY EVOLVING IS THE KEY TO SUCCESS; LINDSTROM CONNECTION IMMINENT from page 12

A True Master Distributor

Working with Dean and his people has been a joy.

Since 1983, Lindstrom has been providing
distributors with value-added fastener solutions they can
depend on — all from a name they can trust. With over
180,000 SKUs, Lindstrom can supply any size, quantity,
or finish — even hard-to-find fasteners. Lindstrom can
provide it all.

The two companies have the same high standards
for customer satisfaction and commitment to quality
software.
Dean Rozar commented that “Working with the
people at Computer Insights has been great. Angela
Amico, in particular, has been extremely helpful
onboarding companies to The Stelfast Connection.”

Looking Forward

Lindstrom got a good look at the features and

Technology helps support Lindstrom’s mission
statement that has customer service and product
availability at its core. Lindstrom plans to add The
Lindstrom Connection with The Business Edge

TM

by

Computer Insights, Inc. in July 2020.
In 2018 Stelfast partnered with Computer Insights Inc
to create a seamless connection between The Business

Edge ERP system and Stelfast’s live information. The
TM

project was a collaboration of two teams, one team led by
Dean Rozar of Stelfast and the other by Dennis Cowhey
of Computer Insights. The connection streamlines the
supply chain and provides instant access to pricing and
availability. The Business Edge

TM

validates purchase

orders as they are entered. Everything is verified to
ensure accuracy: part numbers, pricing, availability, and
package quantities.
Once the purchase order has been entered in The

Business Edge , it’s as simple as clicking a button to
TM

submit it electronically directly to Stelfast’s system.

benefits of seamless Stelfast integration and liked what
they saw. Lindstrom is joining the Fastener Supply Chain

Network to give it’s customers all of the same features
listed above.
Bill Niketas, Lindstrom’s CEO, stated, “We saw a
smooth implementation of The Stelfast Connection with
enthusiasm from everyone involved. I am looking forward
to the same experience with The Lindstrom Connection
this summer.”

“

“We love the Stelfast Connection! A few of its many
benefits which stand out are the ease of access to pricing
and availability information, the mistakes it eliminates and
the real time info it provides when placing purchase orders,
and all of these are seamlessly integrated inside The Business
Edge. We would love to have all our suppliers integrated in
this way and are looking forward eagerly to the Lindstrom
Connection.”

“

LUKE YODER , PRESIDENT, EPCO SALES, INC.

Having everything validated as you go eliminates any
follow-up calls that would have otherwise been required.
With friction removed from the supply chain, everything
happens faster and without errors. Purchase orders
that have been validated and electronically submitted
eliminate the step of recreating it in the Stelfast system,

More Information
Lindfast Solutions Group can be reached at 2950
100th Court NE, Blaine, MN 55449. Contact Shane
Longen by telephone at 1-800-328-2430, eMail: sales@

further reducing the opportunities for mistakes.

lindfastgrp.com or visit them online at www.lindfastgrp.com.

“

Street, Unit 4, Bloomingdale, IL 60108. Contact Dennis

The Stelfast Connection gives us instant access to
information. It improves our customer service. It expedites
the procurement process and makes everything easier. It’s
a neat tool. We are looking forward to using the Lindstrom
Connection as soon as it is available.

“

KEVIN CHAPPELL, MATERIAL & QUALITY MANAGER, ABABA BOLT

Computer Insights, Inc. can be reached at 108 3rd
Cowhey by telephone at 1-800-539-1233, eMail sales@
ci-inc.com or visit them online at www.ci-inc.com.
Computer Insights Inc. It’s our Fastener Industry
focus that makes the difference. The Business EdgeTM
is the only system specifically designed for fastener
companies.

LINDFAST SOLUTIONS GROUP
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ROB LaPOINTE FASTENER SCIENCE - CHARPY IMPACT TESTING from page 14

The stress riser is controlled by the angle of the V-notch

Once it leaves the system, it is very hard to keep a good

and its radius at the bottom of the V (Figure 3). Since the

accounting of the total energy. One force that is particularly

bottom of the V is radiused, the material is forced to tear

good as an agent of work for conservative systems is

apart initially rather than to cleave if the bottom of the

gravity. Gravity is known as a conservative force and the

V where sharp. The resistance to cleaving provided by

work it does within a system is also conservative. There

the smooth transition enables the material to withstand

is no friction or heat involved in gravitation. Therefore, it is

greater tension forces without fracturing. This is the same

a perfect source of energy for the Charpy impact test.

principle used in designing the transition between the

The objective of the test is to determine how much

body and head of a fastener known as the fillet radius.

energy is consumed in the process of rupturing the

Without a fillet radius, tensile force would be focused on

Charpy specimen. To do that, we need to start with a

the transition between the body and head of the fastener,

known amount of energy. That energy is used to break

causing it to fracture in the body-head transition rather

the specimen. What is left over after breaking the Charpy

than in the thread area. The distance from the bottom of

specimen is measured. The energy consumed in the

the V-notch to the opposite side of the specimen, known

rupture of the specimen is nonconservative and therefore

as the ligament, measures 8mm, thus with a 10 mm wide

not easy to measure. The beauty of this test is that we

specimen, the notch depth is 2mm.

do not have to measure it to know precisely what it is. We
only have to measure how much energy we have at the
beginning of the test and how much energy we have at the
end the test. As long as our mechanism of energy transfer
is conservative, the energy lost will have been consumed
by rupturing the specimen. It is like solving the algebraic
equation 6 – x = 4. It is pretty easy to see that x must
equal 2.
There is a deep beauty and simplicity in using the

FIGURE 3 CHARPY V-NOTCH DIAGRAM

conservation of energy to solve complicated problems.
This is why physicists have been taking advantage of

The test itself is very simple and involves a system
where energy is conserved. That is, a system where

these principles for hundreds of years to solve some of
the most complicated problems in nature.

energy can be transferred from one form to another but

“Simple,” you say to yourself in jest. Let’s use an

not lost to the environment during the transfer. The energy

example of a basic system that is very relatable to the

must always be contained in the system and be able to be

Charpy impact test. A rollercoaster. A rollercoaster gains

accounted for, thus it is conserved. Common sources of

all the energy needed for the entire ride on the first hill.

energy such as a compressed spring or chemical energy,

At the top of that hill, all its energy is in the form of

as in combustion or an explosion, might be exciting

gravitation (point A, Figure 4).

but are generally part of nonconservative systems. A
system is nonconservative when energy leaks out and
is unaccounted for. Friction is perhaps the most notable
thief in any nonconservative system. Friction is a force
that transfers mechanical work (a form of energy) into
thermal energy. This transfer of work into thermal energy
is known has heat. When heat is involved in the system,
the energy is dissipated into the environment by heating
up the surrounding area, never to be captured again.

FIGURE 4. A ROLLERCOASTER EXCHANGES GRAVITATIONAL
ENERGY FOR KINETIC ENERGY.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 130
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BRUNO MARBACHER CRITICAL ASPECTS OF ZINC PLATINGS AND ZINC COATINGS from page 24

Hot dip galvanizing is possible for sizes M 8 (5/16)
and up (up to property class 10.9 (grade 8). To make
sure bolts and nuts can still be assembled, one of
them must be re-tapped. External threads should not
be machined or re-rolled after they have been hot dip
galvanized.
The problem with hot dip galvanized coatings is
that the coating is very thick, this requires, either the
bolt threads to be undersized or the nut thread to be
oversized. The re-tapping of nuts is more common and
more cost efficient.
Nuts can be hot dip galvanized up to property class
10 (grade 8). The nut manufacturer hot-galvanizes the
nut blanks and then over-taps the threads.
The over or under tapping of threads reduces the
thread over-lap and hence reduces the load capacity of
the joint. It still meets the proof load requirement on
sizes over M 10 (3/8) (DIN 267 Part 10 contains data
regarding load capacity reductions.)
Under-sizing the bolt thread and over-sizing the nut
thread of the assembly at the same time is likely to
cause thread stripping.

Salt Spray Testing
For hot dip zinc layer to develop patina (self-protecting
layer), it requires a wetting and drying cycle, this typically
occurs when exposed to the elements. Salt spray tests
keep the zinc wet and essentially wash the developing
corrosion protection away. This lab test does not reflect
the true corrosion resistance of hot dip zinc

Hot Dip Galvanizing Process
Fasteners are hot dip galvanized by having them
first degreased, then immersed into molten zinc.
The zinc temperature is between 440°C (825°F) and
480°C (900°F), for high temperature galvanizing the
temperature is around 560°C (1040°F). That means that
the fasteners are possibly exposed to the temperatures
that are near the tempering temperature of property
class 8.8 and 10.9. In the zinc bath, the steel reacts
with the steel, a zinc iron alloy layer is created. Towards
the zinc layers surface, the iron content decreases and
the layer becomes pure bright zinc.
According to European as well as US structural

standards, high strength structural bolts property classes
10.9 (grade 8) must be supplied in sets.
¤ Civil/structural engineering requirements per
		 DIN 18800 and/or EN 14399
¤ All components of the set must be from one
		 single manufacturer
¤ Components of each set must be shipped
		 as a set
¤ All components of a set must be stamped with
		 defined markings
¤ If hot dip galvanized (normal status), the nuts
		 must be lubricated with Molybdenum Disulfide or
		 similar to meet torque/tension requirement
¤ Hot dip galvanizing (bolt, nut+2 washers) shall
		 be done by the same galvanizer (manufacturer
		 or contractor)
The same rule essential applies to structural bolt
assemblies per ASTM A325.

RoHS, REACH Compliance
The RoHS directive has been around for years, however,
there is still some confusion as to what is required. In
this article we just address fasteners with zinc plating
containing hexavalent chromium, These fasteners are
used in electronic/electrical equipment. RoHS applies to
equipment such as, large/small household appliances,
IT & telecomm, consumer and lighting equipment,
electrical and electronic tools, medical devices.
The requirement: Hexavalent Chromium (Cr 6) can be
maximum 0.1% per weight (fastener plus plating). The
hexavalent chromium in chromate coatings cannot be
determined in weight percentages. The Chromate layers
are thin, they cannot be mechanically disjointed from
the substrate without mixing substrate metal into the
sample.
Therefore, the directive is that the amount of
hexavalent chromium must be less than 0.1µg/cm²
If concentration is:
Less than 0.1µg/cm² = RoHS compliant
More than 0.1µg/cm² = Not RoHS compliant
Tested according to ISO 3613, EN 15205, DIN 50993-1,
GMW 3034
Hexavalent chromium (Cr6) is toxic, whereas trivalent
chromium (Cr3) is not.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 140
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JOE DYSART PODCASTING: FOR FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS, KILLER MARKETING ON A SHOESTRING from page 26

But any fastener distributor that takes the time
to put together a quality production that’s promoted
professionally stands to benefit from the current intense

about your podcast’s focus – and how it will differ from
competitors.
¤ Get a jump with long-term guest scheduling:
Given that many podcasts rely on guest interviews to

interest in podcasting.

keep things fresh, you’ll want to get commitments from at

A Gameplan For Getting Started

least a dozen-or-more guests you’ll be interviewing for your

¤ Take advantage of inexpensive podcasting
tech:

Fortunately, getting started in podcasting

show – even before your first show airs.
¤ Establish a deep backlog of ‘rainy day’

You can pick

shows: Before you go live with your podcast, you’ll also

up a completely acceptable mike, filter and headset

want at least six, fully produced shows in the hopper –

for recording your show for about $100 on Amazon or

just in case something goes wrong.

involves extremely minimal investment.

a similar retailer (www.amazon.

Guests canceling at the last

com/s?k=podcast+kit&ref=nb_sb_

minute, technology that acts-up,

noss_2)

unexpected developments in your

Plus, you can use freeware

personal life – all of these and

like Audacity (www.audacityteam.

more can wreak havoc on podcast

org) to record and edit your

scheduling if you’re not prepared.

podcast on a computer. I’ve used

¤ Get your work copyrighted:

Audacity for years – it’s extremely

Like so many other things digital,

powerful, versatile and reliable.
¤ Consider using a special

PODCASTS NEED TO BE HOSTED ON WEB SITES
OFFERING ENHANCED COMPUTING POWER

hosting service to host your
podcast on the Web:

stealing someone’s podcast is as
easy as highlighting a podcast file
and clicking “copy.”

While

Fortunately, Creative Commons

fastener distributors may be able

offers a free, in-depth guide

to get away with hosting your

(www.wiki.creativecommons.

podcast on an everyday Web site,

org/wiki/Podcasting_Legal_

you’ll probably have better luck

Guide#IP_Law_.28Copyright.2C_

hosting your production with Web

Trademark.2C_Publicity_Rights_

hosts that specialize in podcasting

Etc..29) on how to guard against

hosting.

such theft and copyright your

The reason: Podcast files are
generally much larger than text

WITH PODCASTING, THE WORLD IS YOUR AUDIENCE

show.
It also offers detailed advice on

and images files. Consequently, podcast hosts generally

how to sidestep copyright problems if you plan to quote,

offer the higher bandwidth you’ll need to enable listeners

refer to or incorporate content in your podcast that’s not

to quickly and easily download and listen to your shows.

your own.

Popular

podcast

hosting

companies

include

Soundcloud, Podbean, Podomatic, Lybsyn and Fireside.
¤ Clearly communicate the focus of your
podcast:

¤ Promote by publishing your podcast transcripts
on your podcast Web site: Your podcasting site for the
fastener industry will appear higher up in Google search

There are already tens of thousands of

returns – and get more exposure for your podcast – by

popular podcasts out there. So fastener distributors will

publishing a transcript of your podcast, word-for-word, on

want to take pains to clearly communicate with listeners

your podcast site.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 142
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FASTENER INDUSTRY COALITION
EMAIL

vlester@pac-west.org

WEB

www.fastenercoalition.org

FIC PUBLISHES SOCIAL MEDIA GUIDELINES by Vickie Lester
If you haven’t used social media for your business,
it could be daunting. The Fastener Industry Coalition
is here to help. Visit the Resources tab at www.
fastenercoalition.org and you will
find links to Twitter and LinkedIn
guidelines for the fastener industry.
Our thanks go to Suzy and Mallory
Cravens of Advance Components
for creating these eye-catching and
informative infographics.
The Fastener Industry Coalition
(FIC) is an unincorporated association made up of
regional and national fastener associations concerned
with the distribution, manufacture, and importation
of fasteners as well as services to the fastener
industry. Originally formed in the 1980s, the FIC was

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE

Adam Derry of Field
has been elected as the
2020-2021 president of
the National Fastener
Distributors Association.
Keven Simmer of Wurth
Des Moines Bolt Supply will
serve as vice president, Kelly Charles of Sems &
Specials, as associate chair, and Doug Ruggles
of Martin Fastening Solutions will remain on the
Board as immediate past president.
Jon Queenin of Specialty Bolt & Screw has
been elected to serve on the Board of Directors
effective July 13, 2020.
Continuing on the NFDA Board are Don Haggerty,
Craig Penland of Eurolink FFS, Scott Somers of
Mid-States Bolt & Screw, Jodie Thinnes of Copper
State Bolt & Nut, and Bryan Wheeler of Star
Stainless Screw. Kelly Cole (Hayes Bolt & Supply)
completed his service on the Board this year.
For more information visit the NFDA website at
www.nfda-fasteners.org.

instrumental in effecting change to the Fastener Quality
Act. In 1999, the Act was completely revised changing
an unworkable piece of legislation that literally would
have cost the industry billions of
dollars in unnecessary expenses
into a practical Act that enhanced
the integrity of our industry’s
product. The FIC has evolved into
an important organization within
the fastener industry. With all the
regional fastener associations,
three national associations, and a training institute as
members, the FIC is the only organization in the fastener
industry where specific industry topics can be addressed
and acted upon by an existing collective industry
network.
FASTENER INDUSTRY COALITION
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Roy Metal Finishing
introduces Robot Cell for
post plating and baking
application of passivates,
sealers, topcoats and
waxes.
The part specific, recipe
driven technology ensures
gentle handling of all
size parts to guarantee
excellent
performance
and appearance.
This
offering includes the latest
technology for Trivalent
Black Passivates over Zinc
and Zinc Nickel plating. The
line is positioned beside
our Continuous Hydrogen
Embrittlement Relief Oven
for efficient transfer of
parts for the application
of Trivalent Clear, Yellow
and/or Black passivates.
Sealers, Topcoats, Waxes.

This technology is
critical to our growth in the
automotive, agriculture and
general fastener industries.
RMF has open capacity to
grow into 2nd – 3rd shifts.
Additionally, Roy Metal
Finishing has recently
completed the installation
of a new automated, part
specific recipe driven Heavy
Zinc Phosphate line.

This line is capable of coating
parts in a barrel or rack with the
application of Pre-Black, Heavy Oil,
Dry-To-Touch or No Oil. Currently,
the line operates on a 10-hour shift
schedule with plans to grow into a 3
shift, 5 day per week schedule.
This technology is critical to our
growth in the automotive, agriculture
and general fastener industries.
Roy Metal Finishing is the largest
electroplating job shop in the
Southeast, provides barrel and rack

zinc and zinc alloy plating. In addition to
zinc, zinc nickel, and zinc iron, we offer
heavy zinc phosphating, passivation,
water soluble dipspin coatings, sorting,
and boxing. RMF is a subsidiary of
Aalberts N.V., a technology company,
which employs approximately 16,000
people with more than 150 locations
in 50 countries.
For more information contact Roy
Metal Finishing Co., Inc. by Tel:
1-800-610-7822 or visit the website
at www.roymetalfinishing.com.
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DEL WILLIAMS NEW APPROACH TO FASTENER DESIGN PREVENTS LOOSENING IN VEHICLES from page 32

The fastener design, called ForeverLok™, involves
three items: a central threaded fastener, a threaded
intermediate fastener and a retaining fastener.

fastener to save space and weight.
The design was also tested against the NASM
1312-7 standard, which involves accelerated vibration

Essentially, the fastener system holds the nut in

testing on a fastener system capable of providing a

place to physically prevent it from loosening. Although

clamp-up load. In the test, the bolt/nut combination is

there are competitive products on the market that

installed in the fixture, and the

work in a similar fashion, this design is more

fixture is subjected to controlled

compact than the traditional nut

vibration and cycles/times

and bolt configuration. The

until the assembly loosens.

locking design does not use

For this test, the fastener

special pins, bolts or tools

must not be able to be

to install/remove the nut, and

loosened by hand after 30,000

only common tools are needed

cycles, approximately 17 minutes of testing. Testing of

to fasten/unfasten.

the ForeverLok design, however, was suspended after

The design allows the fastener to be smaller, lighter,

over 420,000 cycles and 4 hours of testing with no

and more compact than a larger fastener while providing

loss of torque retention. NASM 1312-7 does not require

a comparable torque value. For example, the torque

the residual torque value to be reported. However, the

value of a 1/2 inch fastener design tested greater than

testing facility provided the measurement: the fastener

the recommended torque value of a 5/8-inch bolt.

design retained 93.5% of its original torque value.

In addition, the fastener design is reusable as many

Against the tougher transverse vibration standard,

times as needed. The fasteners can be made of many

DIN 25201-4, the design torque retention test results

materials such as titanium, steel and other metals/

were 89.43%, clearly surpassing the certification

alloys. The design also works just as well for plastic

standard which requires 80% retention or higher. This

fasteners when weight or cost is a prime consideration.

standard involves testing the fastener 12 times. The

The technology, which is available for licensing, is

less strenuous DIN 65151 tests the fastener to a less

flexible enough for a manufacturer to create their own

exacting setup and verification standard, testing it once.

unique new product based upon it.

Although traditional locking fastener systems are

The effectiveness of the ForeverLok approach has

available, OEMs and engineers searching for solutions

already been put to the test in three of the most rigorous

to critical fastener loosening will find that considering a

anti-vibration tests.

new design approach can result in lighter, simpler, more

In a maximum torque test, involving a ½-inch grade
eight bolt, the design tested at 159.9 ft/lbs., a 77%
increase over the 90 ft/lbs. of torque recommended for

reliable fasteners in any type of vehicle.
For

more

information

on

ForeverLok™, contact Multi
Piece Fastener by Tel: 248-

a standard 1/2 -inch bolt. The higher torque value allows

755-3817, email: sales@multipiecefastener.com, or

OEMs and design engineers to use a lighter, smaller

visit them online at www.multipiecefastener.com.

DEL WILLIAMS
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LARRY BOROWSKI THE PROPER GAGING OF INCH NUT THREADS from page 34

The GO thread plug gage is a cumulative check of all
thread elements except the minor diameter.

complete turns. The gage should not be forced. Special
requirements such as exceptionally thin or ductile
material, small number of threads, etc., may necessitate
modification of this practice.

4.8.2: GO and NOT GO Plain Cylindrical Plug
Gages (Table 2 - Gage 3.1(a) & (b)).

Plug gages shall be made to Z tolerances and as
4.2: NOT GO (HI) Thread Plug Gages (Table 2 Gage 1.2)

shown in Fig. 9. GO shall be made to a plus tolerance;
NOT GO shall be made to a minus tolerance. GO

4.2.1 - Purpose and Use. The NOT GO (HI) thread plug

cylindrical plug gage must enter and pass through the

gage inspects the NOT GO (HI) functional diameter limit,

length of the product without force. NOT GO cylindrical

B1, of product internal thread. The NOT GO (HI) thread

plug must not enter.

plug gage represents the NOT GO (HI) functional diameter
limit of the product internal thread. Thread plug gages
when applied to the product internal thread may engage
only the end threads (which may not be representative
of the complete thread). Entering threads on product are
incomplete and permit gage to start. Starting threads on
NOT GO (HI) plugs are subject to greater wear than the
remaining threads. Such wear in combination with the

The pitch diameter of the tap, the tapping lubricant,

incomplete product threads permits further entry of the

and the type and condition of the tapping equipment has

gage. NOT GO (HI), functional diameter, is acceptable

an impact on the way in which the threaded plug gage

when the NOT GO (HI) thread plug gage applied to the
product internal thread does not enter more than three

enters the nut’s thread. The use of variable thread gaging
equipment like the BI- POINT™ Internal Indicating Gaging
System is essential when using statistical process
control (SPC) during tapping to produce consistently
good threads, but the NOT GO fixed limit threaded plug
gage should also be used periodically during tapping to
assure that the lead-in threads do not become oversized
allowing the NOT GO gage to enter more than the three
allowable turns.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 115
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LARRY BOROWSKI THE PROPER GAGING OF INCH NUT THREADS from page 114

internal threads are rolled or formed rather than cut.
Rolled or formed threads must start with a slightly
larger hole in order for material to flow properly to
achieve the appropriate finished minor diameter.
All thread inspection systems require that both the
internal thread’s functional pitch diameter and its minor
diameter must be inspected and must both be compliant
The sole determinant of the gaging results when

with their dimensional specifications for the parts to

using the cylindrical plug gage is the size of the hole in the

be acceptable. The suppliers of inch nuts should have

nut before the tapping operation is performed. If the inside

copies of all three of the ASME standards referred to in

diameter of the nut hole is larger than the minor diameter

this article and be thoroughly familiar with them to avoid

listed in ASME B1.1 the nuts will fail the cylindrical NOT

customer complaints and product rejections.

GO gaging requirement as stated in ASME B1.2 after

Many of these same principles apply to metric

tapping. This inspection must be performed at the nut

threads as well, however care should be taken to look

forming operation. To wait to do this inspection during

up the applicable standards to insure compliance of

tapping is too late. The only exception to this is when

measuring methods and rules of gaging.
LARRY BOROWSKI | GREENSLADE & COMPANY INC
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ANTHONY Di MAIO

DESIGN OF BLIND RIVETS from page 38

The annular rings on the mandrel have a 32 pitch per
inch and the grooves of the pulling jaws also have a 32
pitch per inch. Therefore, the grooves in the pulling jaws
will mesh with the annular rings of the mandrel. At this
point the pulling jaws are locked with the mandrel and
the pulling jaws will not slip when the pulling jaws pull the
mandrel and set the blind rivet. Even if the pulling jaws are
slightly worn, the grooves in the pulling jaws will grip the
annular rings of the mandrel and will set the high tensile
mandrel.
Blind rivet mandrels have a breaking point that
is created when the mandrel was manufactured. This
breaking point will determine at what puling force or
tensile the mandrel will break. The mandrel will break at
this breakpoint of the mandrel when the tensile pull of the
mandrel equals the pre-determined tensile break load of
the mandrel breakpoint. When the pulling force equals the
pre-determined mandrel tensile load the mandrel will break
at this mandrel tensile break load point and the blind rivet

is set. The pulling jaws must stay gripped to the mandrel
with no slippage until the pulling load on the mandrel
equals the tensile break load point of the mandrel. The
annular rings of the mandrel and the grooves of the pulling
jaws are locked together and stay gripped together through
the entire blind rivet setting operation. Weekly cleaning and
lubrication of the pulling jaws give a longer operating life
to the pilling jaws. Weekly removal of the pulling jaws, per
the instructions of the setting tool manufacturer, and clean
and lubricate the pulling jaws offer extended operation
of the setting tool. Metal shavings and small chips of
mandrel material can build up in the grooves of the pulling
jaws that will not permit the grooves of the pulling jaws to
penetrate the surface of the mandrel when setting a blind
rivet and this will give the pulling jaws slippage. When the
pulling jaws are removed from the setting tool, wire brush
the metal shavings and metal chips from the pulling jaws,
lubricate and re-assemble the pulling jaws in the setting
tool per the setting tool manufacturer instructions.
ANTHONY Di MAIO

JIM TRUESDELL SMALL BUSINESS AFTER THE PANDEMIC from page 40

[5] Despite concerns over inequality in our society, the
gap between the haves and the have nots might increase.
As work becomes more dependent on technological
communication those with the skills and equipment to play
that game will increasingly have the edge over those who
do not. Likewise young students may have successfully
navigated this baptism by fire on remote learning. But
many without internet access and computer equipment
(or who do not have parents equipped to support on-line
learning efforts) may have lost an entire semester of
learning, putting them further behind.
[6] There may be a new emphasis on science and
data based management, growing out of research and
development needs to combat the coronavirus and a
perceived need to be ready for future such challenges.
An emphasis on strengthening the capabilities of our
already strong domestic supply chains will put pressure on
business managers to change and adapt.
[7] Higher unemployment rates than we have
experienced in recent years will come as a shock to
some younger workers who have cavalierly “ghosted” job

interviews and first days of work and who have hopped
from one job to another confident they could always find a
job in a market in which they were in great demand.
[8] There will be class action law firms looking for
business among those who have some grievance relating
to their company’s actions in preparing and dealing with
the Covid crisis. Let’s hope congress will have the wisdom
to put some liability limitations in place to prevent people
from profiting from an aggressive tort industry.
[9] The enforced period of sheltering in place has
taught many people that their personal lives have been
too fast paced and out of control----- and maybe fewer
commitments and more time at home with family is
something they enjoy.
After all of the major societal shocks we have just
experienced ( as after 9-11 and after the 2008 Great
Recession) there have been changes to lifestyles which
people have adopted and gotten used to. This time will
probably prove to be no exception - and businesses should
get ready to deal with new problems while also looking for
new opportunities. Fasten your seat belts!
JIM TRUESDELL
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ROBERT FOOTLIK PROTECTING YOUR MOST IMPORTANT ASSETS PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE FOR PEOPLE - PART 2 from page 44

Overall there should never be losers. Real fun is

and safety of everyone in the workplace? From my

predicated on everyone feeling that they are a winner.

consulting experience drugs in the workplace have been

Contests or production standards based on inputs that

problematic for years. Mostly it was not discussed, or

the staff cannot influence are by definition wrong. Setting

management just looked the other way because of labor

a standard for warehouse output that fails to involve

shortages. But what I discovered is that what I thought

inside sales, Internet sales and outside sales is going

was warehouse damage because of poor training actually

to fail. Rewards that are based on warehouse shipments

had a 100% correlation with no pre-employment drug

must include anyone who has input to the success of the

testing and often blatant on premises and mid-shift drug

outcome. By this logic the maintenance staff may be far

use. And not just the occasional roll your own cigarette,

more important than an executive with a fancy title.

when hard drug paraphernalia was found in the dark

Rope courses, escape rooms, and other physical

corners of the warehouse inevitably the warehouse and

challenges are a current fad, but not for everyone and fail

inventory physical condition showed impaired judgment

to address community involvement and visibility. Events

and coordination. Once identified how should this situation

planned outside of business hours that further corporate

be alleviated?

goals and bring in families are still worthwhile. Picnics,

In the new age of drug acceptance local customs,

pancake breakfasts and other activities centered on food,

labor conditions, management philosophies and legal

family and fun are the most effective long term, especially

ramifications are going to lead to rapid changes in what

when alcohol and cannabis consumption is discouraged.

is acceptable, under what conditions and whether the
workplace is an acceptable venue for usage. There are

What About Pot?

no answers yet. It’s a developing problem with little

In Illinois cannabis usage laws changed on January 1,

legal precedent to work with. And to complicate matters

2020. The big “buzz” (pun fully intended) in the news is

discrimination on the basis of gender, religion, marital

the how, where, who, why and social implications of what

status, race and other factors may be intertwined. For

was once a forbidden recreational chemical. Thousands

now developing your own standards for what is acceptable

of articles both pro and against have been written without

in your work environment is a work in progress that all

any conclusions. This is just something new that is still

hinges on “what constitutes impairment?” Remember that

being explored and that exploration directly affects your

a mentally impaired individual even walking in the office

business. It’s potentially a Human Resources (HR) and

puts themselves and others at risk.

legal nightmare.
If your hiring and employment practices include

The “Right People”

prohibitions against drugs in the workplace, mandate pre-

Standardized testing, interviews, investigations of

employment and random drug testing and dictate firing

prior work and educational information can all point out

drug using individuals it’s time to start a review process

qualified individuals to hire, but this really isn’t enough.

with your HR and legal advisors. There are no answers

Any organization will benefits the most from employing

out there, even in states with long standing cannabis

people who have a positive attitude. Individuals who are

legalization. You are not likely to solve these issues, but

overwhelmed and anxious tend to isolate themselves to

it is highly probable that you will encounter them sooner

the detriment of team building efforts. Really positive,

than you might expect.

productive team members look to others to synergistically

The key issue is impairment. To what extent does
drug usage, recreational and medical, affect the health

develop solutions. And to identify these potential golden
hires look outside their work history.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 144
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3Q, Inc. a fastener
distributor and an ITW
Shakeproof
specialized
distributor is pleased to
announce some updates to
their staff.

Jamison
Kaczmarek
was promoted to Digital
Marketing Representative at
the beginning of this year. He
will be handling promotional
work, assisting with sales
materials and support liaison
for automated marketing.
Jamison holds a bachelor’s
degree in Economics from
Knox College. He first began
working for 3Q in April of 2018
as a Shipping and Receiving
Agent. This promotion will
allow him to assist in day
to day marketing to support
3Q’s growth and expansion.
3Q is based in Naperville,
Illinois, and serves hardware
distributors as well as original
equipment manufacturers in
the Midwest, as well as the
continental U.S.
For more information
contact 3Q Inc at 1707
Quincy Avenue, Unit 159,
Naperville, IL 60540. Tel: 630405-8492, Fax: 630-8390990, Email sales@ 3Q-Inc.
com or visit them online at
www.3Q-Inc.com.
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PENN ENGINEERING WHEN TO USE SCREWS OR PEM TACK SOLUTIONS from page 48
®

The required length is largely a factor of the material
properties of the screw and the clamped elements. Very

allows for the generation of clamp and resistance of the
forces generated.

stiff elements with a high elastic limit will work particularly
well, but softer elements or materials that will take a set

Fastening Elements

with time, (permanently deform under pressure over time),

It is also important to consider several other factors

such as plastics, do not perform as well in this scenario,

of the joint which are interconnected to the above points.

and therefore will not provide a reliable clamp load.

Head strength is important primarily in the case where

Next, the thread must be engaged enough to hold

strong clamp is needed and significant forces are work-

the clamp load generated. Enough threads of the screw

ing and/or cycling against the joint. In these cases, it is

must be engaged with the threaded hole to resist the axial

important to have a head strong enough to withstand the

load. For very short, or shallow, tapped holes, this can be

clamp and load conditions, and large enough not to yield

challenging. Typically, a blind tapped hole will require:

the clamped materials.

¤

A countersink to allow easier thread

		engagement.
¤
		
¤

In most light-duty cases, however, the loads are very
low, so the fastener head can be much thinner. This

One to three dead-threads on the tap

can be very advantageous in applications where space

to allow for cutting.

(z-height) is constrained.

A dead-space at the bottom of the hole to

Screws generally must have a thicker head both for

		

allow the tap point and provide space for

loading constraints and to allow the screw to be driven.

		

tolerance accommodation for the machining

Internal drives (typically Phillips, slots, hex and lobes, to

		operations.
¤

A drill point angle on the hole itself.

All of these reduce the actual engaged threads that
can resist the axial load generated by clamp. With too few

name a few) require a thicker head. But even external
drives (typically hex or square) need sufficient height so
a wrench can drive the screw with the necessary torque
without damaging the head itself.

engaged threads, the thread will fail prior to clamp being
generated.
For these reasons, especially in short joints holding
a thin element or engaged into a shallow, blind hole, the
joint will not generate the expected clamp load but will
simply snugly hold the components together in the bestcase scenario, or the joint will fail. This failure may be
immediate during the tightening process, or later under
load or under vibratory conditions in service.

Tack fasteners, on the other hand, need only as
much head height as the forces working against the joint

In comparison, a Tack product will not deliver a

require. There are no internal or external drivers. This

clamp load because no elements are being stretched in

enables PEM®Tack products to have very thin heads,

the joint. A good installation will snugly nest the compo-

making them particularly well suited for space- constrained

nents together but will not provide clamp; however, the

applications.

installation process cannot fail the joint in the same way
that a thread can.

Another important consideration is the strength of
the screw to the threaded hole or nut. A screw should turn

In summary, a Tack product will not deliver clamp

past a nut by at least the major diameter of the thread to

load, but a screw may deliver clamp load under the right

achieve a good joint to account for incom-plete threads

conditions. The joint designer should consider if a clamp

on the end of the screw and both ends of the nut. A blind

is necessary or if a snug fit is sufficient. If clamp is truly

threaded joint should have at least 1.5 times the diameter

required, the joint designer should ensure the design

of the screw of engagement for the same reasons.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 146
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ALL INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS AIS ANNOUNCES ITS SUPPLIER OF THE YEAR AWARDS from page 50

AIS Supplier of the Year Award Winner:
Mack Engineering Corporation

time. The team at Mack is very professional and willing
to help in any aspect of creating a complete product,
from engineering to heat-treating and plating. The quality
team continuously provides first-class support with
advanced measuring equipment, support for questions,
and parts review.
For more information about Mack Engineering
Corporation, visit them online at www.mackengineering.com.

About All Integrated Systems
Since 1962, All Integrated Solutions has used
its extensive manufacturing knowledge to design
FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: JENNIFER RUETZ, AIS MARKETING DIRECTOR
– SCOTT JOHNSON, AIS PURCHASING MANAGER-JENNIFER
SALISBURY, MACK PRESIDENT- GRANT TANNER, AIS SALES
DIRECTOR- NOAH DALTON, MACK QUALITY MANAGER

and profitability for all its customers. Today, the AIS

Mack Engineering Corporation is an excellent

support and valuable product insight using a global

supplier with great quality and an amazing response

comprehensive, custom solutions to improve productivity
team continues to offer exceptional custom engineering
portfolio of high-quality suppliers.

ALL INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS

ROMAN BASI CORONAVIRUS STIMULI: HOW WILL THEY AFFECT INDIVIDUALS AND BUSINESSES?

from page 54

As previously referenced, something from the

credit. For the family and medical leave credit, they can

coronavirus-related legislation that business owners

get up to $200 per day for up to 10 days for employees

should take notice of is the enactment of two new,

who take such time away from their job. Eligible employers

refundable payroll tax credits. These tax credits have

can also receive a refundable childcare leave credit up to

already been announced and are not a part of the third

$200 per day for as long as 10 weeks. Businesses can

stimulus package. For eligible employers, the credits

claim the credits based on qualifying leave they provide

established the refundable paid sick leave credit and

between the effective date and the last day of this year.

paid childcare leave credit. The credits are meant for

Self-employed individuals under similar circumstances

companies with less than 500 employees. Workers can

qualify for equivalent credits. The IRS expects to process

get as many as 80 hours of paid sick leave as well as

the tax credit claims within two weeks or less, with

expanded paid childcare leave when their children’s

details of the new, expedited procedure to be announced

schools are closed or childcare providers are unavailable.

sometime before April.

Under guidance to be released in the future, qualifying

The intent behind these legislative measures is to

businesses that pay sick or childcare leave under the new

provide both employers and employees with closure and

law can keep the same amount of payroll taxes as the

stability. The employers are provided with tax credits for

leave they paid, instead of sending that amount to the

employers that are forced to stay home to take care of

IRS. Companies can get up to $511 per day for a total

their family and the employees are able to get paid sick

of 10 days for each employee under the paid sick leave

leave and, if applicable, paid childcare leave.
ROMAN BASI
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NELSON VALDERRAMA WHAT WILL YOUR BUSINESS LOOK LIKE AFTER COVID-19? from page 52

So I told him that our first priority is to keep our
existent customers completely satisfied because
we know referrals/word of mouth is the most powerful
lead generator you can have. The second major initiative
was to accelerate our digital marketing by doing
more webinars to engage with multiple audiences. While
these tactics were the right choice for us, I believe for any
company right now it is very important to identify your
primary sources of revenue and make the “now or
never” moves accordingly to position your company for
wins before and during recovery.

[2] Re-build Your Organization
Culture “eats” strategy for breakfast…
The core values of your company are going through
an acid test right now. If those values are really in the
hearts and minds of every employee, it will play through
with your customers and your partners.
For example, one of the customers we have at
Intuilize and I bonded quickly over both having experience
from a big distributor and the relentlessness that comes
along with it. Since our relationship started, we’ve both
had supreme confidence that when the other says “We

These “moves” may include things like:

will do whatever it takes,” we mean it. We get stuff done,

¤

Launching marketing or sales campaigns to win

no excuses. In turn, our dealings throughout the COVID

back VIP customers

era have remained incredibly smooth.

¤

Digitizing sales channels (like re-launching that

Like me and my client, the culture and people behind

website you’ve been developing since last year)

the purchase matter now more than ever. If yours is

Developing customer experiences focused on 		

strong, fight to keep it that way. If it is faltering, take

making their life easier

the time to reinforce your values with your team or work

¤

Retraining the sales force to support remote selling

to identify the areas where people are feeling isolated,

¤

Adjusting pricing (or implementing) based on new data

confused, unmotivated, and build a stronger unified

¤

Automating processes to free up sales 		

culture around correcting them.

¤

representatives to have more time with customers
Take time to celebrate…
McKinsey & Co. put together a simple graph (below)
that I think is a great resource to help businesses
prioritize projects based on a simple Impact vs. Time to
Impact equation:

You might be taking time to say thank you to your
team, customers and vendors for jumping through hoops
right now, but that probably isn’t enough. Are you running
the extra mile to send a candid note to those individual
contributors 50+ years old that had to adjust to
working remotely in a week.? What about the
team at the warehouse that had to make major
adjustments to keep productive while doing
social distancing? Or high-risk individuals who
feel distraught by not being able to work?
Another customer of ours at Intuilize let
us know recently that they did an “ice cream”
party for the warehouse team and they loved
it. They took 20-30 minutes to chat about
the events of the week, their families and
decompress about they current situation while
eating ice cream together as a team.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 148
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FAB GROUP SOMETIMES HERD MENTALITY IS GOOD

from page 56

G.L. Huyett was the first member through the gate.

money on April 15.

“I think we had two advantages to get rapid loan approval

The FAB Group continues to meet weekly to share

– our data is in excellent condition and can be managed

best practices on culture management, sales forecasting,

quickly and accurately; and we used a community bank,”

and simply for the fellowship of having other people to

explained O’Keeffe. G.L. Huyett was approved on Saturday,

consult with during such a unique time. Cespedes has

April 4, and loan documents were signed and funds were

had an especially unique contribution to these meetings in

dispersed on Monday, April 6. O’Keeffe shared feedback

that he has family in Costa Rica. The group has benefitted

with the FAB Group about what to expect during the

from hearing how the virus is playing out in different

approval process and questions applicants might be asked

countries.

by SBA. “Scott Longfellow, our Vice President of Operations

Goldberg has related the experience to the

and Finance, was on the phone with SBA and the bank for

epidemiological concept of herd immunity. “The

three hours on Saturday, April 4. G.L. Huyett’s loan was

conventional wisdom is that herd mentality is bad,” said

the first approved in the Federal Reserve District of Kansas

Goldberg. “In reality here, the herd has helped. Like

City, and bore note #00001.”

fighting the health effects of the virus, the opportunity to

The remaining FAB members gained approval in the

share the experiences in securing funds for PPP across

following days. In total, over $8 million in PPP loans were

geographic and banking lines helped us all to navigate the

secured and funded prior to the program running out of

process more efficiently – and we all got our money!”
FASTENER ADVISORY BOARD

DISTRIBUTION ONE SOLUTIONS TO KEEP YOUR REMOTE WORKFORCE WORKING from page 74

Furthering customer convenience, mobile-responsive

customers and distribution and wholesale prospects.

E-Commerce solutions also offer opportunities for

We hope you continue to stay safe and look forward to

customer and vendor self-service engagement to manage

working toward your success.

actions like reviewing order status, easy reordering, and

Distribution One is an industry-leading developer

checking inventory quantities. Supplying this functionality

of innovative customer-focused ERP software designed

via web portals further reduces manual back-office

specifically for the needs of wholesalers and distributors.

activities while still keeping customers satisfied.

Formed in 1996 with offices in New Jersey and Texas,

These are just a few of the solutions available to

Distribution One is comprised of a team of experienced

help keep your remote workforce productive and in-house

ERP specialists who thrive on providing solutions

employees active. For 24 years, Distribution One has

and US-based support to customers across North

helped distributors and wholesalers weather disruptions

America and into Europe. The comprehensive Cloud and

through our innovative Cloud and On-Premise software,

On-Premise ERP-ONE+ business software delivers user-

Mobile Apps, and E-Commerce solutions.

friendly, intuitive distribution process functionality for

Our team remains dedicated and responsive to our

improved company-wide productivity and profitability.

DISTRIBUTION ONE
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BTM Manufacturing is proud to announce
Desert Distribution Sales as a new manufacturing
representative.
Desert Distribution Sales is a manufacturers’
representative agency supplying engineered
components and fasteners used by manufacturers
worldwide. Desert Distribution Sales provides
value added services including value analysis and
value engineering to help drive down assembly
costs and improve product quality. They service
most major manufacturing sectors including
aerospace, automotive, appliance, solar and wind
power and telecommunications industries. Their
territory includes California, Arizona, Colorado,
Utah, Nevada and New Mexico.
“For some time BTM has been looking to add
representation in the Southwest and Western part
of our great country. I recently had the opportunity
to meet with the team of Desert Distribution
Sales at a joint conference and tabletop show in
Long Beach, CA. I had ample time to speak with
John Wachman and Jo Morris over lunch. I left the
conference impressed with their passion for our
industry and we all agreed that it was a great fit for
both of us. I am very excited to start working with
Beth, Jo and John as they begin to introduce BTM
Manufacturing to their vast customer base,” said
Jake Davis, President of BTM Manufacturing.
BTM has been serving customers for over 50
years. As an ISO 9001-2015 certified company,
we are continually striving to meet, and exceed,
our customer’s expectations.
BTM is a leading manufacturer of bent and
threaded products. Our capabilities include
U-bolts, J-bolts, studs, anchor bolts, eye bolts and
bent/threaded product manufactured to custom
specifications. Our size range from 3/16” through
4” diameter in a variety of ferrous and non-ferrous
materials, coupled with our extensive array of
production equipment, give us manufacturing
capabilities that are unparalleled in our industry.
From threading and bending to welding and
drilling, BTM has the highly trained and experienced
staff to ensure that your product is made to
specification and is delivered on time.
For more information contact BTM Manufacturing
by Tel: 1-800-369-2658, Email: sales@btm-mfg.com
or visit them online at www.btm-manufacturing.com.
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LAURENCE CLAUS A PRIMER ON FASTENER MARKING from page 98

SAE J1237
SAE J1237 is a standard for metric thread rolling
screws. Although this specification provides guidance
on a small niche of fasteners, I wanted to point it out
as an example of how different standards can and often
do use similar methods of referring to and marking
parts. In this case, the standard is for metric product
but refers to different variants as “Grades” rather than
the more typical reference to “Property Class” for metric
fasteners. It also contains a “Grade 2” variant that must
not be confused with the Grade 2 of SAE J429. In fact a
Grade 2 fastener under this standard is case hardened
providing very different performance than the through
hardened Grade 2 of SAE J429. Figure 3 illustrates the
marking scheme for this standard. Grade 2 does not
require a grade marking, although it is optional at the
choice of the manufacturer. Grades 9 and 10 equal to or
above 3mm must be marked with the grade marking on
all hex, non-recessed, and non-slotted head styles.

FIGURE 4: EXAMPLE OF ASTM A307 HEAD MARKING

ASTM A449
ASTM A449 is the standard for general use hex cap
screws, bolts, and studs. There are two types of materials
that can be used to manufacture these parts. Type 1
uses plain carbon, carbon boron, alloy, or alloy boron
steel. Type 3 uses weathering steel. Parts equal to or
above 3/8 inch diameter require both the manufacturer’s
identification and grade marking. If the part is a screw or
bolt the marks should appear on the top of the head and
if they are a stud the grade mark should appear on one
end. Figure 5 illustrates a sample A449 marking. Type 1
receives ‘A449’ and Type 3 ‘A449’.

FIGURE 3: SAE J1237 HEAD MARKING

ASTM A307
ASTM A307 is a material standard for carbon steel
bolts, studs, and threaded rod achieving a minimum
60,000 psi tensile strength. There are two different
grades, A and B. Grade A is for general applications
and applies to parts exhibiting a minimum 60,000 psi
tensile strength. Grade B is for flanged joint applications
and applies to parts that have a tensile strength between

FIGURE 5: EXAMPLE OF ASTM A449 HEAD MARKING

ASTM A354

60,000 psi and 100,000 psi. ASTM A307 parts require

ASTM A354 is a standard for alloy steel bolts and

manufacturer’s identification and grade markings on

studs. All products are to receive a manufacturer’s

bolts and studs greater than or equal to 3/8” diameter.

identification and a grade mark. Figure 6 illustrates an

Figure 4 illustrates a sample grade marking. Grade A is

example of ASTM A354 marking. Grade BC is roughly

marked “A307A” and Grade B is marked “A307B”.

equivalent to an SAE Grade 5 with strength of 120,000 psi.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 150
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ROB LaPOINTE FASTENER SCIENCE - CHARPY IMPACT TESTING from page 104

After the first drop to point B and assuming that point B
is the lowest point on the ride, all of the gravitational energy
has been converted by the work of gravity into kinetic energy
(energy of motion). Assuming there is no frictional work
along the way from point A to point B, the roller coaster will
be able to reach the height of point A somewhere else on
the track because gravitation is conservative and doesn’t
steal any energy. When friction is added into the system,
we would never again be able to achieve the height of point
A because some of our energy has been lost.
Now let’s imagine a situation where we start from point

FIGURE 5. INSTRUMENTED CHARPY IMPACT TESTER

A with almost no speed, but just roll over the top on our

The testing machines vary slightly with some having

way down to point B. That is to say that we have only

motorized assist in lifting the pendulum and some include

gravitation energy at point A with no kinetic energy. If we

instrumentation that will produce a stress-strain curve

travel along through point B, where all our energy is kinetic,

similar to a tensile testing machine (Figure 5). Others

and on to point C just cresting the hill of point C with the

are completely manual, requiring the technician to raise

same negligible velocity we had a point A, then we must

the pendulum and read an analog dial to determine the

conclude that the work that friction does along the trip from

energy consumed in fracturing the specimen (Figure 6).

point A to point C must equal the difference in gravitational

One type is not more precise than the other. It is really a

energy between points A and C. We don’t have to measure

matter of budget, the needs of production and the need to

the work of friction to know that it is exactly what is lost in

analyze data from the impact. A calibrated manual tester

our system. This is exactly how the Charpy impact tester

will deliver the same accuracy as a fully motorized and

determines the energy consumed in breaking the specimen.

instrumented unit.

Referring to Figure 2, you can see that the hammer begins
in position A, travels through position B where it breaks the
specimen and on to position C where it reaches its final
highest point before falling back down. Since the hammer
did not reach the same height as position A on the other
side of the arc, it must have lost energy during the swing.
The difference of gravitational energy between points A
and C are exactly the energy lost by breaking the Charpy
specimen at point B. This is a wonderful use of the nature
of gravitational force. You might be wondering if the path
from points A to B to C play a roll in the energy transfer.
The answer is no. The work that gravity does is path
independent. In other words, it doesn’t matter at all how
you go from point A to B to C, gravity still does the same
work. Friction, on the other hand, is path dependent. So
the longer the distance travelled between points, the more
work friction is going to do on the system removing more
and more energy.

FIGURE 6. MANUAL,
NON-INSTRUMENTED CHARPY IMPACT TESTER.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 152
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KEY BELLEVILLES, INC.
We are the largest Disc Spring Manufacturer!
•
•
•
•
•

Complete size range from .236” to 36” O.D. & 3” Thick
Largest Raw Material and Finished Inventory in the World
We manufacture Metric Parts to DIN Specs
Complete Line of Stainless and Inconel Parts
10,000 Different Sizes in Stock

Call toll free from anywhere in the U.S. and Canada at:
Phone: 1-800-245-3600 • Fax: 1-800-847-1672

Key Bellevilles, Inc.

Visit Our Websit
or Call for a FR e
Engineering CDEE

100 Key Lane • Leechburg, PA 15656-9531 U.S.A.
Phone: 724-295-5111 • Fax: 724-295-2570
www.keybellevilles.com • e-mail: sales@keybellevilles.com
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BRUNO MARBACHER CRITICAL ASPECTS OF ZINC PLATINGS AND ZINC COATINGS from page 106

Chemicals Agency of the presence of SVHCs in articles,
if the total amount used is more than one ton per year
and if the amount in the product is more than 0.1% of
the mass of the object.
The author’s conclusion is that RoHS compliant parts,
can be REACH compliant, the limitation on hexavalent
chromium content is the same.

Mechanical Plating
German Fastener Association Statement: Fasteners
with clear and/or blue chromates, made by various
manufacturers, have been simultaneously, independently
tested for hexavalent chrome content, by different
laboratories. Based on these test results, clear and/or
blue chromates are deemed RoHS compliant.

Mechanical zinc is sacrificial type plating. Thick
plating applications are called mechanical galvanizing.
On the other hand, thin plating applications are called
mechanical plating.
In the mechanical plating process the zinc is deposited
by a cold peening process. The parts to be coated are
tumbled in a lined barrel with water, “proprietary surface
conditioners”, special promoters, glass impact media

Testing for RoHS Compliance

(glass pellets) and powders of the desired coating

Essentially, there are 2 methods to test.
One is the screening analysis, this method is straight
forward. Results are categorized as ‘Definite Inclusion”,
“Definite Non-inclusion” or “Gray Zone”. If the result falls
into the Gray Zone, parts ought to be tested with the
precision analysis
The other method is the Precision analysis. Precision
analysis is more precise than the screening analysis,
and typically uses chemical techniques, it also requires

metal. The mechanical energy which is developed by the
rotating barrel is transmitted through the glass impact
media (glass pellets) and causes the spherical metal
particles to be peened, or cold welded, thus bonding
with the work piece surface. This metallurgical bonding
occurs first to the base surface and subsequently to
the previously bonded particles to build up the desired
plating thickness.

special skills to conduct the test,

REACH Compliance
REACH is the EU directive about the Registration,
Evaluation, Authorization and Restriction of Chemicals.
It concerns chemicals & manufacturers & importers
of chemicals (US exporters of chemicals) it Includes
provisions that affect suppliers of articles.

Such as

furniture, textiles, and electronic equipment - they may
contain or are treated with chemicals.

Zinc Flake Zinc Coatings
Zinc flake coatings, also called dip spin coatings, are
aqueous dispersion of tiny zinc flakes and aluminum

Fasteners may be electro-plated or coated, thus may

flakes together with an organic/inorganic binder. They

be treated with chemicals. As such they are considered

are somewhat thicker than electro zinc plating, and thus

“REACH articles”. One must register with the European

may require special thread tolerances.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 154
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USA Fastener Group proudly announces they
have received API Spec Q1 certification from the
American Petroleum Institute (API) for its business
unit located in Houston, TX. The certification
process by API requires the highest standards of
quality management and manufacturing through
an on-site audit and evaluation. API officials
performed the audit at USA Fastener Group,
verifying USAFG conformance with API Spec Q1
and ISO 9001:2015.
USAFG is also API 20E certified, which requires
the group to be compliant to API manufacturing
standards for low-carbon steel.
“Our team at USAFG is very proud of our
accomplishment in achieving API certification
and looks forward to the new opportunities it will
bring our business unit,” said Mike Weaver, Sales
Manager at USA Fastener Group.
API is the largest association of interests
in the oil and gas industry. The Spec Q1,
along with ISO 9001:2015, certifies that USA
Fastener Group conforms to industry standards
for processes and procedures. API Spec Q1
and ISO 9001:2015 also ensures that USAFG’s
manufacturing process is backed by engineering
support, trained personnel, and final inspections.
What makes USA Fastener Group’s API Spec
Q1, 20E, and ISO 9001:2015 certifications
unique are their global reputation for providing
high standards and quality materials, delivering
maximum performance in the most challenging
conditions to their customers.
Established in 2002, USA Fastener Group has
established itself as a recognized leader in the
Fastener Industry. With well over 100 plus years
of combined sales experience, stable financial
backing, and the commitment towards continued
growth, USAFG remains dedicated to providing
the highest quality customer service and support
to existing and future customers. Located in
Houston, Texas, with nearly 100,000 square feet
of manufacturing and warehousing space, USAFG
has positioned itself to provide customers with
quality products in a timely and efficient manner.
For more information contact USA Fastener Group
by Tel: 713-641-4600, Email: sales@usafgrp.com or
online at www.mw-ind.com/brands/usa-fastener.
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Distribution One a leading provider of ERP
distribution software solutions, announced that
Jim Maher has joined as Director, Global Customer
Success and Operations. In this role, Mr. Maher
will a member of the executive leadership team
reporting to Distribution One co-founders Larry
Ward and Dean Christianson, and will lead the
company’s customer support, implementation,
and operations organizations. He brings more
than 25 years of enterprise customer success,
operations, sales, and strategy experience at
leading software and consulting companies such
as Model N, Salesforce, Bluewolf, and Epicor.
Formed in 1996, and headquartered in Mount
Laurel, New Jersey, Distribution One is an industryleading developer of innovative customer-focused
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software
designed specifically for the needs of wholesalers
and distributors.
For more information contact Distribution One by
Tel: 1-856-380-0629, email: info@distone.com or
visit them online at www.distone.com.
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JOE DYSART PODCASTING: FOR FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS, KILLER MARKETING ON A SHOESTRING from page 108

The reason: Google will zoom-in on the keywords
in your transcripts that mirror keywords used by people
searching for your type of content and send some of
those people your way.
You may even want to go a step further and
re-purpose your transcript as a blog post -- as well as
multiple posts on social media.
“One solid means of promoting your podcast is to
create multiple forms of media from each episode you
produce,” says Makeawebsitehub’s Spencer.
“For example, you could turn an episode into a blog
post, a guest blog to publish on another website, a series
of social media updates, or even cool shareable images.”
¤ Promote by submitting your podcast to
iTunes and other directories: By creating a store
account on iTunes, you’ll be able to post your podcast
on the iTunes service and enable it to be searchable by
everyone who uses the service.
In practice, your fastener distributorship will need

to publish at least one of your episodes in an iTunes
supported format: mp3, m4a, mov, mp4 or pdf.
You’ll also find tools on iTunes to key-in your
podcast title, description, category and logo.
For more info, check out Apple’s help center on
publishing podcasts (www.help.apple.com/itc/podcasts_
connect/#/itc1723472cb)
¤ Consider reading ads for your sponsors: As
your podcast grows more popular, you may be able to
sell advertising time on your show. Some podcasters
opt to read those ads themselves, given that they’ve
established an audience that tunes in regularly and they
have a natural bond with that audience.
But others shy away from endorsing products,
fearing that close association with sponsors might
compromise their objectivity.
(All images sourced from royalty free, copyright free, attribution
free online image libraries)
JOE DYSART
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ROBERT FOOTLIK PROTECTING YOUR MOST IMPORTANT ASSETS PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE FOR PEOPLE - PART 2 from page 118

Community involvement is a great indication of a

For example, some companies have alliances with

willingness to give back to those organizations that help-

social organizations that can facilitate reducing financial

others and it absolutely correlates with someone’s positive

problems, find (and in some cases pay for) medical

attitude and abilities. Outside interests usually provide a

caregivers, provide support groups and recommend

refreshment of the soul and an opportunity to problem

other vehicles for helping your staff cope with family

solve, create and grow as an individual. Many colleges

responsibilities. Taking care of aging family members is

and universities now look more at the extracurricular

most definitely debilitating for the care giver and even a

history of applicants than they do Grade Point Average of

company sponsored “club” for rotating help with chores,

standardized testing. An essay that is less than perfect

shopping or just providing a friendly person to speak with

grammatically but focuses on human interaction seems

can do wonders for everyone involved. Yes, this can be

to correlate well with future success in the academic

intrusive if coworkers are involved, but the reality is that

community. This can work for you too.

is it merely an expression of community support during

And it you have attracted the right people it is important

difficult circumstances. In other words, work can indeed

to keep them fully engaged in community activities. There

help people in need find harmony in their lives. And

is a lot to be said about the satisfaction, psychic rewards

ultimately this will engender some character traits that will

and growth potential in helping others outside your

be highly beneficial if your company Mission Statement

company. And, there can be some real positive public

includes serving customers and the community.

relations benefits. Think in terms of the company picnic.
Who will grill the food? There are plenty of organizations

Stress Relief

who can do this, bring with a positive message and inspire

Certainly running, riding a bicycle and exercising can

your personnel. Take a look at Operation Bar B Que Relief

help burn off calories, tone muscles and help relieve

(https://operationbbqrelief.org/) for just one example.

stress related symptoms. But is this enough?
If you think about this from an engineering perspective

Establishing Work-Life Harmony

what is required is a “pressure relief valve.” A mechanism

How does your company foster work-life harmony?

that reduces pressure before it reaches an explosive

We all know the stories about overworked newly minted

condition. This might be as simple as establishing some

accountants and lawyers, medical residents and other

time off during the day for exercise, a good laugh or simply

introductions to high stress employment. Long hours, tight

taking a short nap to relax and un-focus. . But it also must

deadlines and artificial stress bordering on actual hazing

include communication. A sincere “thank you,” offer of

were once an accepted condition of being a new hire.

assistance or other recognition of the situation and the

Fortunately there is now a greater emphasis on achieving

individual’s relationship to coworkers, customers and

a balance between earning a living and actually living.

the company can provide sufficient momentary relief to

But it isn’t actually a scale that has to balance.

facilitate a situation.

The situation is best viewed as creating serenity in a

One good habit to cultivate is the ability to recognize

continuously changing environment. Short term stressful

even the smallest thing that is done right, complement

situations at home or at work tend to affect everything,

the individual sincerely and openly and engender psychic

everywhere. And if the situations are longer term solutions

rewards as a powerful management technique. Simply

need to be designed to effectively alleviate, mitigate or

“catching” someone picking up trash blowing in the

remove the root causes. This can mean taking corrective

parking lot can become a powerful tool for enhancing

action through work or just insuring that the individual can

morale. Just always remember to complement in public…

take time off to relax, regroup and rewind.

and disciple in private.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 145
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ROBERT FOOTLIK PROTECTING YOUR MOST IMPORTANT ASSETS PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE FOR PEOPLE - PART 2 from page 114

Don’t become a news item by alienating those
around you. Deep inside even the worst employee has
some good qualities. Find these and use them against
them. Along the way that problematic employee can be
turned around, defused and become your most loyal
supporter with the right mental rewards. A good manager
can achieve far better results with a sincere compliment
than throwing raises at an overworked and poorly
recognized workforce. And all this will relieve your stress
too.

Can We As A Company And As A Society
Afford This PM?
Insurance carriers who have a vested interest in
keeping people healthy to raise profits have shown
that Wellness Preventive Maintenance has impressive
returns. If one examines an employee program in terms
of risk avoidance the Return on Investment is far better
than even a bullish stock market or your best product

line. People who don’t miss work because of their
own illness of sickness at home can be tracked with
attendance statistics, but there is also the added benefit
of fewer infections of their co-workers, customers and
others around them which cannot be quantified.

What Is It Worth To Your Company In
Direct Medical Insurance Claim Reductions?
Reviewing Workman’s Compensation records and
working with your health plan professionals can establish
some reasonably hard numbers. Then factor in enhanced
productivity, less rework and apologies along with
improved morale. Spending some of the future gainshare to achieve a better operation makes caring for
every BODY a good investment.
Physical and mental health and life harmony can be
fostered at work, definitely will enhance lives and help
you, those around you and your company achieve better
harmony with both business and life.
ROBERT FOOTLIK
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PENN ENGINEERING WHEN TO USE SCREWS OR PEM TACK SOLUTIONS from page 120
®

Many applications, however, don’t achieve sufficient

otherwise harmful to the people working around them.

engagement, resulting in only a few fully developed

A Tack fastener requires neither a tapping of the hole,

threads in contact. This leads to weak thread strength and

so no chips or swarf are generated, nor a countersink

stripping failures (typically failing the nut).

feature. This eliminates two of the three operations
required for machined chassis. In the case of castings,
and molds with proper orientation, it eliminates all secondary operations to prepare the hole for the fastener.
Eliminating these steps removes the costs associated
with processing, tooling and any potential rework or quality
issues. The Tack fastener also reduces variation due to
fewer operations and touchpoints required.
Engagement

In comparison, Tack fasteners have no threads.

When a screw engages a nut, both items are free

They can go into a blind hole without threads and are

to turn; therefore, one must be constrained from motion

pushed to install. The lack of threads allows them to

while the other is driven. Typically, a wrench or a cavity in a

remain in position during use without loosening over time.

casting/mold prevents the nut from rotating and the screw

This significantly simplifies the design constraints and

is driven directly. This approach adds design constraints

eliminates difficult to discover field failures.

and complexity to the installation.
The thread strength issue described above is com-

Manufacturing And Assembly

pounded by the need to tighten the screw. Relatively high

Hole Preparation

torques are needed to clamp down the joint, but if there

When using a screw, a nut or a threaded hole is

are only minimal engaged threads, the torques can strip

required. Threaded holes must be properly prepared.

the threads prior to proper seating. In these cases, the

Drilling and countersinking a hole in the chassis typically

screws may spin in the holes and seem to be installed,

requires two turning operations unless the chassis is a

but are actually loose. These uninstalled screws can

casting or mold with the proper orientation. Afterwards,

fall out later during shock-and-vibe testing or real-world

another operation taps the hole, putting in the threads.

conditions, causing shorts and other issues inside the

When a blind tapped hole is used, the amount of threads

chassis. Thread-locking patches on the screws worsen

that can be placed is significantly limited (as noted

this condition because they increase the tighten-ing torque

above), so only a few usable threads are available. Tool

required and can further mask a failure.

wear and breakage (drills, countersinks and taps) can

A Tack fastener, in comparison, does not rely on

lead to high tool costs and process variation. In some

turned threads or any applied torque. As such, there are

materials, the generation of chips or swarf can also be

no threads to fail and there is no way to over-tighten and

problem-atic. Going beyond a cleanliness perspective,

destroy the fastener. Because they are installed with an

chips or swarf from some alloys, i.e., magnesium, could

axial force with a high tolerance allowance, it is easy

present a flammability danger. For some plastics and

to ensure they are properly installed. This eliminates

metal alloys, the generated chips may be carcinogenic or

concerns over failed joints.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 156
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NELSON VALDERRAMA WHAT WILL YOUR BUSINESS LOOK LIKE AFTER COVID-19? from page 124

Whatever the simple act you choose, I challenge you

So why am I talking about running?

to celebrate that new account that you opened or that

Just like my analysis of my mile times helped me

important client or order you got back. Your team need to

better prep for a half marathon, operations managers

know they are appreciated from you more than ever right

and finance controllers need to be doing regular

now!

profitability analysis to build roadmaps for scaled
success. A distributor should understand what it costs

[3] Re-Imagine Your Operations

them to serve their customers including what it costs

Execute, execute, execute…

to quote, process sales orders, receive products, store

Let’s be honest, few companies were prepared for

products, ship orders and collect payments.

this crisis, but a lot will start locking in better practices

The basic question is how many cents on the dollar

that speed up decision making and execution during the

do you need to run your business? If you need 35 cents

crisis. I hear constantly these days that “we are all-hands-

on the dollar, but your competitor needs just 20 cents,

on-deck” but that is not sustainable for an extended

they have the advantage. You can search for a lot of

period — you need to start looking to institutionalize

public data about how you compare to the industry (or

what works (and stop doing what it does not) and

email me and I’ll be happy to share any data what we

the benefits can be substantial.

have) and you can start exploring how your business can

For example, while doing an implementation of

make changes to operate more efficiently.

our profit accelerator platform for a mid-size distributor

Knowing my mile times helped me choose the

recently, I asked the owner why it took so long to quote a

“pacer” team I wanted to follow so I didn’t run out of gas

high-percentage of transactions. He said “the main sales

before the race was over. Likewise, if you know that you

guy was responsible for that.” When we looked into the

need 35 cents on the dollar to serve an order and your

data, we found that 50% of the transactions were below

gross margin on that order is 25% you now know you will

the dollar threshold they thought and the owner agreed

run out of gas eventually. So you might want to find why

to train and allow inside sales reps to quote them. This

other distributors that can serve the same order with 20

little change reduced the time it took before a customer

cents or review your pricing to understand why 25% GM

received a quote from days to hours.

makes sense (or not) to you and the customer.

When was the last time you streamline your
processes?

So, Are You Ready to Grow Post-COVID?
Whatever phase you find yourself in personally and

Increase visibility of operating expenses (CST)…

professionally at the moment, I hope that the coming

My wife has been running quarter and half marathons

months find you moving fast toward learning and growth.

for a couple of years, and she recently invited me to train

I believe better times are coming, and while I may not be

with her. I quickly realized my ignorance when someone

able to predict exactly what your path will look like just yet,

asked me what my mile time was and I had no idea. The

I can tell you that the businesses I’ve seen bouncing back

next day, I used the Nike app, ran three miles and found

fastest are those who stay open-minded, follow the data,

out that I was doing between 10-11 minutes per mile.

and make hard choices to accept their flaws fast.

NELSON VALDERRAMA
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LAURENCE CLAUS A PRIMER ON FASTENER MARKING from page 128

It will be marked ‘BC’. Grade BD is roughly equivalent

these come in two types, Type 1 bolts are made

to a SAE Grade 8 with strength of 150,000 psi. These

of carbon and alloy steels and Type 3 are made of

will be marked ‘BD’.

weathering steels. Both manufacturer’s identification
and grade markings are applied to the top of the head.
Figure 8 shows an example of how a bolt would be
marked. Table 1 shows the different variations. There
are two special exceptions; 1. For parts that are short
and threaded all the way to the head, a ‘T’ is added at
the end of the grade marking, so that a Grade A325 part
that is fully threaded would be marked ‘A325T’. 2. For
special exceptions such as modified heads or special
length an ‘S’ is added to the end, so that a Grade A490

FIGURE 6: EXAMPLE OF ASTM A354 GRADE BD HEAD MARKING

with a special head would be marked ‘A490S’.

ASTM A574
ASTM A574 is the inch material standard for socket
head cap screws. All screws greater than or equal to ¼
inch shall display a manufacturer’s identification mark.
The ‘A574’ mark is optional and some manufacturers
like to include this in the marking scheme. This may
be located either on the side or top of the head at the
manufacturer’s option. Figure 7 illustrates an example of
the marking.

FIGURE 8: EXAMPLE OF ASTM F3125/F3125M HEAD MARKING

FIGURE 7: EXAMPLE OF ASTM A574 HEAD
MARKING (ALSO MAY HAVE A574
OR BE LOCATED ON SIDE)

ASTM F3125/F3125M
ASTM F3125/F3125M is a combination of six

TABLE 1: ASTM F3125/F3125M GRADE MARKINGS

ASTM A563
ASTM A563 is a standard for carbon and alloy steel
nuts. This standard incorporates eight different grades

previous individual standards, all different variants

that are a mix of heat treated and non-heat treated

of high strength structural bolts and structural bolt

varieties. The unheat treated varieties, Grades O, A, and

assemblies. For ease, the new standard adopted the

B, are not required to be marked with a manufacturer’s

previous standard’s identification system and simply

identification mark or any distinguishing grade marks

refers to them now as “grades”. Like the A449 standard,

unless specified in the order.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 158
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ROB LaPOINTE FASTENER SCIENCE - CHARPY IMPACT TESTING from page 130

Energy is measured in the imperial system in the unit

temperatures range from room-temperature (20 ° C ± 5

of the foot-pound (ft-lb) and in the metric system, the unit

° C) down to -196 ° C typically. The testing temperature

of a Joule (J). Both units are the mathematical product of

and the minimum acceptable energy consumed in the

force and pathlength and have the units of force (pound)

breaking of the specimens are correlated. The colder the

and pathlength (foot). A Joule is the product of the unit of

specimens, the more brittle they become and the less

force (Newton) and the unit of pathlength (meter). 1 Joule

energy they absorb during fracture. Test temperatures are

= 1 N x 1 m (Figure 7).

a method of calibrating the test results and do not reflect

Not only do the specimen and testing machines need

the environment nor conditions the final product, such

to be controlled to close tolerance to have repeatable

as a bolt or a screw, will be subjected to. I once heard

and comparable results, the test conditions must be

someone say that Charpy tests must be cold ( -50 to -100

controlled as well. The testing temperature has the

° C) because these products will be used at the bottom of

biggest environmental impact (pun intended) on the

the ocean and it is very cold down there. This is not why

test results. Charpy tests specimen temperatures are

the specimens have a cold temperature requirement. In

specified along with the energy requirement that need

fact, the bottom of the ocean is not that cold. It is only

to be obtained to achieve acceptable results. These

4° C. Sea water is globally this temperature at a certain
depth due to being regulated by great pressures at those
depths. Water is the densest at 4 ° C and is held at this
temperature because the pressure causes the water to be
in its most dense state.
There are a variety of ways to cool the specimens,
but the most common way is to use liquid nitrogen which
has a temperature down to – 196 ° C. To insure the
test specimen is actually at this temperature during the
test, calibrated thermocouples are used, a conditioning
time of at least 5 minutes at temperature is required
and the specimen must be tested within 5 seconds of
being removed from the conditioning bath or it must be
reconditioned. The specimens must be transferred to
the testing machine using specific tongs that center the
specimen in the tester for correct alignment.
The science of Charpy impact testing is simple and
profound. The simplicity is found in the physics and
mechanics of the specimens and the testers. The deepness
of the test results lies in their metallurgical significance to
specific alloys and tempers. Although this article is a brief
overview of the test, more depth can be found in the two
standards ASTM E23 and ISO 148-1 as well as several
books and articles on the topic. If you have found this
information interesting and would like to know more, I
would encourage you to purchase one or both standards
and explore the web for related articles and information.
For more information on hardness testing please contact

FIGURE 7. ENERGY SCALE SHOWING FT.LB. AND J UNITS.

AIM Testing Laboratory. We’re happy to help.
ROB LaPOINTE / AIM TESTING LABORATORY
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BRUNO MARBACHER CRITICAL ASPECTS OF ZINC PLATINGS AND ZINC COATINGS from page 140

Dacromet was the first so-called zinc flake coating
system. Early zinc flake coatings. Dacromet among them,
were through chromated with hexavalent toxic chrome (Cr6),
which increased the corrosion resistance of the coating.

Newer zinc flake coatings contain silicon oxides,
instead of the poisonous chromates (Cr 6). They also
contain a small amount of aluminum. The corrosion
resistance is somewhat less. Sealer and/or top coatings
may compensate for this.
All Zinc flake coatings are sacrificial coatings.
In the dip spin process, the cleaned and mechanically
de-scaled parts are immersed into an aqueous solution
that contains uniformly dispersed zinc flakes and
proprietary inorganic material. The result is an inorganic
zinc-rich coating with limited electrical conductivity.
After centrifuging, the coating is baked at about 320°C
(600°F). Some of the newer coatings are baked at about
200 °C (390°F). The lower baking temperature makes it
better suited for high strength fasteners.
The coating has a silvery appearance. The coating
thickness after two immersions and baking cycles is
usually 5-7µm (0.0002-0.0003”). Thicker coatings can be
achieved through more cycles.
Proper dip spin coating virtually prevents hydrogen
embrittlement. This is why, zinc flake coatings are used
predominantly for high-strength bolts, M4 and up, property
classes 10.9 and 12.9; and various spring steel elements
are zinc flake coated.

Restrictions/Problems
¤ Thread fit issues
¤ Sizes to be #10 (1/4 ) or M5 (M6) and larger

¤ Thickness > = 8µm (.0003“)
¤ Small, flat parts (washers, E-clips) may stick
		 during coating, thus may not get coated locally
¤ Recess, sockets either not filled or too much fill
Some applicators use Mini dip spin coaters, hence
overcome recess fill and part sticking issues.
The corrosion resistance of zinc flake coating base
coat plus sealer (topcoat) are higher, than zinc plating.
Salt spray corrosion resistance is given to red rust. So to
compare corrosion resistance of electro-zinc to any of the
zinc flake coatings, it should be done by comparing to the
red rust results.
One of the big advantages of zinc flake coatings is that
they can be produced with lubricating pigments to achieve
well-defined friction coefficients or K-factors. Friction
coefficients are between 0.07-0.18 depending on the type
of top coating or sealer.
The total coating thickness is typically 8-12 µm (0.0003”
– 0.0005”) applied in 2 cycles. Through additional cycles,
one can achieve higher coating thickness. The thicker
coatings are likely to impair the thread fit on socket head
cap screws with thread tolerance 3A.
The typical thread tolerance for an external thread is 6g
(2A). For thicker coating the screws should be produced
to the 6e tolerance. However, screws with 6e tolerance
are not widely available, they require minimum production
runs.
Various different colors can be achieved through
topcoats and/or sealers.
There are some more interesting things related to zinc
plating and zinc coatings, I will address them and other
fastener coatings in a future article.
BRUNO MARBACHER
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PENN ENGINEERING WHEN TO USE SCREWS OR PEM TACK SOLUTIONS from page 146
®

also be used to facilitate thinner, sleeker designs to
optimize space.

Conclusions

Use Features
There are two main use features that a designer
should also consider: removability and cosmetics.
Removability is clear on one side: the PEM® Tack
fasteners do not remove. They are intended to install
easily and not be removed. This makes them optimal for
non-serviceable items and areas that are not intended
to be tampered with.
With screws, removability is less clear. A properly
designed screw can typically be removed. Removabili-ty
and clamp requirement are the two primary reasons to
use a screw over a Tack fastener. However, often the
screw has too short engagement, uses locking patches
and has a weak, shallow driver. All these variables can
lead to cases where the screw cannot be removed, and
in fact is locked into place. It is also noteworthy to point
out that many applications where screws are used are
not intended to be serviced or accessed, or are assembled and not intended to be removed. In these cases,
using a screw instead of a Tack fastener typically is
unnecessarily expensive and subjects the product to
potential failure down the line.
In the field of cosmetics, everyone is their own judge
of beauty. Screws can provide a mechanical look and add
charm and distinction. Typically, the heads sit noticeably
on the surface and the driver is displayed prominently.
But, they are often very visible and distinct and can
disrupt aesthetic lines.
Tack fasteners have round heads. Lower to the
surface and uninterrupted by a driver, they are typically
less visible and noticeable on an application. They can

While screws and PEM® Tack fasteners both serve
the general purpose of holding multiple components
together, they do so in significantly different manners.
Screws are the more expensive solution when the entire
cost to install is considered, but can, when designed
properly, provide both clamp and reusability.
PEM® Tack fasteners are less expensive to install, fit
within a smaller envelope, provide better process control,
and reduce opportunities for field failures. Their head
styles are more conducive to cosmetic applications and
their design allows for thinner appli- cations. Unless clamp
load or removal is required and can be adequately designed
for, PEM® Tack fasteners deliver many advantages,
including a much lower total installed cost and enabling a
sleeker cosmetic profile.
Brian Bentrim - Vice
President, PEM® New
Product Development and
Product Engineering
Brian is Vice President of
New Product Development and
Product Engineering for PEM®
brand fastening solutions, part
of PennEngineering – a global
leader in the fastening industry
since 1942. Brian’s deep passion for learning started as a
young child, and he has never lost the thrill of problem solving,
innovating, and exploring new technologies. As a mechanical
engineer, Brian has worked with diverse global teams on
hundreds of exciting and challenging projects, and he has 19
granted U.S. patents.
Today, Brian leads the PEM® NPD team and sets the
direction for their future fastening innovations. He began his
career at PennEngineering in 1996 and has worked in various
roles across the organization since that time. Brian took on his
most recent role of Vice President in 2018.
Brian earned his Mechanical Engineering degree from
Lafayette College; a Masters of Engineering, Mechanical
Engineering from Lehigh University; and an Executive MBA
in Business Administration and Management from Villanova
University.
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LAURENCE CLAUS A PRIMER ON FASTENER MARKING from page 150

Grades C, C3, D, DH, DH3 and hex nuts made to DH3

3/8 inch (10mm) and ¼ inch (6mm) studs that require

shall all display a manufacturer’s identification mark and

more than 3 symbols, the markings shall be agreed to

the appropriate grade marks. Marks shall be placed on

between purchaser and manufacturer.

one of the two nut faces. Figure 9 illustrates
the marking scheme and Table 2 lists the

TABLE 3: ASTM A193/A193M AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEEL CLASS CATEGORIES

FIGURE 9: EXAMPLE OF ASTM A563
GRADE DH NUT MARKING

variations.

TABLE 2: ASTM A563 GRADE MARKINGS

ASTM A193/A193M
ASTM A193/A193M is for alloy steel and stainless
steel bolting options for high temperature service.
The marking requirements for this standard get very
complicated quickly because there are so many different
variations. In fact, this standard has eighty-three different
marking variations. Table 4 displays all the different
variations.
The standard addresses Ferritic Stainless Steel
and Austenitic Stainless Steel varieties. The Austenitic
Stainless Steel variants are categorized into eight different
classes. Each class represents a slightly different heat
treating process. Table 3 describes the differences
between the Class Categories.
In this standard a manufacturer’s identification and
grade mark are required on all sizes of bolt heads and
stud ends. For bolts less than ¼ inch, studs less than

TABLE 4: ASTM A193/A193M AUSTENITIC
STAINLESS STEEL MARKINGS

CONTINUED ON PAGE 160
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Birmingham Fastener and Supply Inc.
has acquired Atlanta Rod and Manufacturing,
a fellow domestic manufacturer of fasteners.
John White will stay on as President of Atlanta
Rod, joining the leadership team of Birmingham
Fastener.
“Brad and I have very similar backgrounds
and share an unending passion for domestic
manufacturing,” says White, “I am looking
forward to the opportunities that joining these
two companies will provide for our customers.”
In the past two years, Birmingham Fastener
has expanded its footprint across the United
States, opening locations in New York, Iowa,
and Houston. Atlanta Rod, based in Lavonia,
Georgia, is the company’s latest acquisition.
“Atlanta Rod & Manufacturing has a long
history of providing excellent service and value
to their customers,” says Birmingham Fastener
President, Brad Tinney, “I am extremely excited
to partner with John and his team of associates.”
In these uncertain times, Tinney also
expresses the importance of domestic
manufacturing.
“By acquiring Atlanta Rod, we are doubling
down on domestic fastener manufacturing in
the southeast during the COVID-19 pandemic,”
says Tinney. ”While there are many questions
around the international supply chain, domestic
manufacturers can meet demand and provide
outstanding quality.”
Founded in 1980, Birmingham Fastener is a
leading domestic manufacturer and distributor
of fasteners for structural steel fabrication,
metal building manufacturers, water works,
OEM, and MRO. The Birmingham Fastener family
of companies consists of multiple locations
across the nation. In 2018, Birmingham
Fastener received the Alabama Manufacturer of
the Year award.
For further information contact Birmingham
Fastener Inc. at 931 Avenue W, Birmingham, AL
35214. Call Toll-Free: 1-800- 695-3511, Local:
205-595-3511, Fax: 205-591-7107 or visit their
website at www.bhamfast.com.
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Century Fasteners Corp. has promoted
longtime employee James Harding to Director of
Operations. James brings to the role of Director of
Operations. James joined the Century team in 2003
to create what is now the Centralized Purchasing
Division. After serving 8 years in that role, James
transitioned from Corporate Purchasing Manager
to Branch Manager of the Atlanta Operations in
2011. While serving as Branch Manager, James
was integral in branch consolidations, sales office
openings, assisting Quality to achieve AS9100D
certification, implementation of Quality software
and recently leading Century’s Branch Closure
COVID-19 Protocols Task Force.
James is a graduate from Eastern Kentucky
University, BS in Accounting in 1998 and honorably
served in the US Marine Corps from 1992 – 1996.
The Director of Operations, will be reporting to both
Co-Presidents, Tom Brodsky and Evan Stieglitz.
For more info contact Century Fasteners Corp. by
Tel: 1-800-221-0769 or visit them online at www.
centuryfasteners.com.
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LAURENCE CLAUS A PRIMER ON FASTENER MARKING from page 158

TABLE 5: ASTM A194/A194M MARKING VARIATIONS

ASTM A320/A320M
ASTM A320/A320M is a specification for alloy and
stainless steel bolts for low temperature service. Like
similar standards, grade and manufacturer’s identification
marks are required for bolts ¼ inches (6mm) diameter
TABLE 4 CONTINUED: ASTM A193/A193M AUSTENITIC
STAINLESS STEEL MARKINGS

and above and studs 3/8 inches (10mm) and above. The
top of the head is the preferred location but the sides
can be used as long as the markings don’t interfere.

ASTM A194/A194M

Studs can be marked on the ends.

ASTM A194/A194M is the companion standard to

This standard has materials broken into different

ASTM A193/A193M and is for carbon steel, alloy steel,

classes. Class 1 parts are solution heat treated, Class

and stainless steel nuts for high temperature service.

1A are solution heat treated in the finish state and

Nuts shall be marked on one face representative of the

Class 2 are solution heat treated from strain hardened

grade type and manufacturing process. Table 5 provides

materials. Table 6 provides all the different marking

all the variations.

variations.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 162
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LAURENCE CLAUS A PRIMER ON FASTENER MARKING from page 160

separated by a decimal point. This nomenclature actually
communicates some information for those that know
the system. The first number represents 1/100 of
the nominal minimum tensile strength and the second
number (to the right of the decimal point) is the minimum
yield strength determined as a percentage of the nominal
tensile strength. The number represents 1/10 of the
percentage to be used. Taking Property Class 8.8 as an
example, therefore, the nominal tensile strength is 800
MPa and the yield strength is 80% of that or 640 MPa.
ISO 898 Part 1 requires that the manufacturer’s
identification mark accompany all fasteners exhibiting
a Property Class mark. Figure 10 shows an example
of a part marked to this standard. The standard
also recommends that the manufacturer’s Identification
number be used on parts that do not exhibit a property
class. Hex head parts should be marked if they are
5mm or greater in diameter. The top of the head is the
preferred location but the sides or on a flange are also
alternatives. Socket head cap screws require marking on
5mm diameter screws and above. The marking may be
located on either the top of the head or the side of the
head. Studs greater than or equal to 5mm diameter shall
be marked if they are Property Class 5.6, 8.8, 9.8, 10.9
and 12.9/12.9. They may be marked on an unthreaded
section or on one end. Table 7 shows all the different
marking options for full loadability products.

TABLE 6: ASTM A320/A320M MARKING VARIATIONS

ISO 898 Part 1
ISO 898 Part 1 is the primary standard used to define
mechanical properties of bolts, screws and studs for
metric externally threaded fasteners. Whereas the inch
standards refer to the different strength categories as
“grades”, this standard introduces a new term, “Property
Class, to describe the different strength categories. The
Property Class designation consists of two numbers

FIGURE 10: EXAMPLE OF ISO 898/1 5.8 HEAD MARKING
(BLANK DOT IS MFR. ID)

CONTINUED ON PAGE 164
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LAURENCE CLAUS A PRIMER ON FASTENER MARKING from page 162

TABLE 7: ISO 898 PART 1 FULL LOADABILITY
PROPERTY CLASS MARKINGS

Some standards, this one included, provide an
alternate method of marking. In the case of ISO 898

TABLE 8: ISO 898 PART 1 REDUCED LOADABILITY
PROPERTY CLASS MARKINGS

ISO 898 Part 2
ISO 898 Part 2 is the companion standard to ISO

Part 1 there is an alternate “clock face method” of

898 Part 1 and is for carbon and alloy steel nuts. The

marking for property classes 8.8, 10.9, and 12.9. Figure

standard requires that all nuts made to the standard

11 shows the alternate method for these three property

display a Property Class symbol and the manufacturer’s

classes. Essentially the method has the manufacturer’s

identification mark. Small nuts may use the alternate

identification mark in the 12:00 position and a second

clock face marking method. Figure 12 illustrates an

mark in one of the clock face positions. In these three

example of a nut manufactured to this standard. Table 9

examples, Property Class 8.8 has a dash at the 9:00

provides the standard marking scheme. Figure 13 shows

position, Property Class 10.9 has a dash at the 10:00

the clock face alternative method. In this method each

position, and Property Class 12.9 has a second dot at

nut has either a dot or the manufacturer’s identification

the 12:00 position.

mark at the 12:00 position and a second symbol (usually
a dash) located in a specific clock face position. Take for
example a Property Class 10 nut; the dash is located at
the 10:00 position on the clock face.

FIGURE 11: ISO 898 PART 1 ALTERNATE CLOCK FACE MARKINGS

ISO 898 Part 1 also has provisions for fasteners
with reduced loadability. These are fasteners that are
designed in such a way that either the head or the shank
is unable to bear the same load as a full loadability
fastener. Table 8 shows the different marking options for
these parts.

FIGURE 12: EXAMPLE OF ISO 898/2 PROPERTY
CLASS 10 NUT MARKING

CONTINUED ON PAGE 166
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J.W. Winco, Inc., A Ganter Company, a
leading supplier of standard industrial machine
components, has once again been able to
enhance fully developed parts according to
the application and combine them with other
standard securing parts.

Assembly pins are unspectacular, but
essential construction elements. Winco has
taken this universal standard part and further
improved it.
Stainless steel assembly pins from the
GN 2342 series are available in all common
diameters from 8 to 20 millimeters and in
various standardized lengths. Three different
end washer forms and the selection by means
of a specific code number between assembly
pin with and without transverse spring cotter pin
holes diversify the series even further.
On one of the end washers is a simple,
turned stainless steel collar washer which holds
the axially inserted assembly pin in the correct
position in the hole.
The eyelet washer version, having a hole in
which a retaining cable or a ball chain can be
attached, protects the assembly pin from getting
lost, as well as the matching spring cotter pin,
which secures the assembly pin axially through
the transverse hole.
The third type of washer offers a fastening
tab with an elongated hole. This simultaneously
secures the assembly pin axially, which restricts
rotation and is attached without play using a
countersunk screw.

All washers are non-detachable because
they are fastened to the assembly pin via their
axial countersunk hole. This design favors the
implementation of solution-specific special lengths
that are available upon request in comparatively low
quantities.
Both GN 2344 series washers with protection
against loss can also be ordered separately for
individual applications, for example, for additional
retaining cables or for specific assembly pins.
Because Winco keeps focus on the big picture,
we revised the spring cotter pin as well. The securing
element, which is available as GN 1024, is based—
unlike the DIN standard—on even-numbered wire
gauges, which simplifies matching to the associated
through hole. The spring cotter pins are available in
steel and stainless steel, as well as with single or
double winding. With the latter form, the flat spring
characteristic curve facilitates easy fitting.
For more information contact J.W. Winco at
1-800-877-8351, fax at 1-800-472-0670, e-mail at
sales@jwwinco.com or online at www.jwwinco.com.
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LAURENCE CLAUS A PRIMER ON FASTENER MARKING from page 164

and describe the subject part.
There are a variety of different
part numbering strategies in
aerospace fasteners. For this reason
thorough coverage would require an
entire article all on its. Figures 14 and
15, however, illustrate two common
examples of aerospace marking.

FIGURE 13: ISO 898 PART 2 ALTERNATE CLOCK FACE MARKING

Markings may be indented on the side or bearing
surface or embossed on the chamfer or top of the nut. If
the part has a flange the markings may also appear on the
flange. Other, less often used, symbols such as left handed
threads or thin styled nuts are provided for in this standard.

Aerospace Markings
Aerospace parts take marking to an entirely different
level than industrial standards. Unlike the examples
discussed above which display some combination of
strength performance and manufacturer’s identification,
aerospace and defense parts usually display both the
manufacturer’s identification and the actual part number.
Aerospace part numbers can be quite complex and usually
incorporate a base part number and then a series of dash
codes and numbers which provide details to diameters,
length, material, platings, coatings, recess styles, and a
variety of other information. Often the part number marked
in to the fastener is only a partial, but still incorporates
sufficient information for a user to be able to aptly identify

FIGURE 14: EXAMPLE OF AEROSPACE PART NAS6306
HEAD MARKING

FIGURE 15: EXAMPLE OF AEROSPACE PART NAS 1580
HEAD MARKING

How Do You Identify Markings
Quite often individuals will seek to understand what
the markings on the fasteners mean. They may want
to confirm that the part is the proper material, desired
strength grade, or simply be curious about who made the
parts. If one doesn’t recognize or know the meaning of
a mark, however, how do they find this information out?
The answer, of course, is to obtain the right standard or
reference resources to find out.
When it comes to strength marks, the seeker will have
to look into the standards. This, of course, presupposes
that they know something about the standard that the
mark is representative of. For many in the fastener industry
who work with these standards everyday that might not
be a huge challenge but what about someone that knows
nothing about standards and fasteners? For example, how
does someone who picks up a Grade 8 bolt, sees the six
radial lines, figure out their significance? Unfortunately, the
only answer is that they have to do some research to figure
it out. Hopefully, this article can be a resource to save
some of the time that might be associated with trying to
find out what a marking represents.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 168
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LAURENCE CLAUS A PRIMER ON FASTENER MARKING from page 166

Manufacturer’s identification marks pose a different
issue. There is no single repository of such marks nor
a requirement that all manufacturers register their mark.
The closest that we come in the United States is a
registry of manufacturer’s identification marks with the
United States Patent and Trademark Office under the
requirements of the Fastener Quality Act. To access a .pdf
file of this registry you can go uspto.gov/trademark/lawsregulations/fastener-quality-act-fqa/fastener-quality-actfqa. Unfortunately this registry is limited and is unlikely to
include many of the international marks. Another resource
is MIL-HDBK-57. This is a compilation of all fastener
suppliers that have been issued a Cage Code for doing
business with the US Government. Although this document
is probably the most complete resource you will find on
manufacturer’s identification marks, it is maintained and
used by the US Department of Defense and, therefore, is
once again going to be without many of the international
manufacturers. A free copy can be found from the Defense

Logistic Agency’s online resource “Assist On-line” website
at quicksearch.dla.mil. In past years other organizations
have created compilations of manufacturer’s identification
marks, although I am not aware that any of these are
currently up-to-date and actively maintained.

Conclusion
Fastener marking is extremely important to the
fastener industry and the users of the product. Users
rely on these marks being accurate to assure that
the right fastener is being used in their products and
assemblies. As this article illustrates, however, there
are many different marks and keeping them all straight
can be a complicated and daunting task. Knowledge of
the proper marking requirements of the fasteners that
you manufacture or distribute is, however, an important
obligation to your customer and the industry as a whole,
since so much is riding on correct and accurate fastener
marking.
LAURENCE CLAUS

FASTENER FAIR USA

c/o Reed Exhibitions, 201 Merritt 7, Suite 5, Norwalk, CT 06851

TEL 475-266-6185

WEB www.fastenerfairusa.com

FFUSA INTRODUCES DIGITAL PLATFORM, CONNECTOR365
Show management announced the launch of
Connector365 Powered by Fastener Fair USA. The yearround online platform is a repository of thought leadership
and industry expertise from across the fastener and fixing
industry, touching on many market sectors.
The platform will include an searchable directory
of suppliers, the ability to find new suppliers through
recommendations and expert-led virtual education.
“The unprecedented changes in all industries, around
the globe, are hastening the changes that were already
confronting the fastener industry supply chain,” said Bob
Chiricosta, Event Director for the Fastener Fair USA show.
Industrial distributors in many sectors are seeing OEM
customers automate the manufacturing operations, and
fasteners suppliers along with other parts suppliers must
provide seamless connections to order and inventory
management systems, quality documentation and chain
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of custody tracking, as well increased precision in parts
counts and packaging.
“This demands new skillsets, and adoption of worldclass best practices,” says Chiricosta. “This is what
Fastener Fair USA’s robust education program, and its
wide-ranging exhibition floor offer, and now we want to
translate that to a virtual platform.”
Since bringing Fastener Fair to the United States
in 2018, Fastener Fair USA has distinguished itself by
becoming an all-inclusive event, where all levels of the
fastener supply chain and other industry leaders from
around the globe come together to move, providing their
business forward in a constantly evolving industry.
“Now, with Connector365, we can provide these
resources year-round.,” Chiricosta says.
Stay tuned for more on the official launch of
Connector365 Powered by Fastener Fair USA.
FASTENER FAIR USA
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THE DISTRIBUTOR’S LINK

CROSSWORD SOLUTION
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ACS MANUFACTURING, INC
Formed spring steel fasteners
Tel (888) NUTS-R-US
Fax (847) 695-6336

63

ADVANCED POLY-PACKAGING
127
Quality baggers, parts counters, scales,
bags and conveyors for affordable fastener
packaging.
Tel (330) 785-4000
Fax (330) 785-4010
AIM TESTING LABORATORY
105
Highly competent and comprehensive fastener
training, consulting and testing company. Our
expertise sets us apart from the rest.
Tel (909) 254-1278
AJAX WIRE SPECIALTY CO., INC.
121
Wire spring manufacturer. Short and long
runs, all sizes, all lengths.
Tel (855) 966-AJAX (2529)
Fax (516) 935-2334
ALBANY STEEL & BRASS
Specialty Tapping Screws - Swageform
Tel (312) 733-1900
Fax (312) 733-9887

107

ALFA TOOLS
33
For over 40 years, Alfa Tools has partnered
with Fastener Distributors to supply cutting
tools, threading tools, fastener driving tools,
and abrasives made in the USA.
Tel (800) 253-2532
®

ALL AMERICAN WASHER WERKS
71
Quality producers of washers and stampings
Tel (847) 566-9091
Fax (847) 566-8381
ALLOY & STAINLESS FASTENERS
FOLD-OUT, 29, 53, 77, 85, 97
Supplies special metal fasteners in over 150
material grades and over 25 coatings and
platings, using over 300 machines with a 10,000
ton inventory with Emergency 24-7 on call service.
Tel (713) 466-3031
Fax (713) 466-9591
ALPHA-GRAINGER MFG. CO.
25
Electronic hardware, captive screws, shoulder
screws, spacers & standoffs
Tel (508) 520-4005
Fax (508) 520-4185
ALUMINUM FASTENER SUPPLY 79, 153
The only exclusive aluminum fastener
supplier of made in the USA products. 6,500
line items in stock with same day shipping.
It’s what we do.
Tel (800) 526-0341
Fax (239) 643-5795
AMERICAN BELLEVILLE
95
Belleville Washers, Belleville Springs, Disc
Springs, Flange Washers, precision-machined
custom components. Contract manufacturing
services – stamping, CNC lathe and mill
machining, grinding, heat treating.
Tel (440) 721-8350
Fax (440) 266-0704

AMERICAN IMPERIAL SCREW CORP. 123
Push on hats, push on bolt retainers, locknuts,
self-treading locknuts and washers, regular
washer locknuts, push-on retainer fasteners
and wing nuts, adhesives and metal anchors.
Tel (800) 431-2391
Fax (845) 354-4377
AMPG
2, 67
Domestic manufacturer of shoulder screws,
button head sex bolts, flat head sex bolts, prairie
bolts, non-standard flat washers, and machined
specialties from stock. Print to part in 7 days.
Tel (317) 472-9000
Fax (317) 472-9010

B
BAR STOCK SPECIALTIES
39, 77
Metal bar processing; drawing, peeling,
grinding and cutting. Long length stainless
bar up to 60 foot.
Tel (713) 849-0055
Fax (713) 466-3583
BAY SUPPLY
3
Fastener & Tooling Super Warehouse. Top brands
at bottom prices. Ship to over 200 countries.
Tel (516) 294-4100
Fax (516) 294-3448
BIG RED FASTENERS, INC.
81
Now stocking Xylan and Clear Cad B7 studs
and nuts. Your full-service stocking distributor of
all bolts, nuts, studs, washers, machine screws,
tapping and self-drilling screws. USA Products.
Tel (918) 251-7291
Fax (918) 251-7311
BRIGHTON-BEST INTERNATIONAL
OUTSIDE BACK COVER
Socket & square head set screws, hex keys,
L-Nine products, Grade 8 hex head, shoulder
bolts, pipe plugs, dowel springs, nuts &
metrics, hand tools and full stainless line.
Tel (800) 275-0050
BRIKKSEN STAINLESS
47
Master distributor of inch and metric stainless
fasteners. Competitive pricing. 24hr turnaround.
Tel (800) 962-1614
Fax (321) 233-8665
BTM MANUFACTURING
35
Leading manufacturer of bent and threaded
products. U-bolts, J-bolts, studs, anchor bolts,
spade bolts, eye bolts and bent/threaded
product to custom specifications.
Tel (800) 369-2658
Fax (816) 331-0473
BUCKLEY QC
Self-locking fasteners
Tel (800) 344-3874
Fax (716) 662-0669

161

C
CAVALIER INDUSTRIAL SPECIALTIES 77
Acorn, dome, flat and radius cap styles – small
and large diameters. Custom fasteners. Forging,
turning, milling, drilling, slotting, broaching, grinding,
and roll threading. Emergency 24-7 service.
Tel (713) 983-0055
Fax (713) 983-0058

CHICAGO HARDWARE & FIXTURE CO. 121
Mfrs of Wire Rope and Chain Fittings, Industrial
and Marine Hardware and Allied Products
Tel (847) 455-6609
Fax (847) 455-0012
COMPONENT PACKAGING
105
Contract packager specializing in the fastener
industry - automated or hand bagging, shrink
packaging and order assembly.
Tel (417) 624-9395
Fax (417) 624-2303
COMPUTER INSIGHTS
19
Offering “The Business Edge,” a complete
integrated system for fastener distributors
Tel (800) 539-1233
Fax (630) 893-4030

D
DARLING BOLT
99
Large and special hex cap screws & socket
products in additional to 12-point flange screws
Tel (800) 882-0747
Fax (586) 757-1555
DELTA SECONDARY
117
Cut off & chamfer, cut threading, cross drilling,
tapping, turning, milling, slotting, grooving.
Tel (630) 766-1180
Fax (630) 766-1285
DISTRIBUTION ONE
ERP Software for Fastener Distributors
capable of running the entire operation,
efficiently & profitably.
Tel (856) 380-0629
Fax (856) 222-0061
DISTRIBUTOR’S LINK
Tel (800) 356-1639
Fax (239) 643-5220
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109, 175

E
E & T FASTENERS, INC
93
Molded, machined, and stamped plastic
fasteners - uts, bolts, washers - Kynar,
Teflon, PVC, Nylon, and Polypropylene. Low
minimums.
Tel (704) 933-5774
E-Z LOK
119
Thread inserts for metal, wood and plastic
Tel (800) 234-5613
Fax (310) 353-4444

F
FALL RIVER MFG CO., INC.
Manufacturers of Stainless steel & nonferrous fasteners
Tel (800) 275-6991
Fax (508) 675-8770

21

FASCOMP ELECTRONIC HARDWARE 23
Male-female standoffs, female standoffs,
male-male standoffs, spacers, shoulder
screws, captive screws, thumbscrews,
swage standoffs and spacers, handles and
ferrules
Tel (407) 226-2112
Fax (407) 226-3370
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FASTAR, INC.
45
Coiled and Slotted spring pins, dowel pins,
cotter pins, taper pins, grooved and special pins
Tel (845) 369-7990
Fax (845) 369-7989
FASTENER WEBSITE LINKS

134

FASTENER NEWS DESK
FCH SOURCING NETWORK
(Tel) 877-332-7836

96
159

FORD FASTENERS, INC.
15
410 stainless steel screws, sheet metal, selfdrillers, thread cutters, self-piercing, EPDM
sealing washers.
Tel (800) 272-3673
Fax (201) 487-1919

G
GF&D SYSTEMS
94
‘One-stop’ for grease fittings and accessories.
Couplers and hose whips, grease fitting
caps, grease guns, custom designed fittings,
assortments, private labeling, custom kitting.
Tel (800) 360-1318
Fax (262) 789-8640
GLOBALFASTENERNEWS.COM
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GOEBEL FASTENERS, INC.		
Innovative fastener solutions: blind rivets,
self-tapping/drilling screws, toggles,
strapping, wing seals, tools & safety
equipment and insulation accessories.
Tel (713) 393-7007

7

GRAPHIKA CREATIVE
169
Creative marketing solutions tailored for the
Fastener Industry. Web, digital, email marketing,
exhibitions, point of sale and corporate branding.
Graphika - your off-site, in-house comprehensive
marketing department.
lee@graphikacreative.com
Tel (224) 489-9533
GREENSLADE & COMPANY, INC.
35
Fastener inspection equipment, innovative
gage design, and dimensional calibration.
Tel (817) 870-8888
Fax (817) 870-9199
GROWERMETAL S.R.L.
101
Specialized manufacturer of security washers,
blanked parts according to customer
specifications and spring washers for railways.
Tel (973) 425-0769
Fax (973) 425-0762

H
HANGER BOLT & STUD CO.
129
USA Hanger bolts, studs, dowel screws, pins.
Tel (800) 537-7925
Fax (800) 994-2658
HANSON RIVET & SUPPLY CO.
Rivets, threaded inserts, riveting tools,
riveting machines, washers
Tel (866) 61-RIVET (617-4838)
Fax (323) 221-5300
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HILLSDALE TERMINAL
96
Solderless terminals (vinyl, nylon & heat shrink).
Instant tap connectors, wiring accessories
Tel (800) 447-3150
Fax (517) 849-9516

I
ICS FLANGE
41
Stocks flange bolts and nuts in Grade 5, 8, 8.8
and 10.9 in steel and stainless in any finish.
Tel (800) 231-0360
Fax (800) 586-2461
iLOC FASTENER SOLUTIONS
163
Proud to offer specialized thread-locking
and sealing solutions. 40 years of industry
expertise and an unmatched level of expertise.
Tel (973) 706-6931
Fax (973) 706-7779
INDUSTRIAL RIVET & FASTENER CO. 103
One name, one number, one source for rivets
and RivetKing FreeSet Series.
Tel (800) BUY-RIVET
Fax (201) 750-1050
INTEGRATED PACKAGING
131
Parts are electronically counted, heat-sealed in
our poly-bags, and labeled with identification
information on every bag. Each machine
is equipped with accurate optical counting
mechanisms and printers for SKU numbers.
Tel (847) 439-5730
Fax (847) 640-8529
INTERCORP
1
Premium self-drilling, drywall, needle-point, pole
gripper, stainless steel, outdoor, concrete, cement
board, woodworking and special application.
Tel (800) 762-2004
Fax (714) 744-4672
ISC – INTERCONTINENTAL SALES
55
Fastener and Building Related Products. Same
day shipping, free private labeling, no minimums
Tel (800) 741-4278
Fax (800) 892-0983
INTERFAST GROUP
73
Distributor/importer of drywall, deck, selfdrilling and self-piercing screws.
Tel (800) 605-1233
Fax (909) 930-2183
INTERNATIONAL FASTENERS, INC. 161
Daggerz™ quality construction fasteners. Self-drill,
drywall, deck, wood, concrete, clip, needle point
screws, post frame screws, aluminum industry
screws, EDPM bonded washers, bits & threaded rod.
Tel (888) 241-0203
Fax (888) 241-2096
INxSQL
89
Providing distribution ERP solutions designed
for fastener distributors. Quality software,
affordable price, industry leading support.
Tel (877) 446-9775

J
JOHAN SMIT FASTENERS
77
Mfr and supplier of steel nuts in the petrochemical,
steel construction and energy market.
Tel +31(0)786230088

K

KEN FORGING
36, 37, 51
Domestic manufacturer of eyebolts, nut
eyebolts, rod ends, turnbuckles & fittings, eye
nuts, pad eyes, D-rings, c-clamps & screws,
swivel hoist ring. Custom forgings up to 250 lbs.
Tel (888) 536-3674
Fax (440) 992-0360
KEY BELLEVILLES, INC.
131
Key Belleville disc springs - designed for
your application. The best technology and
materials providing the greatest possible
economy.
Tel (800) 245-3600
Fax (800) 847-1672
KINTER
133
X-mas tree clips, binder posts and screws,
binder rings, steel barrel bolts and screws,
wall anchors.
Tel (800) 323-2389
Fax (847) 623-0105
®

L
LELAND INDUSTRIES INC
145
Domestic manufacturer of bolts, nuts, screws
in carbon or stainless. Custom threading
and specials. Wire bending, threading to 4”.
Bolts to 6” x 3/4” dia, U-Bolts and Anchors.
Tel (800) 263-3393
LOK-MOR, INC.
American-made locknuts at competitive
prices.
Tel (800) 843-7230
Fax (817) 453-2923
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M
BRUNO MARBACHER
155
With over 40 years of experience in the
fastener industry, and a recently retired
Director of Application Engineering, Bruno
is available to assist and resolve critical and
lingering fastening/assembly/quality issues.
Brunomarbacher4@gmail.com
MAR-BRO MANUFACTURING
57
Domestic manufacturer of standards,
specials, MS and NAS fasteners. Specializing
in A286, 12 pt flange and hex flange
fasteners.
Tel (602) 278-8197
Fax (602) 269-1235
MEHTA TRADING INTERNATIONAL
165
The complete MILL stainless fastener source.
Tel (972) 642-1012
Fax (972) 642-1244
METRIC & MULTISTANDARD
13
Providing quality metric industrial products
and exceptional customer service since 1963
Tel (800) 431-2792
Fax (914) 769-5049
MW INDUSTRIES, INC – TEXAS
139
Washers, special fasteners and metal
stamping for 35 years. ISO 9001:2008 cert.
Tel (800) 875-3510
Fax (281) 233-0449
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NBS CORPORATION
11
Specialty importer of dowel pins (inch, metric,
stainless and pull-outs), 12 points, hex flange
bolts and metric socket flanges.
Tel (323) 923-1627
Fax (323) 923-1628
ND INDUSTRIES
INSIDE FRONT COVER, 42, 43
Self-locking and self-sealing fastener processing,
fastener inspection & sorting, chemical blending,
bottling, and A2LA Lab testing.
Tel (248) 655-2503
NOVA FASTENER CO.
113
Full line screws, nuts, bolts, washers, and
fence related parts.
Tel (800) 645-1234
Fax (631) 225-1654

O
OSSCO BOLT & SCREW CO., INC.
Distributor of nuts - full range
Tel (800) 367-2688
Fax (401) 461-6970

73

P
PARKER FASTENERS FRONT COVER, 16
Domestic cold heading manufacturer focused
on socket drive screws from DFARS sourced
materials.
Tel (623) 925-5998
Fax (623) 925-5968
PINNACLE CAPITAL CORP
142
Business Sales/Divestitures; Acquisitions and
Acquisition Searches - since 1993.
Tel (212) 267-8200
PIVOT POINT
Pins - clevis, cotter pins, quick release,
locking - wire rope lanyards, stock and
specials and award-winning inventions
Tel (800) 222-2231
Fax (920) 349-3253

ROTOR CLIP
INSIDE BACK COVER
Manufacturers of retaining rings, spiral rings,
snap rings, wave springs and hose clamps.
Tel (732) 469-7333
Fax (732) 469-7898
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PRODUCT COMPONENTS CORP.
141
Machined and molded fasteners in many
types of plastics including Nylon, PTFE, Acetal,
PVC, Polypropylene, Polycarbonate and more!
Woman-owned and operated; specializing
in excellent customer service, competitive
pricing, quick delivery and small minimums.
Tel (925) 228-8930
Fax (925) 228-8933

R
RAF ELECTRONIC HARDWARE
151
Domestic standoffs, spacers, male-females,
swage, male-male and modified parts. NAS
fasteners.
Tel (203) 888-2133
Fax (203) 888-9860
W.J. ROBERTS CO.
95
Spacers and standoffs. Hex and rounds
3/16 to 5/8 diameter. Standoffs in brass,
aluminum, steel and stainless steel.
Tel (781) 233-8176
Fax (781) 231-1456

R&R ENGINEERING CO.
80
Bent bolts, wire forms. Quality craftsmanship.
Tel (800) 979-1921
Fax (800) 345-9583

S
SCREW & SUPPLY CO. INC
87
Tamper-resistant security screws made in USA.
Tel (800) 223-1316
Fax (631) 567-3057

T

TAMPER-PRUF SCREW, INC
31
Leader in Security Screws for over 40 years.
Tel (562) 531-9340
Fax (562) 531-2464
TORTOISE FASTENER CO.
59
Specialty source for slow moving hex heads.
Stainless, brass, silicon bronze, aluminum,
nickel-copper and alloy 20 hex heads.
Tel (800) 691-8894
Fax (303) 371-0877
TUTTLE MANUFACTURING
171
Anchors, bent bolt specials, spade bolts,
acme threaded bars
Tel (847) 381-7713

SETKO FASTENERS
83
Domestic manufactured and imported socket
products. Standards or specials. Mill shipments
and blanket orders. Zinc plated sockets, nylon
patches, drilling, etc. Ready...Setko!
Tel (630) 800-6377
Fax (630) 345-3062

UC COMPONENTS
125
Vented, coated, plated and polished screws.
RediVac® clean-packaged screws and
O-rings. Custom products and prototypes.
Tel (408) 782-1929

SHANGHAI FAST-FIX RIVET CORP
Rivet Manufacturer in China.
Tel 0086-21-58912860
Fax 0086-21-58912793
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UMETA OF AMERICA
59
Supplier of OEM quality grease fittings and guns
Tel (800) 595-5747
Fax (704) 799-1923

SHEAR-LOC PRODUCTS
91, 147
The original instant thumbscrews. The
ultimate socket head cap screw accessory
Tel (800) 775-5668
Fax (949) 768-8705

UNICORP
63
Manufacturer of American Standard and
Metric Precision Electronic Hardware,
fasteners and handles since 1971.
Tel (973) 674-1700

SOLUTION INDUSTRIES
149
Zinc plated socket products, hard to find items,
specials from print or sample, semi-standards.
Secondary processes. Blanket orders.
Tel (866) 297-8656
Fax (440) 816-9501
SPIROL
69, 111
Coiled and Slotted Spring Pins, Solid
Pins, Disc Springs, Alignment Dowels and
Bushings, Spacers, Compression Limiters,
Threaded Inserts and Shims.
Tel (800) 321-4679
SRC SPECIAL RIVETS CORP.
167
Blind Rivets. Company Rep: Tony DiMaio.
Tel & Fax (978) 521-0277
STAR STAINLESS SCREW CO.
49
Stainless fasteners - Inch, metric, standards,
non-standards, import, domestic.
Tel (630) 595-3440
Fax (630) 595-3533
SUNCOR STAINLESS, INC.
101
Manufacture a complete selection of stainlesssteel hardware. Extensive collection is offered
to the industrial, marine, architectural,
commercial, government and OEM markets.
Tel (800) 394-2222
Fax (508) 732-9798
SUPERIOR WASHER & GASKET CORP. 27
The single source supplier for all you washer
and gasket needs. Made in the USA.
Tel (631) 273-8282
Fax (631) 273-8088

U

V
VIRGINIA FASTENERS
155
Specializing in HDG timber, hex, carriage, lag
bolts, tie rods, nuts and washers.
Tel (800) 368-3430
Fax (757) 436-1460
VOLT INDUSTRIAL PLASTICS, INC.
9
American-made plastic fasteners, all types &
quantities, custom molding since 1992.
Tel (800) 844-8024
Fax (870) 453-8707

W
WESTERN WIRE PRODUCTS
157
Cotter pins, custom wire forms, spring pins,
d-rings, s-hooks, hitch pin clips, hog rings, key
rings, and lock washers. Made in the USA.
Tel (800) 325-3770
Fax (636) 305-1119
WILLIE WASHER MFG.
173
Special washers, stampings & prototypes.
Tel (847) 956-1344
Fax (847) 956-7943

X
XL SCREW CORPORATION
115
Importer of standard fasteners including
hex cap screws, bolts, nuts, locknuts, thread
forming screws, sheet metal screws, selfdrilling screws, machine screws, washers and
anchors, metrics and mill shipments.
Tel (800) 323-7367
Fax (847) 383-2345

